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INTRODUCTION

Governments are formally and constitutionally committed to protect and look after the

lives and freedom of their citizens, for the purpose of providing a safe and amiable

environment to its people, so as to enable them to  accomplish their professional,

commitments and values and their lifestyle and ethos. It is also the responsibility of

governments to supply such goods and services to its people, like infrastructure, ports,

airports, health facilities, etc., which is not possible for a person to have on his/her own,

owing to financial or other constraints or because of the fact that such goods and services

are used by the community of citizens on a collective scale.

To fulfill, governments need to meet these requirements the expenses of internal

administration, internal safety measures, internal law and order, a watertight legal system,

external defense of the country and construction of infrastructure and roads, etc. These

activities involve considerable  monetary investment and spending.

Governments tackle these expenses to a certain extent by imposing taxes on their

citizens and partially by raising loans. The financial ventures of governments, in terms of

raising and payout of finances are collectively known as public finance. In this book we

will discuss the scope of public finance and several provisos used in association with

public finance.

Public finance is all about the earnings and spending of a state. It pertains only to

the finances of the government. The range of public finance encompasses the study of

the collection of funds and their distribution across different domains of state activities

that are considered as crucial responsibilities or functions of the state.

Each unit begins with an Introduction followed by Objectives. The detailed content

is followed by Summing Up, i.e., a concise review. Check Your Progress, Questions and

Exercises and Key Terms are useful tools for students, meant for effective recapitulation

of the text.

Unit 1 Provides an introduction to public finance

Unit 2 Explains the concept of public revenue

Unit 3 Gives the effects of public expenditure on various aspects of the economy

Unit 4 Focuses on the types, limits and economic aspects of public debt

Unit 5 Discusses the role of the fiscal policy in the economy

Unit 6 Classifies the different aspects of government budget
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UNIT 1 INTRODUCTION TO

PUBLIC FINANCE

UNIT STRUCTURE

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Objectives

1.2 Meaning of Public Finance

1.2.1 Subject Matter of Public Finance

1.3 Distinction between Public Finance and Private Finance

1.3.1 Similarities

1.3.2 Dissimilarities

1.3.3 Public Finance and the Economic System

1.4 Public Goods vs Private Goods

1.4.1 Public Goods and Private Goods—Comparison

1.4.2 Additional Characteristics

1.4.3 Impure Public Goods

1.4.4 Local Public Goods

1.5 Summing Up

1.6 Key Terms

1.7 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

1.8 Questions and Exercises

1.9 References and Suggested Reading

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Public finance is that discipline of economics which studies the ways in which governments

raise money, the way this money is spent and the manner in which these activities

impact the economy and the society. Public finance analyses how governments at all

planes — national, state and local—offer the public preferred  services and how they

safeguard financial resources to recompense for these services. In several developed

nations, spending and taxation by the government is a major part of the country’s overall

economic activity.

Governments provide public goods—government-financed items and services like

infrastructure, armed forces, public conveniences and street lighting. An individual

companies would not volunteer to pay for these services and thus businesses have no

inducement to produce them. Public finance also enables governments to rectify or

counterbalance disagreeable derivatives of a market economy. These by-products are

called spillovers or externalities. For instance, domestic and industrial units may cause

pollution and discharge it into the atmosphere without bearing in mind the unpleasant

effect it has have on others.

Private finance is the means of creating partnerships between public enterprises

and private firms by financially supporting public infrastructure projects with private

capital.

In this unit, we will discuss the meaning and subject matter of public finance,

difference between public and private finance and difference between public goods and

private goods.
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1.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain the meaning and subject matter of public finance

� Differentiate between public and private finance

� Compare public and private goods

1.2 MEANING OF PUBLIC FINANCE

The distinction between public and private goods and the concept of the public sector

lead us to look into the meaning and subject matter of public finance. Quite obviously,

public finance is related to the financing of State activities, and can be narrowly defined

as a subject, which discusses financial operations of the fisc (or public treasury). Earlier

writers on the subject tended to define public finance in such a narrow manner, though

this is no longer the case now.

Boundaries of the scope of public finance have undergone repeated revisions in

line with developments in State activities and its economic philosophy. Accordingly, with

the passage of time, the boundaries of public finance have been extended to cover ever-

widening areas. In early days of capitalism it was widely believed that private sector

was always more efficient than the public one. It, therefore, provided a theoretical

justification for laissez-faire. By implication, almost all economic decisions were to be

guided by the “invisible hand” of unregulated market mechanism. The role of the

government was not to interfere with the working of the market forces, but to limit its

own activities to the barest minimum necessary.

One, it was to protect the society against internal disruption, and ensure an effective

prevalence of law and order. For this, the State was to maintain itself and was to create

the needed administrative, judicial and police set-ups.

Two, the society was to be protected against any foreign aggression that might

take place. The State was to maintain armed forces to meet this objective.

Three, where private sector found itself unable to create and run social overheads

(or infrastructural facilities) for reasons of their commercial non-viability and were

otherwise essential for efficient working of the economy, the State was to step in and

assume the responsibility of creation and maintenance of such social overheads. The

argument for stepping in of the State was not that the public sector was more efficient

than the private one. The basic argument was that in the absence of public sector, the

economy would remain deprived of essential social overheads. In their case, the social

marginal benefit usually far exceeds their social marginal cost. It, therefore, pays the

society to expand social overheads. Their private marginal benefit, however, is much

less compared with their private marginal cost. And as a result, the private sector is not

ready to develop them. The State is accordingly expected to finance social overheads

out of its own funds and run them, if need be, at a commercial loss.

It must be noted that the State, according to the laissez-faire philosophy, was

considered as something extraneous to the economy which was more or less equated

with its private sector only. By implication, the public sector was meant to supplement
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private sector and not replace it. It was believed that a planned economy was a pre-

requisite even for ensuring accelerated growth rates of capital formation and economic

growth.

Since activities of the State were to be tolerated only as a necessary evil and

were to be reduced to the minimum necessary scale, the real question was not to decide

the basic allocation of economic activities between public and private sectors and to deal

with the financial and allied problems that went with them, but rather to analyze the way

the treasury should operate so as to pose minimum possible hurdles in the working of

market mechanism. With this philosophy in background, the theory of public finance was

obviously assigned a limited field. It was mainly considered a description of the way in

which operations of the treasury interfere with the working of the private sector of the

economy and the way in which such interference could be minimized. Taylor, for example,

says: “Public finance deals with the finances of the public as an organized group under

the institution of government. It thus deals only with the finances of the government.

The finances of the government include the raising and disbursement of government

funds. Public finance is concerned with the operation of the fisc, or public treasury.

Hence, to the degree that it is a science, it is the fiscal science; its policies are fiscal

policies, its problems are fiscal problems.” Similarly, Carl C. Plehm says that the term

public finance “has come, by accepted usage, to be confined to a study of funds raised

by governments to meet the costs of government.”

But the above-said stand is outdated. Growing complexities of a modern economy

has thrown up a plethora of new issues and problems and a modern government is no

longer expected to be a mute spectator of what is going on. It is expected to actively

participate in the socio-economic evolution of the society, aim at maximization of aggregate

social welfare, protect the economy and society from all possible ill-effects, and use all

available fiscal and non-fiscal policy measures and weapons to this end. These days, the

fact and need of interaction and interdependence between state and private sectors is

duly recognized and therefore, in a modern economy, public sector is assigned a significant

role, both in theory and in practice. This has meant a corresponding widening of the

scope of public finance including, for example, measures for social security, checking

trade cycles, reducing unemployment, improving distributive justice, helping capital

accumulation and economic growth, and removing regional disparities, etc. Many

governments also resort to formal planning and an extensive use of the public sector. In

line with this new approach we, therefore, come across much wider definitions of public

finance. Musgrave, for example, says: “The complex of problems that centre around the

revenue expenditure process of government is referred to traditionally as Public finance

...While operations of the public household involve money flows of receipt and expenditure,

the basic problems are not issues of finance (emphasis supplied) ... we must think of

our task as an investigation ... into those aspects of economic policy that arise in the

operation of the public budget”.Thus, the subject matter of public finance is logically,

though not solely, concerned with the financial aspects of the business of government.

Similarly, Buchanan says, “The government, considered as a unit, may be defined as the

subject of the study of public finance. More specifically, public finance studies the economic

activity of government as a unit.”

The subject matter of public finance thus deals with not only the  way in which

public treasury operates, it also deals with the repercussions of alternative policies

which the treasury might adopt and accordingly deals with questions covering choice of

these policies and operations. Musgrave and Musgrave recommend an approach in
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which the state is viewed as manager of a public household. Such a public household

has certain objectives which can be grouped into categories of: (i) allocation of resources;

(ii) adjustments in the distribution of income and wealth; and (iii) stabilization of prices

and employment followed by coordination of budgetary functions. We may add that the

objectives covering capital formation and economic growth and the like should also be

added to this list. In any case, a detailed study of public finance brings in various aspects

connected with the formulation and execution of budgetary policies such as the effects

of taxation. Relevant conclusions in the theory of public finance can be drawn by bringing

in the detailed discussion of not only the way in which public household should itself

operate (such as, in the field of public sector undertakings) but also the way in which

private sector would react to alternative fiscal measures. Such fiscal measures would

include, for example, those of taxation, expenditure and public debt. Accordingly, it may

be emphasized that Musgrave’s approach, though very useful in focusing our attention

upon basic objectives of the public household and normative aspects of its working,

cannot help us much unless we are equipped with detailed knowledge of various

components of fiscal policy and operations of the State and unless our analysis takes into

account the relevant institutional factors.

Since a modern government often operates at several levels (federal, state and

local), therefore, the subject matter of public finance looks into the financial problems

and policies of the government at different levels and also studies the inter-

governmental financial relations.

1.2.1 Subject Matter of Public Finance

The subject matter of public finance admits to alternative sub-grouping with unavoidable

areas of overlapping and interdependence. Moreover, each group/sub-group admits further

details. It should also be kept in mind that the socio-economic dynamism of a typical

modern economy, supplemented with exponential growth of the financial system and

globalization, has added to the responsibilities of a modern State and thus its activities.

Fresh issues and problems keep coming up and demanding its attention. In the process,

the resource needs of the State keep increasing. It also discovers new avenues of its

disbursements as additional policy weapons. All these developments have enriched and

continue to rapidly enrich the discipline of public finance. The description given below is

only a broad indication of the fields covered by public finance.

1. Theory of Public Revenue. This aspect deals with alternative sources of State

income. It discusses and analyses comparative advantages and disadvantages of

various forms of revenue and the principles which should govern the choice

between them. Of various sources of public revenue, tax revenue, non-tax revenue,

public debt and creation of additional currency have claimed maximum attention.

(a) The portion of tax revenue covers principles governing the choice of tax

measures, incidence of taxation, and the effects of taxation on the working

of the economy.

(b) Non-tax revenue includes dividends and profits from public undertakings,

grants, fees, fines, and interest receipts etc. Each of them is of significant

importance in overall policies of the government in general and of fiscal

policies in particular.

(c) In modern times, public debt has been gaining in importance in diverse

manners—as a means of raising much needed resources, as a potent policy

tool, as a factor which restricts budgetary manoeuvrability of the State, and
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so on. Public debt possesses a lot of policy potential and also generates a lot

of issues and problems. It is now rated as a very important segment of the

field of public finance.

(d) Resorting to the printing press (that is creating and issuing additional currency

to the market) by the authoritiesm has its own set of advantages and

disadvantages, dangers and limitations and deserves special attention.

(e) In some economies, public sector undertakings provide crucial policy and

regulatory instruments in the hands of authorities. In such a case, it is

imperative to ensure that they happen to be a source of economic strength

and revenue receipts rather than the other way round. Therefore, public

sector undertakings have come to occupy a prominent place in the study of

public finance.

(f) These days, ‘tax expenditures’ or ‘tax preferences’ (that is, tax revenue

foregone on account of various tax concessions, rebates, exemptions, and

the like) have also been recognized as important segments of revenue policy

of the government.

2. Theory of Public Expenditure. Through public expenditure the government

participates in and contributes to financial flows of the economy and influences

its demand and supply patterns. It is also a major tool for implementing welfare,

growth stabilization and other policies of the Government. Policies relating to

public expenditure also include subsidies, provision of infrastructure and merit

goods, and so on.

3. Financial Administration. All financial activities involve issues of financial

administration including public budget, its passing, implementation, auditing and

similar other matters. Without a study of relevant dimensions of financial

administration the subject of public finance remains incomplete.

4. Stabilization, Growth and Distributive Justice. These have become leading

issues in economic policies of modern governments and therefore their financial

implications deserve a separate treatment in the discussion of public finance theory.

5. Federal Finance. Existence of a multilayer (or multi-level) system of government

necessitates a corresponding division of functions and resources between different

layers as also issues and problems relating to inter governmental financial flows,

financial imbalances and their rectification. They also raise issues relating to vertical

and horizontal equity and financial balance. Federal finance has, therefore, been

an integral part of modern public finance.

6. Issues of Public Policy. A modern government is expected to deal with a host

of socio-economic issues that keep cropping up continuously. Such issues are of

diverse nature and financial implications. They may be treated on a stand alone

basis, or integral parts of other issues.

1.3 DISTINCTION BETWEEN PUBLIC FINANCE AND

PRIVATE FINANCE

By private finance we mean the financial problems and policies of an individual economic

unit (which does not form a part of State organs) as compared with those of the public

authorities. It is a convention to look into similarities and dissimilarities between the two

so as to provide an analytical foundation for the decision-making aspects of public finance.

Check Your Progress

1. What was the

popular belief about

public and private

sectors in the early

days of capitalism?

2. Define public

finance.

3. What is private

finance?
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1.3.1 Similarities

Modern economies are monetized. That is to say, most of their economic activities have

financial counterparts involving creation and use of financial claims. Both private and

public sectors are engaged in activities that involve purchases, sales and other transactions.

Similarly, they are engaged in production, exchange, saving, capital accumulation,

investment, and so on. In order to finance these operations, the government, amongst

other things, creates money (which is also a financial asset), raises loans, and makes

payments, etc. Similarly, a private economic unit lends, borrows, receives and makes

payments, and so on. In these respects, therefore, both the public and private finances

are quite similar to each other.

One may also point out that both sectors are engaged in satisfying the wants of

the society by sharing economic activities. Both have limited resources at their disposal

and try to ensure that the ‘most important’ wants are satisfied first. In that sense

their problems and decisions are similar.

But the similarities between the two types of finances almost end here. In contrast,

the differences between the two are quite sharp.

1.3.2 Dissimilarities

1. To begin with, it may be stated that a private economic unit has to live within

its means. Its deficit budgeting (that is spending more than the income) can be

only for a limited period and only up to a limit. Given its economic standing, it can

accumulate outstanding debt liabilities up to a limit and no more. But this constraint

hardly applies to the State. It can plan to add to its outstanding debt with every

budget, and may also succeed in doing so. A number of governments are virtually

doing this. The result is that the public debt in many countries has become a high

proportion of national income.

 2. The distinction between private and public borrowings does not end with only

amounts of possible borrowings, but extends to their forms, rates of interest

and other terms and conditions. A private firm cannot raise non-repayable

loans, but the State may and sometimes does. The state can borrow both

internally and externally, that is, it can borrow from those who are subject to its

authority and from those who are not. But a private   economic unit (such as a

firm) cannot raise an internal loan; all its loans have to be ‘external’. Furthermore,

high creditworthiness of the State enables it to borrow at rates much lower than

the private economic units have to pay. It has the support of the central bank of

the country as an agent and as an underwriter when its loans are floated in the

market. It can draw upon the facilities of the banking and other financial institutions

more liberally. In some cases, it may adopt indirect coercive methods to borrow

at lower rates, as was done in India till early 1990s.

3. The government or a competent authority on its behalf can create legal tender

currency, that is, money which the creditors cannot refuse to accept in discharge

of their claims upon their debtors. With the introduction of paper currency, the

authorities in many countries have acquired an unbridled discretionary power to

add to currency supply. Often the formal technical restrictions can be waived if

the government so wants. Such types of restrictions mainly indicate procedural

handicaps and not essential checks.
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The upshot of the argument is that the government can just create purchasing

power and add to the demand side of the market and take away a part of the

national produce. It can leave the rest of the economy with more money and a

smaller supply of goods than before. A private economic unit cannot do so. Its

obligations can never become legal tender. A private economic unit is always

expected to pay back its obligations. In contrast, obligations of public authorities

via issue of currency need not be redeemed at all.

4. It is claimed that private finance follows the ‘market principle’, or the principle

of economic rationality; but the public finance follows the ‘budget principle’.

It means that private economic units are guided by market signals and of market

mechanism and their own economic interest. In contrast, the essence of the budget

principle is that the services in this sphere are determined not by profit expectations

and the willingness of the individuals to spend their money for the purchase of

such services, but by decisions reached through political and administrative

procedures and based on common social objectives. The State does not go by the

principle of quid pro quo.

5. Quite often, in private finance, the view taken is a short term one. In contrast,

the State is expected to take a long term view of the interests of the economy as

a whole and be ready to suffer commercial losses for that purpose, both in the

short run and in the long run. Also the State would keep in mind the fact that the

society is a perpetual entity and for its welfare many activities are needed, which

have no immediate economic return, even to the society. An example in this case

is of the investment of the State in removing untouchability.

6. It is generally pointed out that while a private economic unit proceeds by first

ascertaining its income and then determining its expenditure, the government

first decides about its expenditure and then goes round to seek revenue for

it. But, it is an erroneous idea based upon the outmoded thinking that the activities

of the state would be confined to the minimum possible and that the State would

then find out the best ways of financing them. However, these days, it is not so. It

is realized that the activities of the State are not fixed ones. They are ever-

widening and with the increasing complexity and growth of the society, the need

to increase State activities is also going up. The government, therefore, has to

expand its activities though such expansion is restricted, amongst other things, by

financial considerations also. Though the State, theoretically speaking, has complete

powers of raising additional receipts through taxation, confiscation, borrowing,

and printing notes, it would use  these  powers  only within limits so that the fabric

of the economy is not over stretched. For example, over borrowing by the State

could starve the capital market and private investment. Too much of note printing

would lead to inflationary pressures and other problems in the economy. Excessive

taxation may discourage saving and investment and productive activities, and so

on. Therefore, in practice, the government does not use these powers

indiscriminately. For example, most governments follow a system of

progressive taxation in which poorer sections of society are taxed lightly. All

said and done, the expenditure programme of the government is, to a great

extent, conditioned by the revenue considerations.

In the same manner, a private economic unit does not mechanically go about deciding

how much to spend. The wants of a private economic unit would also be generally too

many and within limits it has to work out alternative ways of increasing its income.
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Thus, we note that in spite of some similarities between the public and private

finance, there are some very important fundamental differences between them. In

order to study public finance, we have to keep these basic differences in mind, since it is

obvious that on their account a number of principles of private finance will not apply to

public finance. Differences like the very objective of private finance and public finance,

or the ability of the authorities to create money, to borrow, to tax, and so on cannot be

ignored. But in order to appreciate the basic nature of public finance, it is equally essential

to remember that the public sector is a part and parcel of the totality of the economy.

The activities of the public and private sectors are interrelated and interdependent and

involve a good deal of mutual transferring of resources. The policies adopted by the

authorities have to be analyzed in the light of these observations.

In order to understand the nature of public finance and its principles, one has to be

equipped with the knowledge of the way the economy as a whole works, the way

various financial flows take place in the economy and the corresponding economic

activities that are there. The activities of the State alter these financial flows and the

subject matter of public finance has to be discussed in the light of all these implications.

Public finance differs from private finance in the following ways:

Private Finance Public Finance 

Generates debt Creates legal tender. 

Credit supply is short-term; only till the 

debt and interest continue to be paid and 

re-borrowed. 

Inflow of money supply is permanent, 

without debts and interest. 

For gain, the charges have to be more 

than the cost. 

Tax supported, can function at price. 

Administered by the rich. Administered by nominated 

representatives. 

1.3.3 Public Finance and the Economic System

The state sector is not just a necessary evil to be tolerated. It can be designed and

operated as an effective set of tools for improving the performance of the economy in

several ways.

The classical approach to the study of public finance did not accept this viewpoint.

It assumed that private sector was always more efficient than the public one implying

that to the extent possible, the economic activities should be entrusted to the private

sector only. It was argued, accordingly, that the ‘sound budgetary policy’ of the

government was that of balancing the budget. Running into deficits and creating public

debt causes a financial burden upon the future public budgets and an ‘undue’ interference

with the working of the economy.  Therefore, any unavoidable deficit such as during a

war should be redeemed as quickly as possible. There is another danger in the practice

of budgetary deficits. It creates an atmosphere of financial indiscipline and imprudence

within the government itself leading to irresponsible spending and inflationary pressures.

Similarly, one can argue against surplus budgets. A surplus budget implies a heavier than

needed taxation, reduces effective demand in the market and results in unemployment

and depression.

It was realized, in due course, that the market mechanism, which guides the

working of the private sector is not an unmixed blessing. It leads to certain undesirable

results also. These considerations strengthen the case for the public sector as an effective
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alternative to the private sector in many ways. Accordingly, the old dictum that the

government must try to balance its budget as a sound budgetary policy stands discredited.

It has given place to what is called the functional finance. According to it, what is

needed is not a balanced or unbalanced budget as such, but stability and growth of

income and employment in the economy. For this purpose, it may be necessary to add or

subtract from the effective demand created by the private sector. If a particular tendency,

such as a deficiency of effective demand, persists in the private sector, there would be

no harm if the State sector repeatedly incurs a deficit. The emphasis here is on the

relevance of the aggregate effective demand created by both public and private sectors

instead of surplus or a deficit budget as such

The concept of a balanced budget, in whatever way defined, becomes irrelevant

in a policy of using financial operations of the government exclusively as instruments of

economic and public policy.

This view is further strengthened by the recognition of the fact that public debt

can be an important and effective instrument of economic policy, especially in stabilization.

This view was emphasized by the Radcliffe Committee in England and is now well

recognized in both academic and policy circles. The precise way in which public debt

may be used as a stabilizing instrument is debatable, but its importance is beyond doubt.

Gurley and Shaw, in their famous book Money in a Theory of Finance, have

provided a theoretical basis for creating public debt. According to this view, an economy

can have a healthy growth only if it has a sound financial system in which public debt has

an important and indispensable place, since the health of financial system is dependent

upon the provision and soundness of public debt (including currency supply).

1.4 PUBLIC GOODS vs PRIVATE GOODS

The concepts discussed below provide essential background material for the discussion

of the question of presence and functions of a modern State which, in turn, provides

necessary theoretical underpinnings for the subject matter of public finance.

1.4.1 Public Goods and Private Goods—Comparison

The concept of public goods was introduced by Paul A. Samuelson in his famous

contribution titled A Pure Theory of Public Expenditure.  Over time, this concept has

gained widespread currency and has been refined, extended and elaborated in several

ways.

A distinction between private and public (social) goods can be made on the basis

of presence or absence of the following two basic characteristics.

1. Excludability

The first characteristic is that of excludability of a good. It means that it is possible to

restrict the availability a good to select users on a certain basis, such as, by making it a

priced good. Only those users who have the capacity and willingness to pay its price can

have it. In contrast, a non-excludable good is either available to all or to none. A good

example of a non-excludable good is the defence of a country against foreign aggression.

Once the country is provided this protection, no section of society can be deprived of

enjoying its benefits. Defence services provided by the State cannot be priced and

restricted to only those who pay for it. Similarly, in some cases a consumer cannot

Check Your Progress

4. What is the classical

approach towards

public and private

sectors?

5. Why should an

unavoidable deficit

such as that during

a war be redeemed

as quickly as

possible?
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surrender the use of a service even if he wants to. An individual cannot ask to be left

undefended by the defence arrangements of the State, or refuse the benefits of a reduction

in air pollution or those of street lighting etc.

2. Rivalry

The second characteristic to be taken into account is its being rivalrous or not. When a

good is non-rivalrous, its use by some does not reduce its availability to others. In that

sense, its use cannot be rationed between its users and it is thus indivisible. There is no

‘overcrowding’ of its users irrespective of their number. For example, any number of

persons can tune in radio or TV programmes without reducing their availability to others.

The use of a rivalrous good, however, reduces its availability to others.

Those goods which are both excludable and rivalrous are termed private goods

or pure private goods. Their use can be rationed between their potential users. In

contrast, goods which are both non-excludable and non-rivalrous are termed public

goods or social goods.

The issue of financing the provision of a specific good or service is closely linked

with it being a public good or a private good. Provision of a private good can be financed

through its sales proceeds and can, therefore, be left in the hands of the private sector.

In contrast, a public good is both non-excludable and non-rivalrous. Once it is provided,

it is accessible to all. Consequently, its provision cannot be financed through its pricing

and there is a risk that its users would not pay for it voluntarily.  For example, in the case

of defence service, every individual can argue that he would have access to it even if he

does not pay for it. Its provision for him would not be affected by his not paying for it.

Consequently, very few or even none may pay for it voluntarily hoping that the provision

of the service would be ensured through the contributions and efforts of others. This

phenomenon is referred to as the problem of free riders, that is, the non-feasibility of

financing the provision of a good on a voluntary basis. Therefore, the provision of such

a good or service has to be financed through compulsory contributions (like taxation)

by the members of the society. Their financing cannot be left to market mechanism.

It must be noted that the non-excludability of a public good does not necessarily

imply that all members share it equally.  In case of a war, protection against enemy

attack may, to some extent, depend upon one’s places of residence and work. Similarly,

people living near political boundaries of the country may, for obvious reasons, be

comparatively less protected. People living near public parks derive more benefit from

them even when all members of society are equally entitled to their use. Thus, the main

criterion of non-excludability is that all members of society (or a section thereof) should

be equally entitled to the use of the good in question irrespective of their ability or

willingness to pay for it. The financing of the concerned activity has to be through

public expenditure and not through market pricing.

1.4.2 Additional Characteristics

This leads us to look at some additional characteristics of public goods.

Externalities

Pure public goods are characterized by the existence of externalities, that is, economic

effects which flow from their production or use etc. to third parties or economic units.

Such economic effects may also be called spill-over effects, neighborhood effects or
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third-party effects. They arise on account of interdependence of economic units via

input/output relationships and may be in form of gains or losses. An externality may be

pecuniary (that is, directly monetary) or technological. An externality affects the prices

in the economy which in turn transmit their effects to production and consumption decisions

of other economic units. This causes a divergence between the internal (or private) and

social marginal costs (or benefits) of the good in question. Thus, for example, pollution

caused by factories, power houses, railways, transport vehicles etc. is a cost to the

society but not to the individual undertakings. Similarly, beneficial externalities of social

overheads like roads etc. cause a divergence between private and social marginal benefits.

These externalities are of two types.

(i) market external (or marketable external) effects; and

(ii) non market external (or non-marketable external) effects.

In the case of non-market external effects, individual economic units cannot be identified

and compensated for loss, nor can they be identified and charged for economic gains. In

contrast, in the case of market-external effects, the losers (beneficiaries) can be identified

and compensated (charged) for the same.

By implication, provision of public goods with non market external effects should

be preferably in the hands of the public authorities since they can provide them irrespective

of their commercial profitability. In contrast, pure public goods with market external

effects may be left in the hands of the private sector (though even here their characteristic

of non-excludability demands that they should be in the hands of the public sector only).

A pure private good is supposed not to have any externalities. In its case, there is

no difference between private and social marginal costs of supply. And therefore its

market price represents its social supply cost also. By implication, even in the hands of

private sector, its supply would be at the socially optimum level. Ordinarily, therefore, the

provision of pure private goods should be entrusted to the private sector. But on account

of various reasons this may not be adhered to in every case. The government might

decide to step in where merit wants (to be discussed later in this chapter) are concerned

or for other relevant considerations like the cost conditions (discussed below), resource

availability, social and political philosophy, and so on.

Marginal Cost

A likely characteristic of a pure public good is that its marginal cost is zero or close to

zero. It means that an additional member of the society can be benefited by its use

without appreciably adding to its total cost. To put it differently, the use of a pure public

good by one more member of the society does not reduce its availability to the others. A

good example of it is the tuning in of your radio set. Still another example is that of a

bridge, over which an additional vehicle may pass without any additional cost to the

society. Note, however, that mostly this principle applies, in reality, only to a limited

extent. We cannot keep adding to the number of vehicles that may use the same bridge;

we cannot have the same defence budget if our population keeps increasing, and so on.

Also it may be added that a large part of the society may not be able to enjoy the benefits

of a public good without adding to the cost of its supply. Similarly, the provision of a

public good may be increased or decreased for budgetary reasons or due to some

extraneous factors. Pure public goods which possess this characteristic have a strong

case for inclusion in the public sector since public goods are indivisible also. In the case

of private goods, on the other hand, the argument is basically in favour of large scale
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production for which either the society should agree to a monopolistic type of private

enterprise or should go in for public sector enterprises.

Decreasing Average Cost

Another likely characteristic of a pure public good is its decreasing average cost. Being

lumpy, it would be subject to the economies of scale. If the public good is provided in

small units, then the average cost is likely to be much more. For example, the average

cost of operating a sewerage system is much smaller if it serves a wide area than when

it serves only a portion of the city. When it comes to the choice between public and

private sectors for the provision of goods possessing this characteristic, considerations

similar to the ones mentioned above in the case of marginal Cost characteristic apply.

1.4.3 Impure Public Goods

It would be noticed that it is highly difficult to come across goods which fully satisfy all

the characteristics of pure public goods. Similarly, it is equally difficult to come across

pure private goods. In general, most goods possess a mixture of both publicness and

privateness. The division between the two types is mostly one of degree and not of kind.

Such goods which are neither pure public goods nor pure private goods are called impure

public goods (also called quasi public goods or quasi private goods). If the elements

of publicness are predominant in the mixture of characteristics of a good, then it may be

termed a public good; and in the opposite case, a private good.

1.5 SUMMING UP

� Public finance is the analysis of the Government’s contribution in the economy. It

is the classic discipline of Economics which evaluates the Government’s revenue

and spending of public authorities and the alteration of one or the other to accomplish

desirable outcome and avert disagreeable ones.

� The subject matter of public finance admits of alternative sub-grouping with

unavoidable areas of overlapping and interdependence. Moreover, each group/

sub-group admits of further details.

� Private finance indicates the financial problems and policies of an individual

economic unit (which does not form a part of state organs) in comparison to those

of the public authorities.

� Private goods can be differentiated from public goods based on the presence or

absence of the following features:

o Excludability

o Rivalry

� Every economy is characterized by scarcity of means of satisfaction in relation to

its wants.

� The State plays a central role in the ‘solution’ of this problem.

� Entire gamut of economic activities is shared between the State and private sectors.

The share of the former is determined and revised in the context of several

relevant factors including socio-economic objectives of the country, its institutional

framework and the like.
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� The contours of the role of the State largely depend upon whether the economy in

question is a capitalist, a socialist or a mixed one.

� There is an underlying dissatisfaction with both ‘market failures’ and ‘government

failures’ with unsuccessful attempts at finding a solution thereof.

� Dissimilarities between public and private goods provide a theoretical foundation

for determining an optimum division of activities between the private and public

sectors subject to the overriding condition of interdependence between the two.

� Public goods possess several characteristics including non-excludability and non-

rivalry. Their externalities, marketable and non-marketable, are the spillover effects

flowing from activities associated with them. In contrast, a pure private good is

supposed to have no externality.

� Public goods suffer from the problem of free riders.

� It is extremely difficult to come across pure public or pure private goods .Most

goods fall in between the two categories.

1.6 KEY TERMS

� Capitalist Economy: An economy in which means of production and presumably

economic decision-making, are predominantly owned by the private sector

� Economic Rationality: Objective of promoting and protecting self-interest

� Laissez-faire: State policy of non-intervention in and non-regulation of a market

mechanism

� Market/Marketable Externalities: Externalities where the affected third

parties can be individually identified and by implication, may be charged/

compensated for the same

� Market Mechanism: Interaction between forces of demand, supply and prices

� Non-marketable Externalities: Externalities where the affected third parties

cannot be individually identified and cannot be charged/compensated for the same

� Private Good: A good which is both excludable and rivalrous

� Private Sector: Segment of the economy other than the public sector

� Product Non-rivalry: The feature of a good whereby its use by one consumer

does not reduce its availability to the others

� Product Undivisibility/Non-excludability: The feature of a good whereby if

it is available to one consumer, it is necessarily available to every other consumer

� Public Private Partnership: Joint participation of both public and private sectors

in owning and/or running a project

� Public/State Sector. Segment of the economy comprising the government and

its organs, agencies and undertakings

� Pure Public Good/Social Good: A good which is both non-rivalrous and non-

excludable

� Socialist Economy: An economy in which productive resources and economic

decision-making are exclusively or predominantly in the hands of the State
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1.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. In early days of capitalism, it was widely believed that private sector was always

more efficient than the public one.

2. Public finance deals with the finances of the public as an organized group under

the institution of government. It thus deals only with the finances of the government.

The finances of the government include the raising and disbursement of government

funds.

3. Private finance means the financial problems and policies of an individual economic

unit (which does not form a part of state organs) as compared with those of the

public authorities.

4. The classical approach assumed that private sector was always more efficient

than the public one implying that to the extent possible, the economic activities

should be entrusted to the private sector only.

5. Any unavoidable deficit such as during a war should be redeemed as quickly as

possible because running into deficits and creating public debt causes a financial

burden on future public budgets and an ‘undue’ interference with the working of

the economy.

6. A distinction between private and public (social) goods can be made on the basis

of presence or absence of two basic characteristics: excludability and rivalry.

7. Goods which are both excludable and rivalrous are termed private goods or pure

private goods. Their use can be rationed between their potential users.

8. The two types of externalities are:

(i) market external (or marketable external) effects; and

(ii) non market external (or non-marketable external) effects

1.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. What should be the field of legitimate activities of a modern government? Should

they be responsive to changing needs of the time?

2. What is the role of the private sector and market mechanism in state economic

planning?

Long-Answer Questions

1. What is a public/social good? What are its characteristic features? Distinguish

public goods from private goods and impure public goods.

2. Discuss the distribution and stabilization functions of the State.

3. ‘The field of public finance is derived from the functions which the state chooses

to perform’. Elaborate.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Governments need funds for implementation of their policies, projects and programmes.

The governments raise these finds through various means which often include taxes,

borrowings, incomes from public undertakings, etc. The governments classify their receipts

into “revenue” and “capital”.  In this unit, you will learn the concepts of the revenue

receipts of both the Centre and the states. The unit explains what is meant by tax and

how tax revenue differs from non-tax revenue and the characteristics of a good tax
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system. It describes merits and demerits of direct and indirect taxation. The other aspects

of taxation that are explained in the unit include shifting and incidence of taxation, taxable

capacity and the broad contours of the concept in Indian context. Economy and market

cannot be immune to the prevailing tax structure of that particular country. The last part

of the unit provides an insight into the tax structure in India.

2.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� Distinguish between tax and non-tax revenue

� Discuss direct and indirect taxation, ability to pay and principles of taxation

� Interpret shifting and incidence of taxation

� Classify taxable capacity

� Summarize the effects of taxation on production and distribution

� Explain taxation and economic stabilization/inflationary pressures

� Explain the rate structure in taxation

2.2 TAX AND NON-TAX REVENUE

Every government needs funds to finance its activities. They may be raised from various
sources and it is cumbersome to list all of them. But t he important ones include taxes,

interest receipts, income from currency, borrowings, sale of public assets, income from

public undertakings, fees, fines, gifts and donations, etc. Professor Dalton makes a

distinction between public receipts and public revenue. To him, public receipts include

receipts of the government from all sources while public revenue is a narrower concept

and excludes public borrowings, income from the sale of public assets, or receipts from
the use of “printing press”.

It is a normal practice with a government to classify its receipts into “revenue”

and “capital” categories, though there is a lack of precise criteria for the demarcation

between the two. However, broadly speaking, revenue receipts include “routine” and

“earned” ones. For this reason, they do not include borrowings and recovery of loans

from other parties, but they do include tax receipts, interest receipts, dividends and

profits, donations, grants, fees, and fines etc. Capital receipts, on the other hand,

cover those items which are basically of non-repetitive and non-routine variety

and have the effect of altering government’s financial liabilities/assets. In the

following section, we briefly cover the concept and contents of revenue receipts of the

government with special reference to India and thus covering revenue receipts of both

the Centre and States.

Revenue Receipts

These receipts are divided into tax revenue and non tax revenue.

Tax revenue itself is divided into three sections:

(a) Taxes on income and expenditure: This section covers all those taxes which

are levied on receipts of income and expenditures of taxpayers such as corporation

tax (which is a tax on business income or profit), income tax, expenditure tax,

interest tax, and similar other taxes, if any, in force.
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(b) Taxes on property and capital transactions: This section covers taxes on

specified forms of wealth and its transfers such as estate duty, wealth tax, gift

tax, house tax, land revenue, etc.

(c) Taxes on commodities and services: This section includes taxes on production,

sale, purchase, transport, storage, and consumption of goods and services.

Alternatively, taxes may be divided into direct and indirect ones.

Non tax revenue of the government may also be divided into three sections:

(a) Currency, coinage and mint: This source of non-tax revenue is available only to

GOI and not the States. It comprises excess of face value of currency created

(and ‘sold’ to the RBI to be issued to the market) by the entre over its cost of

creation.

(b) Interest receipts, dividends and profits: This section comprises, apart from

interest receipts on loans by the Government to other parties, dividends and profits

from public sector undertakings run by or as government departments including

other income generating departments. Examples from India include contributions

from railways and posts and telecommunications, and surplus profits of the Reserve

Bank of India transferred to the Government.

(c) Other non tax revenue: This section covers revenue from various government

activities and services such as from administrative services, public service

commissions, police, jails, agriculture and allied services, industry and minerals,

water and power development services, transport and communications, supplies

and disposal, public works, education, housing, information and publicity,

broadcasting, grants in aid and contributions, etc.

It should be noted that logically it is also possible to shift item (a) to either (b) or (c).

Capital Receipts

Capital receipts of the government assume several forms. The most important one

comprises fresh borrowings which can be classified in several alternative ways, such as,

their origin and maturity etc. For example, on the basis of origin, public borrowings may

be classified into external and internal ones. The former are raised from outside the

country and only GOI is authorized to raise them, while the latter are raised from within

the country. Similarly, on the basis of their term to maturity, public loans may be classified

into non-terminable [or perpetuities], “long term”, “medium term”, or “short term” loans.

It is noteworthy that, with the exception of perpetuities, boundaries of all other categories

are drawn arbitrarily. It is also noteworthy that the term to maturity of a terminable loan

keeps sliding towards zero. Public loans may also be marketable or non-marketable, and

interest-free or interest-bearing, etc.

The next category of capital receipts covers recovery of loans due from debtors

to the government. Other categories of capital receipts may take the form of grants and

donations, deposits, and appropriation to various funds and so on.

In this unit, we shall cover the concept and issues related to taxes and tax

revenue. This will be followed by an analysis of public debt and public expenditure.

2.2.1 Tax Revenue Distinguished from Non-tax Revenue

What is Tax?

Tax is a compulsory levy payable by a legal entity to the government without any

corresponding entitlement to receive any specified and direct quid pro quo from the
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government. Note the word direct here. Tax is not a price paid by the taxpayer for any

specified service rendered or a commodity supplied by the government. The benefits

received by taxpayers from the government are not related to or based upon their being

taxpayers. Tax is a generalized exaction,which may be levied on one or more criteria

upon individuals, groups of individuals, or other legal entities.

It may be noted that every compulsory payment to the government need not be

a tax. For that, absence of a quid pro quo is also a must. However, we frequently come

across complex and hazy cases which do not satisfy these criteria unambiguously. Given

below are some examples to illustrate this observation.

1. Authorities may supply some priced goods and services to the public. The ‘user

charges’ recovered from the public for such a good or service may be higher than

its cost of supply and the supply cost itself may contain a component of inefficiency.

Furthermore, consumers may have no alternative source of acquiring such a

good/service. In such cases, the price/user charge paid by the public contains an

element of taxation.

2. A ‘special assessment’ (or a betterment levy) is a kind of a special charge levied

on those members of the society who are beneficiaries of certain government

activities or public goods. For example, provision of parks and other facilities may

push up land values in the neighbourhood. Irrigation facilities often increase the

productivity of irrigated lands and, therefore, land prices. Such benefits are

‘unearned increment’ for property owners which the authorities may choose to

tax away. Being a compulsory payment, a betterment levy is like a tax. But since

there is a quid pro quo (some people get the benefit out of a project and they pay

for it), it is also like a price.

3. Fines (such as court fines) are also compulsory payments without any quid pro

quo but they are different from taxes because they are imposed to curb certain

offences and not for raising public revenue. Therefore, fines should not be classified

as taxes. Similarly, import and export duties may be imposed with different

intentions in mind. If the intention is to get some revenue for the public treasury,

they are taxes. But if the intention is to regulate the flow of imports and exports,

then they change their character and they are no longer taxes in strict sense of

the term.

4. The authorities also may charge fees for certain services such as registration of

legal documents, marriages, births and deaths. However, quite often such fees

are far in excess of their cost of provision (except, probably, in the case of health

services). The extent of excess charges is in the nature of a tax.

5. Profits from creation and issue of government currency are also like compulsory

levies upon the public. The actual cost of creating this currency is much less than

its face value. The Government, therefore, makes a profit out of this. But this

profit is not like the usual profits from other public undertakings. The public has

no choice but to use this currency at its face value.

6. Take the case of deficit financing. Ordinarily, it means an excess of public

expenditure over public revenue. This excess may be financed by borrowings

from the market, borrowings from abroad, or the use of the printing press [creation

of currency]. The latter two avenues are open to GOI only. In the case of

borrowings from abroad, there is no compulsion for the lenders; but in the case of
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internal borrowings there can be. The government may force various individuals,

firms, corporations and other institutions to lend to it at rates much lower than

would be the case otherwise. This amounts to a kind of taxation in the sense that

the government does not pay as much to the lenders as they could get otherwise.

On the other hand, instead of borrowing, the government may choose to use the

printing press. When the government spends the additional funds so created, the

aggregate demand in the market increases and prices are pushed up. The

government purchases away a part of resources and the market is left with smaller

supplies. In other words, the government, through the use of the printing press,

taxes away some resources of the market just as it could tax them away directly.

7. Voluntary gifts to the government cannot be termed either taxes or prices.

2.3 DIRECT TAX vs INDIRECT TAX

Several characteristics of a good tax system, as judged from the viewpoint of various

objectives of the society, have been discussed earlier. However, the crucial question of

choosing between alternative taxes and their rate structures still remains uncovered. In

what follows, we examine a variety of taxes and their merits and demerits from the view

point of widely accepted socio-economic objectives of equity, efficiency, simplicity, resource

allocation and so on. It would have been an ideal situation if each tax made only a

positive contribution towards achieving one or more objectives without negating the

merits of any other. In such a case, the authorities would have an easy task of choosing

between alternative taxes on the basis of their estimated comparative contribution to the

achievement of identified socio-economic goals. Factually, however, most taxes have a

mixture of both beneficial and harmful effects and this makes the task of structuring an

ideal tax system a difficult one.

It is noteworthy that it is quite problematic to restructure an entire tax system at

one go. This is because any existing system has a history of evolution and constraints

emanating from it. Therefore, any discussion covering merits and demerits of alternative

tax system can only serve as a general guide indicating the considerations which the

authorities should take into account in their attempt at achieving an ideal tax system. It

should also be noted that frequently, the choice of taxes and their rate structures by the

State is restricted by administrative, political and other considerations. For example, the

legislative body may not approve every proposed change in the tax system. Similarly, the

assumption that the government administration is both efficient and honest, does not hold

in every case. In addition, authorities also face pressure from several vested interests.

However, even in the face of all these hurdles, the government is expected to strive for

maximizing the net benefits of the tax system as a whole.

2.3.1 Single vs Multiple Tax System

A system comprising only one tax has been advocated at times in the past. Partly, this

was due to an inadequate understanding of the working of a complex modern economy,

and partly it was the result of the belief in the concentration theory of incidence. Conceptual

and analytical inadequacies also contributed to the prevalence of this opinion. DeMarco

claimed that tax payers were more certain of their liabilities in a single tax and this

helped in a more equitable distribution of the tax burden and in reducing its cost of

collection. As against these claims, however, we should note the difficult problems which

are faced in implementing a single-tax system, such as, identification and choice of an
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appropriate single tax, determination of its rate structure, adequacy and growth of revenue,

and its role in promoting national objectives.

Single Tax System

In this section, we shall cover three most widely discussed forms of a single tax system,

namely, the poll tax, a tax on agricultural rents, and taxation of land values/unearned

increment. It needs to be emphasized right at the outset that any form of a single tax

system, by its very nature, deprives the authorities of using it as a policy tool. This is

something which a modern government is least likely to appreciate particularly because

it is expected to protect the economy from ill effects of ‘market failures’ and disturbances

originating from abroad. It is also expected to effectively contribute towards attainment

of socio-economic objectives of the country.

(a) Poll Tax

In Poll Tax system (also known as the Head Tax or Per Capita Tax system), each

taxpayer is liable to pay the same absolute amount of tax. Inclusion into or exclusion

from the list of taxpayers is not determined on grounds of income, profession, paying

capacity or the like. However, blind, insane or very old persons etc. may be exempted

from paying this tax. This tax system is better suited to crude economies because of its

simplicity, easy enforcement and minimal cost of collection. However, in multi-sectoral

economies, a poll tax has normally been supplemented with some other taxes. Even in

recent times, attempts have been made to levy a poll tax (sometimes termed ‘community

charges’) with a local or regional coverage in addition to the main tax system. However,

such attempts have faced great resentment and resistance.

Neutrality. It is claimed that a poll tax is almost neutral in its allocation effects. That is

to say, the imposition of this tax does not distort the pattern of economic activities in the

country. Since disposable income of every tax payer is reduced by the same amount, the

pattern of demand in the economy and, therefore, the pattern of supply, remain unaffected.

It is also claimed that the rate of poll tax can be adjusted to meet the revenue needs of

the government. Another point quoted in its favour is that, in this system, every member

of the society contributes to the upkeep of the government. This makes this tax not only

broad-based but also feeds the interest of public in government activities.

These arguments, however, are misplaced and lead us to wrong conclusions. It is

highly unlikely that a poll tax would really be neutral in its market repercussions.

Firstly, we must note the all-pervasive inequalities in the distribution of income

and wealth. Such inequalities may be too large or just moderate, but they are seldom

non-existent. A poll tax widens these inequalities still further, and pushes the demand

pattern in the economy farther away from its true needs and aspirations.

Secondly, the needs (and therefore the marginal utility of income) of different

members of the society differ from each other and, as a result, an equal absolute

reduction in the disposable income of every tax payer imposes a greater loss of utility

upon the poorer sections. Therefore, this tax is, by its very nature, highly regressive and

reduces aggregate social welfare.

Thirdly, faced with an equal reduction in disposable income on account of a poll

tax, a richer taxpayer is less likely to lower his consumption level than a poorer one. The

former is, however, more likely to reduce his saving and investment and thereby retard

the rate of economic growth.
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Other Objectives. Poll tax also fails to satisfy several principles of taxation. In a

modern complex economy, it is not likely to yield sufficient revenue receipts for the

government. To ensure adequate tax receipts, the rate of poll tax has to be very high

with the risk of pushing several poor people to starvation level. It violates the benefits

received principle because there is no quid pro quo between the State and the tax

payers under this tax system. It also does not satisfy the cost of service principle or the

principle of diversity.

(b) Tax on Agricultural Rent

Physiocrats of France in eighteenth century were the most vocal advocates of a single

tax on agricultural rent and provided a theoretical justification for it. They argued that, in

the final analysis, a tax could be paid only out of an economic surplus. Its incidence could

not settle anywhere else. Furthermore, to them, such an economic surplus or a net

product as they called it, could and did exist only in agricultural sector. Accordingly, all

taxes were finally paid only out of this surplus (which was appropriated by the landlords

in the form of agricultural rent). In modern terminology, they were believers in the

concentration theory of incidence. They, therefore, advocated that the State ought to

levy a tax only on agricultural rent and nowhere else.

In olden societies it was often found that agricultural taxation was quite adequate

to meet the revenue needs of the State and that other possible taxes were either politically

unacceptable or yielded very little revenue. It is for these reasons that income tax was

not much in use in olden times, and taxes on handicrafts and trade were either not levied

or were levied only to a limited extent.

However, with growing importance of non-agricultural sectors, taxing only

agricultural rent to the exclusion of other taxes has lost its rationale. Currently, it is a

universally recognized fact that non-agricultural sectors also generate economic surplus;

and their proportionate share in GDP increases with the developmental level of an

economy. By implication, a tax system should cover all surplus generating segments of

the economy. Moreover, a diversified tax system can be used as an effective policy tool

by the State.

(c) Land Value Tax

This tax chooses unearned increment in the form of only an increase in land values,

leaving out rest of the economy. An unearned increment is an addition to the market

value of an asset on account of interplay of demand and supply forces without any direct

role of labour, effort or investment by the owner. This increment can be realized in some

form of purchasing power by selling the asset. That way, the concept of unearned

increment is similar, but not equivalent, to that of ‘economic rent’, ‘economic surplus’ or

‘net product’. Land value tax was forcefully advocated by Henry George who wrote his

famous book Progress and Poverty in 1879. He argued that an interplay of market

forces and institution of private ownership of property led to an increase in the land

value in the from of unearned increment. In his analytical framework, he distinguished

between economic rent of land and other forms of returns on labour and capital. To him,

returns on labour and capital necessitated an effort on the part of the workers and

investors and other productive activities and, therefore, a tax on these returns discouraged

saving, investment and other economic activities. However, with economic growth, land

values acquired unearned increment in the nature of ‘economic rent’ and its taxation had

no ill effect. Therefore, the society had the right to tax away this unearned surplus.
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George’s proposal drew support from several thinkers including Harry Gunnison and

Nobel Price laureate Milton Friedman. Some research institutes have also come into

existence to study and promote his reasoning and recommendations. In practice, however,

this tax is only one of the several imposed by a modern government on various forms of

economic rent.

Limitations

However, a tax system comprising only land value tax suffers from several limitations

including the following.

� A distinction between economic rent and business rent of land poses several

conceptual and practical problems, the former being a return attributable to

investment of labour and capital in land improvement.

� The phenomenon of appreciation of capital value (or unearned increment) is not

restricted to only land. Buildings, investments and other forms of wealth also

experience it. Economic development adds to the variety and volume of such

forms of wealth and, in the long run, the importance of their unearned increment

comes to overshadow that of land. Given this fact, there is no reason to have a

tax only on economic rent of land.

� Even if we ignore conceptual and estimation problems, yield of a single tax on

land values is almost bound to be inadequate for meeting expenditure needs of a

modern State. This is all the more so because this tax is to be levied only when

land is actually sold. Moreover, land value tax reduces the demand by its potential

buyers. In an extreme case, where tax levied is at 100% of the unearned increment,

it may become nearly impossible to find a buyer for land. In contrast, non-land

forms of wealth, particularly buildings and financial assets, are more likely to be

sold frequently and, a tax on their unearned increment is expected to yield

significant revenue receipts.

� Like any other single tax system, this one also cannot be used as a policy tool by

the State.

Multiple Tax System

Multiple tax system is one which comprises two or more taxes. The foregoing discussion

supports the view that a good tax system must comprise a variety of taxes. The choice

of such taxes, their rate structures, and other associated matters should be worked out in

a judicious manner so as to optimize the net outcome of their resultant effects. The

arguments in favour of a multiple tax system include the following.

Firstly, as noted above, a modern economy is not a single-objective economy. It

tries to forge ahead simultaneously along the paths of balanced growth, equitable

distribution of income and wealth, economic stabilisation, and so on. And since no single

tax can be expected to help the economy on all these fronts, a choice in favour of a

multiple tax system becomes inevitable. Different taxes contribute to the attainment of

different objectives. Thus, some taxes are expected to help in a more equitable distribution

of income and wealth. Some others are expected to help in reducing regional disparities.

Still others may be needed for meeting the revenue needs of the government, and so on.

A multiple tax system, therefore, becomes indispensable for a multiple-objective society.

Secondly, GDP of a modern economy originates from several sources/sectors.

Justice and equity demand that the State should derive its revenue receipts from all

important segments of the economy in an equitable manner.
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Thirdly, it is very likely that any single tax, while helping the economy in some

objectives, would work against some others. For example, a tax which reduces income

inequalities might discourage saving and investment and thereby retard capital

accumulation and economic growth. It is necessary, therefore, that a judicious mixture

of taxes be chosen so as to maximize their net aggregate beneficial effects.

The issue of rate structuring leads us to critically examine progressivity,

proportionality and regressiveness of taxes. Extent of progressivity, proportionality, and

regressiveness of a tax rate is measured by relating the change in average tax rate with

the change in the tax base, or comparative change in marginal and average tax rate

when the tax base changes. Progressivity of the tax system as a whole is also estimated

by its impact on the change in inequality of income distribution, such as by estimating

Gini coefficient. Case for and against progressivity rests on the issues of marginal utility

of income, distributional equity, economic growth, etc. In the final analysis, most thinkers

favour at least some degree of progressivity.

2.3.2 Proportional vs Progressive Taxes

Taxes are frequently classified on the basis of the degree of their progressivity. This

may be elaborated with reference to taxation of income.

1. If, with increasing income, tax liability of a tax payer increases not only in absolute

terms, but also as a proportion of his income, then it is termed a progressive tax.

2. If, on the other hand, the tax liability of a taxpayer increases in the same proportion

as the increase in his income, then it is termed a proportional tax.

3. It is termed a regressive tax if the tax liability of the taxpayer, as a proportion of

his income, falls with an increase in his income. The absolute tax liability, however,

may increase even in this case.

The foregoing terminology is applicable in the case of every tax base. The base of a tax

is the legal description of the taxed object such as, net income or wealth or

consumption expenditure of the taxpayer. The term tax rate is used to denote the

amount of a tax per unit of the tax base. Accordingly, therefore, when the tax rate does

not change with a change in the tax base, it is termed a proportional tax. If, on the other

hand, the tax rate and tax base move in the same direction, that is, either both increase

or both fall together, we have a progressive tax and the tax is regressive if the tax rate

falls as the base increases and vice versa (that is, the tax rate and tax base move in the

opposite directions).

It should be specifically noted that the forementioned terminology assumes that

every tax base represents a corresponding paying capacity of the taxpayer so that a

larger tax base denotes a higher paying capacity.

It will be noted that the presence of proportionality or progressiveness gives rise

to a corresponding relationship between average and marginal tax rates. Average tax

rate is computed by dividing total tax liability by the total tax base. The marginal tax rate,

on the other hand, is estimated by dividing change in the total tax liability by the change

in the total tax base. For example, if for an income of ̀ 10,000, the tax liability is ̀ 1,000

and for an income of ̀ 11,000, the tax liability is ̀ 1,320, then the average tax rate for the

two income levels are 10% and 12% respectively. The marginal tax rate is the additional

tax liability (viz., ̀ 320) divided by additional tax base (namely ̀ 1,000) i.e. 32%. In the

case of proportional taxation, since by definition the average tax rate remains unchanged,

the marginal rate always remains equal to the average rate. If the tax rate structure is
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progressive, then the marginal rate increases along with an increase in tax base and lies

above the average rate of tax. In the case of regressive tax rates, both average and

marginal tax rates fall as the tax base increases and accordingly marginal tax rate lies

below the average tax rate.

If rate of progression declines with an increase in tax base, it is termed degressive

taxation. It has two forms. In the first case, the entire taxable base is divided into two

slabs. No tax is levied on the lower slab, while the entire upper slab is taxed at a given

rate. For this reason, the average tax rate falls as the size of taxed base increases. In the

second case, the rate of tax does not rise fast enough as the tax base increases (more

precisely where the degree of progression is not constant throughout), so that the increase

in tax rate becomes slower as the tax base increases. This sort of degression is often

found in practice in the case of income tax.

It must be remembered that the concept of progressiveness as stated above is

with reference to only the money (or money equivalent) burden of a tax. It need not

correspond to the real burden on the taxpayer, that is, the sacrifice which the taxpayer

undergoes. In terms of sacrifice, for example, a proportional income tax is progressive

because it entails a proportionately greater sacrifice of utility on the part of the lower

income taxpayers. Actually, depending upon the rate at which marginal utility of income

falls, even some degree of progressiveness in money terms might turn out to be regressive

in its real burden.

An assessment of the arguments for and against progressive, proportional and

regressive taxes should be conducted at two levels, namely, the impact on an individual

tax payer and the impact on the entire society in terms of economic growth, saving,

investment, regional disparities, and so on.

When we argue in subjective terms, that is, in terms of the sacrifice which individual

tax payers undergo in paying the taxes, we come in contact with the ability to pay and

benefits received approaches. These approaches are intimately associated with the

subjective formulation of the degree of progressiveness of a tax.

Economists have often viewed progressivity of taxation in terms of relationship

between the average and marginal rates of taxation. Some advocate that the rates used

here should not be just nominal (as in law) but effective ones, since actual collections

differ from nominal rates on account of various exemptions, rebates and even evasion.

Empirically, these rates should be estimated on the basis of actual tax collections from

various income classes of tax payers. It is also possible to devise a measure of tax

progressivity by making use of measures of inequality of income distribution. Amongst

others, the inequality may be measured by means of Lorenz Curve or in terms of Gini

coefficient (G). For example, if we estimate Gini coefficient for pre tax distribution (G)

and for post tax distribution (G*), then the ratio G*/G would give the overall progressivity

of the tax. The tax would be progressive, neutral, or regressive if (G*/G) is greater than,

equal to or less than unity. The ratio (G* – G) / G, on the other hand, would give a

measure of the effect of taxation on the distribution of income. A larger distributive

effect would be reflected in a bigger value of the ratio.

Arguments For and Against Proportional Taxation

Proportional taxation has been advocated mainly on grounds of our inability to decide

upon a precise and appropriate degree of progression. It is argued that the case for

progressive rates is based only upon the hypothesis that marginal utility of income

is lower for the richer sections. It is claimed that this cannot be proved because utility,
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being a subjective thing, cannot be measured and inter personal comparisons of utility

are not possible. It follows that we cannot impose a larger money burden upon the richer

sections by using the ‘sacrifice argument’. This argument, it is obvious, is quite misplaced.

It is true that we cannot prove, in any objective manner that the marginal utility of

income, like the marginal utility of any particular good, falls as income increases. But it

can be safely assumed that the marginal utility of income to a poorer person will be

higher subject to the condition that his capacity to enjoy incomes is as much as that of a

richer person. Even if it is not, over a time, the poorer person also learns the use of

additional income as well as the richer person does, provided he is allowed an increase

in income on a long term basis. Of course, all persons having same income do not have

equal capacity to enjoy their respective incomes. But this does not militate against the

principle argument for or against progressive, proportional, and regressive rates.

To put it differently, capacity to enjoy income depends both upon one’s inherent

faculty and knowledge and awareness of the use of income. The knowledge of the

possible uses of extra income can be imparted to every one. The inherent faculty to

enjoy income, however, is not dependent upon the level of income one is having.

Another argument in favour of proportional tax schedule is its administrative

simplicity. It is claimed that proportional taxation is easier to decide and administer,

especially because complicated rate schedules and a degree of progression in each tax

is not easy to work out. However, as seen above, this argument is untenable if we

consider the quantum of sacrifice undergone by a taxpayer. In that context, a proportional

tax is really regressive and oppressive. Administrative convenience of proportional taxation

is also a questionable claim. For example, a proportional income tax would involve taxing

every individual and family in the society, entailing a gigantic task of estimating net

income of every individual/family and collecting tax on it. Such a tax cannot be considered

a simple and convenient one in true sense of the term. Its cost of collection is also likely

to be very high.

It is claimed that a proportional tax does not change the relative position of different

taxpayers. They all lose an equal proportion of their purchasing power and therefore a

proportional tax does not alter the use-allocation of resources of the economy. To put it

differently, a proportional tax does not affect the relative position of demand/supply

flows and, therefore, the developmental course of the economy. This type of reasoning

is quite misleading. It must be remembered that when the income of a tax payer is

reduced, he adjusts his demand pattern for several goods and services. A richer person

would tend to maintain his consumption standard by reducing his saving and, therefore,

the consequent supply of investment funds and the demand for capital goods would fall.

This, in itself, would retard the rate of economic growth though the State action may

more than compensate the deficiency here. The poorer sections, on the other hand, will

have to reduce their consumption itself and this may not be desirable from the point of

view of their health and efficiency. Actually a progressive tax appears to be far more

acceptable on these grounds. It transfers potential savings of the rich into State hands

and the State can use them for accelerating economic growth. At the same time it would

permit the poorer sections to maintain their consumption standards.

Arguments For and Against Progressive Taxation

Case for progressive taxation rests on the principle of ability to pay and the corresponding

sacrifice which taxation involves. Its underlying assumption is that of diminishing marginal

utility of income. However, quantification of marginal utility is not a pre-requisite for
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justifying progressive taxation. Quantification of marginal utility, if possible, only helps us

in working out precise tax rate schedules. However, on account of prevalent scale of

distributional inequalities, we are not likely to go wrong even with a high degree of

progression and a scope for reducing the aggregate sacrifice would still remain.

Lerner, in his book Economics of Control, demonstrates that even in the absence

of known marginal income utility schedules, so long as we can assume that the marginal

utilities would be different, a movement towards equality of income would increase the

aggregate utility of society’s income. He further argues that in case the individual members

of the society do not have equal capacity to enjoy income, we should still move towards

equality, though at a slower rate. Therefore, the arguments of those who reject progressive

tax rates on the basis of non measurability of utility stand rejected. The only concession

that could be made to the opponents of progressive rates is that in the short run progression

should be moderate and should increase gradually over time. Seligman, however, rejects

the policy prescription of bringing about complete equality even in the long run. He says:

“Legal justice means legal equality and a legal equity which attempts to force an equality

of fortune in the face of inevitable inequalities of native ability would be a travesty of

justice.” But the problem is that market forces create inequalities which are clearly far

in excess of the possible differences in the capacity to enjoy income and as Adolph

Wagner puts it, a tax system is a powerful instrument for correcting the distribution of

income and wealth as determined by the market forces and the institution of inheritance.

It is found, further, that progression can also be advocated on the basis of social

justice which manifests itself in the form of taxing the people according to their ability to

pay. Since progressive tax schedules try to bring about equal marginal sacrifice on the

part of the taxpayers and since through that approach the whole tax system moves

towards the least aggregate sacrifice, such a tax system is just both as between individual

taxpayers and for the society as a whole.

It is, however, to be noted that the case for progressive tax has been disputed on

the grounds of not only non measurability of utility and the impossibility of its interpersonal

comparisons, but also on the grounds that a progressive tax should be adopted only when

marginal utility of income falls faster than the rise in income. Actually, the very objective

of imposing equal sacrifice through taxes is contested. It is asserted accordingly that the

case for progressive taxation is quite weak.

Benefits received principle does not necessarily imply a progressive tax rate

especially when we consider the welfare activities of the government. This approach

advocates a heavier taxation on the poorer sections on the assumption that they derive

more benefit from State activities. However, even if welfare programmes of the State

are ignored, it is debatable whether it is the rich or the poor who derive greater benefit

from State activities.

The degree of progressivity of the tax system has a direct bearing upon the rates

of saving and investment in an economy. Opponents of progression claim that only

higher income classes can save and, therefore, progressive taxation retards saving and

investment activities. However, the counter argument is that the State should tax this

source without forcing poorer sections to lower their consumption levels, and invest the

tax proceeds. This argument can be further extended as follows:

Firstly, if the State does not tax the rich more heavily, they are also likely to

increase their consumption of luxuries and thus use up the productive resources of the

society wastefully. In order that the rich should be prevented from doing this, they should

be taxed more heavily.
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Secondly, in the absence of a progressive taxation, the richer will become richer

still and inequalities would increase. This tendency will accentuate the process of mal

allocation of the resources of the economy in favour of luxuries at the cost of necessities.

It will also lead to a concentration of economic power in the hands of the richer sections,

and they would be tempted to misuse them.

Thirdly, proportional taxation would endanger the health and productivity of the

masses. It may also cause various forms of social and political unrest.

It is, therefore, asserted by the supporters of progression that the State should tax

the richer sections more heavily to ward off the possible ill effects of social and political

unrest, weak health and low productivity of the masses and misuse of the nation’s

productive resources. Further, the State should take an active part in economic growth

of the society through its budgetary savings, promotion of the public sector, provision of

social overheads, and so on.

In a modern free enterprise exchange economy, progressive taxation has an

additional advantage of being a built in stabilizer. That is, the tax system acts as a

cushion against an excessive upward or downward shift in income, employment and

prices. The fact that the poor are taxed less heavily and they have a high marginal

propensity to consume provides a firm base for a minimum effective demand in the

country. As income increases, it is higher incomes which are taxed more, and during a

depression, the higher income earners get larger tax relief. Thus, the economy gets a

firm demand base even in a depression and its extra purchasing power is taxed away

during a boom period. The tax bill varies in line with the upward or downward movement

of the economy.

In a poor, underdeveloped country, unfortunately, this policy prescription of raising

resources through budgetary savings may necessitate the use of regressive taxes. A

poor country, by definition, does not have an adequate economic surplus which would be

saved on its own. Such savings have to be forced upon the society to a great extent. And

this leads the state to impose a variety of indirect taxes. In order to raise adequate

revenue, these indirect taxes have to cover articles of mass consumption and are not to

be confined only to items of luxury patronized by the rich.

It must be remembered, however, that an emphasis on indirect taxes becomes

necessary only when direct taxes (which would be generally progressive) fail to yield

adequate revenue to the State. In an underdeveloped economy, the welfare and growth

requirements compel the State to raise more revenue which it has to rely more and more

upon indirect taxes of the regressive type. Unfortunately, therefore, the theory of

progressive rates cannot be fully put into practice in underdeveloped economies.

The degree of progression in taxation is also intimately connected with the will to

work and save. The opponents of progressive taxation argue that economic progress

cannot be ensured unless people work for it; and for hard work they must have adequate

economic incentives. In other words, the argument maintains that unless people are able

to enjoy the fruits of their labour, they would not work hard and productivity in general

would decline. The richer people will save less and the process of capital accumulation

will be retarded. However, this type of reasoning is misleading for the following reasons.

� As far as saving and investment are concerned, we have seen above that the

State can perform these functions provided it wants to do so and provided it has

an adequate and efficient administrative machinery for it. Therefore, this part of

the problem can be effectively solved by a judicious system of reward and

punishment in the public sector of the economy.
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� As regards incentive for hard work, why should we assume that it is only the rich

which need it? The poor need it in a far greater measure. Actually it may be

stated that the rich will rather opt for more leisure beyond a certain level of

income in order to enjoy that income. The poor, on the other hand will not only be

edged on to harder work if they find the existence of appropriate economic

incentives, but would also find their productivity increasing through greater

consumption (on account of larger income availability).

� Another point in favour of progressiveness is its administrative convenience. In

case of proportional taxation, or regressive taxation, tax collecting machinery has

to cast its net very wide. This not only causes undue harassment to small tax

payers, it also leads to a high cost of tax collection. In the case of progressive

rates (and steeper the progression, the better for it), the average cost of tax

administration and collection declines.

2.3.3 Criteria for Distinction among Taxes

The distinction between direct and indirect taxes is not always a satisfactory or a consistent

one. There has been a long tradition in economic literature to classify taxes into these

two categories on the basis of alternative criteria.

Invalid Criteria

Shifting of tax incidence is one such criterion. It says that if incidence of a tax does not

shift, then it is a direct tax; and if it does, it is an indirect tax. However, the coverage of

this classification is both incomplete and inconsistent because the quantum and direction

of shifted incidence may vary over time and may even dwindle down to zero. By

implication, a tax may move from one category to the other. Because of these

complications, some authors prefer to discard this distinction. For example, Taylor says,

“The terms direct and indirect tax ... are finally distinguishable in meaning only in terms

of shiftability. Direct taxes are not shifted, while indirect types are. The decline in the

use of these terms can be accounted for by inability to make such broad generalisation

with respect to many tax measures.”

In economic literature, several other criteria have also been suggested for

distinguishing between direct and indirect taxes. For example, it has been maintained

that while taxes on production are direct, those on consumption are indirect. Similarly,

it has also been asserted that taxes on income are direct but those on expenditure are

indirect. It would be noted that such like criteria do not have any sound theoretical

footing. For example, there is no logical basis for classifying taxes on production as

direct and those on consumption as indirect; or for that matter, taxes on income as direct

and those on expenditure as indirect. Each of these activities is essential for the life and

health of an economy.

Valid Criteria

A valid and acceptable economic criterion for distinguishing between direct and indirect

taxes is as follows.

The authorities may levy a tax directly on legal entities (that is, tax payers like

individuals, families, business firms, institutions, etc.), or they may levy a tax indirectly on

legal entities by first levying it on some good, service or activity and then making associated

legal entities like sellers, buyers, transporters, service providers, tourists, and so on to

pay them. Therefore, a tax levied in the former manner is a direct tax, while a tax of the

latter variety is an indirect one. To reiterate in simple words, taxes levied directly on
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legal entities are direct taxes; and taxes levied on goods, services, activities etc. are

indirect ones.

In the case of a direct tax, liability of a tax payer is assessed on the basis of some

indicator/measure of his paying capacity. For example, income tax is one such direct tax

because in this case, the liability of a tax payer is determined on the basis of his ‘taxable

income’, which is taken as a measure of his capacity to pay. Same is the case with

several other taxes like wealth tax, expenditure tax, gift tax, capital gains tax, interest

tax, and so on. Corporate taxes, such as taxes on profits, sales proceeds or assets of

firms and corporations are also direct taxes because they are directly levied on these

legal entities. A tax on ‘professions’ is also a direct tax because it is levied on all those

legal entities who pursue any of the identified professions and, therefore, in the judgement

of the authorities, need to be taxed. Similarly, a poll tax is also a direct tax because it is

directly levied on “targeted” individuals (though irrespective of their capacity to bear it).

As stated above, indirect taxes are those which are ‘levied’ on identified goods,

services and activities, though collected from individual legal entities on the basis of

some specified nature of their ‘association’ with the taxed items. Examples of such

taxes include excise duties, customs duties, sale/purchase taxes, VAT, service tax,

entertainment tax, motor vehicle tax, and so on. Thus, an excise duty is levied on the

production of a good and collected from those who produce it producer (who, in turn,

may collect it from its buyers). Customs duties are levied on imported/exported goods

and services and collected from those who import/export them.

Thus, the classification of taxes into direct and indirect categories is not based

upon shifting of their incidence. Such shifting depends upon the relevant demand and

supply elasticities which themselves may change over time. It is a different matter,

however, that the authorities mostly assume that the incidence of an indirect tax would

be shifted forward. In contrast, in the case of a direct tax, they normally assume that its

incidence would not be shifted.

Indirect taxes may be specific or ad valorem. When they are imposed on per

item or per unit basis, they are called specific. On the other hand, when the tax on an

item is assessed on the basis of its value, it is ad valorem one. Sales taxes are mostly ad

valorem. Excise duties, on the other hand, are sometimes specific, sometimes ad valorem

and sometimes a combination of both. Taxes on rail and bus passenger fares are usually

ad valorem, but they can be specific also. The advantage of an ad valorem tax is that

its receipts automatically increase with an increase in the value of the taxed item. In

some cases, like a percentage tax on rail passenger fares, an ad valorem tax is more

just and equitable. However, being ad valorem, it also feeds inflationary pressures and

is therefore, regressive in nature.

Merits and Demerits of Direct Taxes

This brings us to the merits and demerits of direct and indirect taxes, the knowledge of

which helps the government in choosing a judicious combination of both types. It is

noteworthy that we are not likely to come across an economy with where only one form

of taxes is levied to the exclusion of the other.

It is claimed that rates of direct taxes can be determined in close conformity with

the ability to pay of the taxpayers. Their ability to pay is assessed on the basis of those

flows (like income, expenditure, etc.) and those assets (like wealth) which are generally

accepted as good representatives of their respective paying capacities. Accordingly,

there are fewer chances of making an error of judgement. Direct taxes can be chosen
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and their rates determined in such a way as to secure their maximum possible closeness

to the ability to pay of taxpayers and the least aggregate sacrifice on their part. In these

taxes, we can choose a desired degree of progression in conformity with our targets of

social and economic justice. These taxes can be used for reducing income and wealth

inequalities and mitigating various social evils associated with them.

However, the strength of these arguments depends upon the extent to which an

appropriate degree of progression of tax rates can be chosen, which is not always the

case. Usually, the authorities are either too hesitant to adopt a fair degree of progression

and, therefore, direct taxes fail to contribute appreciably to the reduction in income and

wealth inequalities, or they become over-enthusiastic in bringing about equalities. In the

latter case, their policy tends to retard growth rate of the economy. It means to say that

choosing the degree of progression raises the question of conflict between the objectives

of equity and efficiency. However, this conflict is an inherent feature of direct taxes. It

is an avoidable possibility.

The opponents of direct taxes argue that since it is not possible to determine an

appropriate degree of progression (on account of the difficulties of measuring the ability

to pay and the subjective nature of the marginal utility of income), the State would

always end up with either too much or too little progression. This argument, however,

cannot be used to banish the use of the direct taxes as such. Firstly, direct taxes are

justified because their rate structures can be progressive. Secondly, indirect taxes are

generally regressive and discarding direct taxes would entail a far greater shift away

from the principle of ability to pay and objective of equity.

It should be noted that no single direct tax can be accepted as a sole measure of

ability to pay. A combination of different indices like income, wealth, expenditure, gifts,

inheritance, capital gains, windfalls, etc. should be used for this purpose.

It is claimed that direct taxes do not cause any (or cause very little) distortion in

the resource allocation of the economy and that they leave the taxpayers better off than

is the case with indirect taxes. This assertion aims at establishing superiority of direct

taxes over indirect ones.

It is claimed that direct taxes are buoyant. In revenue receipts of direct taxes

automatically increase with income of the community. However, this claim can be

made for indirect taxes as well, and such a claim need not be valid for every kind

of direct tax. When the general level of activity and income goes up in the economy,

there is likely to be a corresponding increase in sales/purchase and other activities. It is

not that income and employment can increase in vacuum. Accordingly, it is not only

direct, but indirect taxes also which should be expected to yield more revenue. Also it

should be noted that the authorities would not be interested only in the tax revenue as

such, but also in the advancement of social and economic justice through the tax

instrument. From that point of view, of course, direct taxes are often preferable.

It is claimed that direct taxes inculcate a spirit of civic responsibility in the taxpayers.

They try to be more vigilant about the expenditure policy of the government and the

productivity of public expenditure. This argument, it appears, is quite misleading.

� Firstly, this argument contradicts the assertion direct taxes leave the taxpayers

better off than do the indirect taxes. If this is the case, then obviously people will

be less conscious of the taxes when they are being paid directly.
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� Secondly, awareness of the taxpayers is likely to prompt them to evade the

taxes. And the practice and possibility of tax evasion and avoidance is more in the

case of direct taxes than in the case of indirect taxes where the tax payers often

get the impression that they will be able to shift their incidence.

Amongst the demerits of direct taxes we may add the fact that they generally violate the

canon of convenience. Indirect taxes are usually paid in installments for each transaction

and so on. They can also be avoided to some extent by shifting one’s expenditure pattern

or reducing the total expenditure. Direct taxes, on the other hand, are generally payable

in lump sum or even in advance and become quite inconvenient.

Another demerit of direct taxes is their supposed effect on the will to work and

save. It is asserted that work (giving income) and leisure are two alternatives before any

taxpayer. If, therefore, a tax is imposed, say on income, the tax payer will find that the

return from work has decreased as compared with return from leisure. He, therefore,

tries to substitute leisure for work. Harberger, however, comes to the conclusion that no

a priori case in favour of direct taxation can be established since both direct and indirect

taxes affect the choice between work and leisure. There is, therefore, a reduction in the

will to work on the part of the taxpayers and this tendency is bad for the economy since

it leads to an all round slowing down of economic growth. Similarly, if the authorities tax

property and inheritance etc., it will cause a reduction in the will to save. Capital

accumulation in the economy will suffer and there will be again a retardation of economic

growth. This happens because the a taxpayer starts comparing the utility from current

consumption with the utility from future income (which he shall earn through income

from savings). The taxpayer may even compare the utility from current consumption

with the satisfaction which he derives from handing over a certain amount of gifts or

inheritance to the beneficiaries, children etc. Since the taxation reduces the utility going

to the beneficiaries, the taxpayer tends to consume more himself and save less for heirs.

This possible disadvantage, however, may be counteracted by two other forces:

� A tax payer may be seriously interested in leaving at least a certain amount of net

inheritance or a net gift to the beneficiary in which case he would try to save

more to compensate for the tax payment.

� It is also possible that the expected income from investing the saving may be so

much that even such direct taxes do not have a significant effect upon saving and

investment activities. These counteracting forces, however, are not likely to be

general and strong. It may be stated quite strongly that direct taxes are very likely

to discourage saving and investment activities (though these tendencies may be

counterbalanced by other fiscal policies or other socio economic forces).

Merits and Demerits of Indirect Taxes

An important merit of indirect taxes is that they are less inconvenient, and from that

point of view less burdensome (their being less burdensome from other points of view is

not agreed in general). The taxpayers pay these taxes in parts and generally when they

enter into some sale/purchase transactions. Furthermore, indirect taxes are usually hidden

in the prices of goods and services being transacted and, therefore, their presence is not

felt so much.

Another merit of indirect taxes is that with proper administration, the chances of

tax evasion in their case can be reduced. Excise duties, for example are quite difficult to

evade if the government machinery is vigilant and there is a proper check at the points of
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production. Sales tax, however, is more difficult to administer especially if we allow

various exemptions either to goods and services or to sellers having turnover of less than

a certain specified amount. Furthermore, the points of sales tax are larger in number and

spread over wider areas. It is for this reason that in some cases, additional excise duties

are imposed in lieu of sales taxes. But there are other indirect taxes which are not that

difficult to collect, such as, taxes on railway and bus fares. Here the points of collection

are manageable in number and accounts of the transactions are usually well maintained.

All told, evasion of indirect taxes can be checked more effectively than in the case of

direct ones.

In an underdeveloped country, indirect taxes have a special role to play in meeting

its need of additional saving and capital accumulation. Total national income being

low, the scope of squeezing adequate tax revenue both for running the administration

and for bringing about capital accumulation is very limited. Furthermore, in such an

economy, there is usually an urgent need for providing certain basic amenities and welfare

activities such as drinking water, health services, protection against malnutrition, and so

on. Given this enormous need for tax revenue, and given the limited scope of direct

taxes, indirect taxes have to play a crucial role in such economies. The only exceptions

to this rule can be those economies which have some huge export potentialities (such as

oil exporters).

Indirect taxes are also a powerful tool for redirecting the production and

investment activities of the economy, i.e., they can be used for guiding the economy in

its resource allocation. It is generally recognized that market mechanism by itself is not

a perfect institution which an economy can have. It has several defects which manifest

themselves in the form of not only inequalities of income and wealth, but also in the

distorted patterns of consumption, production and employment. Indirect taxes can be

used for rectifying such distortions. A properly structured system of indirect taxes can

enable the authorities to twist the demand and supply forces in a way so as to yield

desirable results like encouraging higher priority industries and discouraging lower priority

ones. For example, a high rate of excise duty or a sales tax increases the price of the

taxed good and discourage its demand. Reduced profitability from this item, therefore,

dries up investment in this line and diverts it to those lines where profitability is

comparatively higher. Similarly, indirect taxes can also be designed for increasing

employment or encouraging the adoption of a particular technology. For example,

if mill made cloth is taxed heavily while handloom cloth is left tax-free, the expected

result is that production and employment in handloom cloth sector would be encouraged.

If, on the other hand, the government intends to encourage capital intensive techniques,

labour-intensive outputs can be taxed more heavily. Similar logic applies to various

situations and policies with regard to customs duties. The main point to be emphasized is

that indirect taxes can be highly selective both commodity wise and rate wise and thus

can be designed as a powerful policy tool for manipulating the demand and supply flows

in the economy.

Indirect taxes are more flexible and can be used more selectively than is the case

with direct ones. These characteristics of indirect taxes are used more frequently in the

case of customs duties.

Arguments against indirect taxes are only a few but powerful ones. It is claimed, and

very rightly, that these taxes negate the principle of ability to pay and are therefore

unjust to the poor. By their very nature (since one of the objectives is to raise adequate
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revenue), they are spread over to cover even those items which are mostly purchased

by the poor. This makes them regressive in effect. For this reason, indirect taxes also

militate against the objective of least aggregate sacrifice. This ill effect of indirect taxes

is sought to be mitigated by heavier taxation of luxuries. But it is impractical to exempt

necessities and tax only luxuries because, in that case, the revenue yield would be

inadequate.

Indirect taxes are highly inflationary. Direct taxes take away a part of the

purchasing power of the taxpayer resulting in reduced demand and lower prices. On the

other hand, indirect taxes have the effect of pushing up sale prices of the taxed goods

without reducing nominal (that is, in money terms) purchasing power in the hands of the

buyers. The result is that, in their case, inflationary forces are fed through a vicious

circle of higher prices, higher costs, higher wages and again higher prices.

2.4 SHIFTING AND INCIDENCE OF TAXATION

Impact of a tax is its first point of contact with the taxpayers. It is upon those who have

the legal obligation to pay it. Incidence of a tax, on the other hand, is defined as its final

resting place or the sources from which it is finally paid. It is upon those economic units

which finally bear its money burden and are not able to recover it from others.

Incidence of a specific tax (such as an excise duty) is likely to be borne by a large

number of economic units. Also shifting of incidence of a tax may be a multi-stage

process. However, it is not possible to shift tax incidence without price variations

in sale-purchase transactions with those to whom the incidence is to be shifted.

Also, the quantum of shifted incidence of a tax need not be equal to that of its impact.

Imposition and collection of a tax have the potential of evoking a variety of responses

from both taxpayers and other affected economic units and thereby influencing the

working of the economy in several ways. These responses and their outcomes are

collectively termed effects of that tax. These effects may result from the fact of imposition

of a tax itself, and/or from the process of shifting of its incidence. For example the

minimum effect of a tax, when it is imposed, is a reduction in the disposable income of

the taxpayers; and if its incidence is shifted, then at least some prices would also change.

Tax Burden

Effects of a tax can be both beneficial and harmful. Its harmful effects are termed its

burden and are conventionally divided into its money burden and real burden. The

former represents a reduction in the disposable income of the taxpayers and is further

subdivided into direct and indirect money burden components. Direct money burden

equals the amount of tax paid by the taxpayers to the authorities. However, the very

fact of imposition and collection of a tax entails a variety of additional costs to the

taxpayers and these are termed its indirect money burden or ‘cost of compliance’.

Factually, however, the term ‘cost of compliance’ should be accorded a broader meaning

and should also include time and effort spent by the taxpayers as also mental pressure

borne by them.

The harmful effects of a tax, such as a loss of employment and production, are

termed its real burden. It is broadly equated with the loss of welfare of the community

as a whole. Real burden itself may be divided into two parts, direct and indirect. “Direct

real burden” of a tax is the direct loss of welfare of the taxpayers attributable to it, while
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its spillover ill-effects are termed its “indirect real burden”. Both these measures are

gross and not ‘net of benefits’ of the said tax.

Excess Burden

Net loss of welfare caused by a tax is termed its ‘excess burden’. Assuming that a free

market economy yields the best possible results and any deviation therefrom constitutes

an excess burden, Musgrave asserts that the excess burden upon taxpayers results from

(a) an interference with the consumer choice, (b) changes in factor supply and hence

total output, and (c) changes in employment through changes in aggregate demand.

Alternative Meanings of Tax Incidence. Mrs. Ursula Hicks uses the terms formal

and effective incidence of a tax. To her, formal incidence of a tax is that portion of

incomes of the taxpayers which they surrender to the government agencies for financing

the provision of their collective wants. This financing may take the form of direct tax

payments or the indirect route of sale-purchase transactions. In the latter form, impact

and incidence of a tax differ from each other.

Thus formal incidence of a given tax equals revenue receipts of that tax, while

formal incidence of the entire tax system equals aggregate tax receipts of the authorities.

In contrast, effective incidence of a tax (or the entire tax system) is the sum total of its

effects. It includes all the advantages and disadvantages which an economy derives

from a tax or the entire tax system. It is nearly impossible to properly estimate the

effects or effective incidence of a tax because for that we have to compare two situations,

one with the presence of the said tax and the other without it. And one of these two

situations is always hypothetical. Thus, if the tax under consideration is already in

existence, we have to compare the existing situation with the one which would have

been there without that tax. Similarly, if the tax in question is not being levied, we need to

know the situation which would result if it is levied.

Musgrave uses the term incidence of a tax in a different sense. When a tax is

imposed, or its rates etc., are revised, the effects are felt in different spheres of the

economy. The incidence of a tax is the resulting change in the distribution of income

available for private uses. The distributional effects of changes in a particular tax are

called specific tax incidence. On the other hand, assuming that the government is

interested in choosing between alternative ways of raising a given amount of real resources

by means of taxation, the distributional changes that result as one such tax is substituted

for another are referred to as the differential tax incidence. It need not be mentioned

that the meaning chosen by Musgrave is one of the several alternative meanings and his

choice is purely arbitrary.

2.4.1 Forward and Backward Shifting

As stated above, incidence of a tax can be shifted only through a sale/purchase transaction.

For example, if a producer is asked to pay an excise duty on his product, he may enhance

its sale price or he may force his suppliers of inputs to accept lower prices. In the former

case, it is termed forward shifting. In it, the producer is collecting a portion of the tax

from his customers and is shifting a portion of the tax burden forward. Since a tax is

shifted through the means of a price variation, in the case of forward shifting, the price

of the commodity or service through which the tax is being shifted, will increase. On the

other hand, it becomes a case of backward shifting, if the tax is shifted through the

vehicle of purchase transactions. In our example, backward shifting will occur if the

producer reduces the purchase price(s) of an input (inputs). It must be emphasized that
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along with an imposition of a tax, there is a likelihood of changes in the demand and

supply flows of the taxed good implying that the price of a good also undergoes a change

over and above the one brought about by the sheer fact of tax shifting. Conceptually,

however, only that portion of changes in price represents a shift in the incidence of a tax

which can be attributed to it and not the component of price change attributable to an

extraneous shift in demand and supply flows. A modern economy is characterized by a

dynamism of its demand and supply forces and accordingly, it becomes quite difficult to

estimate the price that would have been there in the absence of the tax. Furthermore, it

is not necessary that a tax must be shifted only forward or backward. It can shift partly

in each direction, depending upon the sales/purchase transactions involved and the market

forces at work. It is also self-explanatory that over time, shifting of tax incidence can

change its direction from forward to backward and vice versa.

Shifting of Incidence through Tax Capitalization

Shifting of periodic taxes on multi-use (durable) items like buildings and cars takes place

through what is termed “tax capitalization”, that is, a reduction in the purchase price

offered by the purchaser of the taxed item. It means that the “present worth” of the

future tax payments is estimated and the offered purchase price of the taxed item is

reduced. However, such a reduction in offered purchase price need not be equal to the

estimated “present worth” of the stream of future tax liabilities. It may be greater or

smaller than that.

Accordingly, an equivalent of the future tax payments is found in terms of the

present value and the purchase price of the item is reduced by a part or full amount of

that value. Such a reduction in the purchase price is termed tax capitalization. The

principle of tax capitalization can be understood by looking at the way the buyer is

supposed to work out the offer price for a durable taxed item.

Let R
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The price offered by the purchaser is guided by PW. It obviously falls (rises) as

the tax amount rises (falls).

2.4.2 Theories of Tax Shifting

Three most popular theories of tax shifting discussed below are the Concentration Theory,

the Diffusion Theory and the Demand and Supply Theory. All the three assume, implicitly

or explicitly, that the incidence of a tax can be shifted only through sale/purchase

transactions involving real or financial resources. No taxpayer can recover the tax paid

by him from someone else unless something is bought from or sold to the latter.

A. Concentration Theory

This theory asserts that there is an inherent tendency for the taxes to be absorbed by

certain income classes. It was advocated by the physiocrats and the classical economists.

Physiocrats believed that in an economy, only those persons could bear the taxes who
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were appropriating a “surplus”. To them the artisans and other classes (except peasants)

did not produce any surplus since in such cases the value of the final output was only

equal to the value of the inputs. However, the story was a different one with agriculture.

There, the value of the produce far exceeded that of the inputs and it was this surplus

which was appropriated by the landlords as rent. The peasants were left with only that

much of income which was necessary to maintain themselves and perpetuate their

labour supply. In the same manner the artisans also got only that much of income which

just represented the cost of their own reproduction. Therefore, the only source from

which taxes could be finally paid was the agricultural rent. If was implicitly assumed that
if taxes were paid out of incomes other than agricultural rent, such taxed income earners

would not be able to sustain themselves and their supply in the market would dwindle

down to zero. It was therefore preferable to levy a tax only on agricultural rent.

The classical economists were able to add a refinement to this analysis. They

realized that in an economy, surplus could occur in two forms, namely, land rent and

profit. Accordingly, all tax incidence would get concentrated on these two surpluses and

would be absorbed by these. Let us consider some possible taxes to see how this is

corroborated.

Land rent, according to Ricardian theory, arises due to the fact that (a) agricultural

production is subject to the law of diminishing returns and (b) with increasing population

and demand, the supply of agricultural output and hence the marginal cost of production

increases. The classical economists also believed in the subsistence theory of wages

and the Malthusian theory of population. Accordingly, in the market the wage rates of

the workers and peasants tend to settle at their subsistence level. If they ever slumped

below this level, the result would be a reduction in labour supply because labour would

start dying off. On the other hand wages above subsistence level would result in an

increase in labour supply in the long run. In the short run, however, labour supply can be

taken as fixed so long as wages do not fall below subsistence.

A tax on agricultural produce implies an increase in both average and marginal

costs of cultivation. However, with a given population in the short run, demand for

agricultural produce does not fall and prices of agricultural produce go up. This raises

the cost of subsistence of the workers. Wages would have to increase and they would

eat into profit incomes. However, rent income does not fall because landlords pay the

tax on agricultural produce out of higher sales proceeds collected by them through higher

agricultural prices. Thus, the incidence of the tax finally rests upon the profits. However,
if a tax is imposed not on agricultural produce but on agricultural rent itself, the landlords

are left with no means to shift the tax incidence on to others because rent does not form

a part of the cost of production; marginal cost of cultivation remains unchanged and so

does the rent income.

If a tax is imposed upon wages, the workers will have to be compensated through

additional money wages to give them a given real subsistence. Those who are

appropriating profits will not be able to shift the tax incidence; but landlords will be able

to. Higher wages would increase the marginal cost of cultivation and so via higher

agricultural prices, the tax incidence will be shifted to profits. If however, a tax is levied

on profit income itself, no shifting takes place and the tax is absorbed right there because

wages, which are already at subsistence level, cannot be pushed further down.

B. Diffusion Theory

Given the interdependence of economic units in the economy and assuming that wage

rates can be higher than the subsistence level, it follows that economic “surpluses” can

exist throughout the economy. Actually, in the short run, even in a competitive market,
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there is an element of “rent” in the earnings of every factor of production. By implication,

a tax levied and collected anywhere in the economy could finally shift to anywhere else

in it through numerous phases of this process. It, therefore, becomes extremely difficult

to ascertain the final location of its incidence. It gets fully “diffused” in the economic

system.

Dalton, however, does not agree with this conclusion. He asserts that this conclusion
is only an excuse to avoid the task of ascertaining the location of final incidence. He

claims that with suitable analytical techniques, it should be possible to ascertain both the

final incidence and effects of a tax. Advocates of the diffusion theory claim that in any

case it is a futile exercise to search for this information. However, this is an illogical

stand for the following reasons. Effects of a tax are closely linked with its incidence, and

deeply influence the social welfare in innumerable ways. Therefore, no modern
government is expected to remain indifferent to its expected effects.

The assumptions upon which this theory is based are patently unrealistic. Factually

speaking, modern market economies are victims of a variety of market failures. They

suffer from monopolistic elements and malpractices, imperfect factor mobility and so

on. It is therefore, unrealistic to assume that the tax incidence gets fully diffused in the

economy. In several situations, it may not shift at all. Similarly, the incidence of a specific

tax may tend to concentrate on some sections of the society or some sections of the

business, while leaving others totally unaffected. Moreover, it is the duty of the authorities

to ensure that the tax regime helps in attainment of maximum social welfare. Therefore,

instead of being moot spectators, they are expected to pursue an active taxation policy
for counteracting market failures.

C. Demand and Supply Theory

This theory enjoys maximum acceptability in academic and administrative circles. It

starts with the basic fact that incidence of a tax can be shifted only through sale/purchase

transactions and, therefore, only through a variation in prices. Given the levying of a tax

on an item, the direction and extent of revision in its price is determined by relative

values of its demand and supply elasticities. The general rule is that irrespective of

whether the statutory liability of paying the tax (that is, its impact) rests upon the buyer

or the seller, the share of the tax borne by the seller will be the larger if the elasticity of

demand of the taxed item is larger; and the share of the tax borne by the buyer will be

the larger if the elasticity of supply is larger. Actually, the tax burden will be shared

between the buyer and the seller in the ratio of the elasticities of supply and demand of

the taxed item.

Fig. 2.1 Amount of Goods Demanded/Supplied
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Let us illustrate this statement by first taking the case of a single commodity which has

been subjected to a specific (per unit) tax. Let us assume that the impact of the tax is

upon the sellers. Let (refer to Fig. 2.1) the original demand and supply curves for the

commodity be DD� and SS�. With the imposition of a tax SS
1
 per unit upon the commodity,

the supply curve shifts to S
1 
S
1
� and the price of the commodity rise from PM to P�M�.

However, out of this P�M�, the sellers get only AM� while the balance is collected by the

government by way of tax. In other words, the incidence upon the sellers is equal to BA

per unit. On the other hand, the buyers are paying now P�M� instead of PM, an increase

of P�B per unit which is the incidence upon them. It can be shown that this division of the

tax P�A between the two shares PB and BA is in the ratio of the elasticity of supply to the

elasticity of demand. Thus, the elasticity of demand is given by proportionate change in

demand divided by the proportionate change in the price to the buyers. That is to say, the

elasticity of demand E
d
is given by

(MM�/OM)/(P�B/PM)

Similarly, the elasticity of supply is given by the proportionate change in supply

divided by the proportionate change in price to the sellers. That is to say, the elasticity of

supply, E
s,
 is given by

(MM�/OM)/(BA/PM)

Therefore, E
s
/E

d
= [(MM�/OM)/(BA/PM)]/[(MM�/OM)/(P�B/PM)]

= P�B/BA

= Incidence on Buyers/Incidence on Sellers

Fig. 2.2 Amount of Goods Demanded/Supplied

If the tax is imposed upon the buyer, the demand curve would shift left and downwards

to D
1
D

1
�, the buyers would then pay a price of AM� to the sellers and a tax P�A per unit

to the authorities. The resultant incidence on the two parties will remain unchanged. It

can be shown that even when the tax is ad valorem (that is, proportional to the

price of the commodity), the incidence of the tax shall be shared by the buyers and

the sellers in the ratio of the elasticity of supply to the elasticity of demand. The

only difference here will be that the tax per unit will be different for different supply

amounts. The formula

Buyer’s share of incidence

Seller’s share of incidence
�

s

d

E

E

shows that as the elasticity of supply increases as compared with elasticity of demand,

the incidence will be more on the buyer and vice versa. Thus, if the commodity taxed is

being produced under constant returns, it follows that the supply curve will run parallel to

X-axis, and the elasticity of supply will tend to be infinity. In that case the buyer will bear

the entire incidence of the tax. This will happen even when the tax is imposed upon the

buyer (in which case the demand curve will shift downwards). Figure 2.2 illustrates this

phenomenon and it is seen that here the points A and B coincide, so that P�B = P�A. Also
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note that here per unit tax will not vary even if the tax is not specific but ad valorem

because the sale price by the sellers, net of tax, remains unchanged.

The tax will be fully borne by the buyers if the demand elasticity is zero (in the

ratio E
s
/E

d
, the denominator becomes zero, see Fig. 2.3). Here the demand curve will

run parallel to Y axis and an upward shift in the supply curve will automatically mean an

equivalent increase in the price being paid by the buyer. If the tax is ad valorem, say t

percent, the price will increase by exactly t percent because the quantity demanded and

supplied remains unchanged.

Fig. 2.3 Amount of Goods Demanded/Supplied

It can be shown in the same way that if the elasticity of supply is zero, or if the elasticity

of demand is perfect, the sellers will bear the full incidence of the tax (see Figs. 2.4

and 2.5).

Fig. 2.4 Amount of Goods Demanded/Supplied

Fig. 2.5 Amount of Goods Demanded/Supplied

Dalton shows that, in absolute terms, the total incidence of a commodity tax on the

buyers will be given by tE
s
/(E

s 
+ E

d
) where t is the tax per unit (it may be ad valorem or

specific) and the share of the sellers will be given by tE
d
/(E

d
+ E

s
). He generalizes it to

the case where different rates are imposed upon a number of different sources of

supply. If, for example, there are n sources of supply with supplies of x
1 
, x

2
 ..., x

n
, and

if they have the elasticities of supply e
1 
, e

2 
, e

3 
,..., e

n
 respectively, and if the respective
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tax rates upon these supplies are t
1 
, t

2 
, t

3 
,..., t

n
, then the incidence of the tax upon the

buyers will be given by

1

1 1

�

� �

�

�

� �

n

i i i

t

n n

i i i i

t t

t e x

Ed x e x

where E
d
 is the elasticity of demand.

2.4.3 Additional Factors Influencing Shifting of Tax Incidence

Demand and supply functions of an item have a host of determining factors, and a tax on

it adds some of its own. These additional determinants depend upon the nature of the

tax, the nature of the taxed item, market conditions and so on. In this context, a few

observations are noteworthy. As stated above, some taxes help the sellers in playing

upon the psychology of the buyers in passing on their incidence to them, For example, in

the case of a sales/purchase tax, a seller quite often quotes only the pre-tax price, and

once the buyer has agreed to pay the price, adds the tax in the bill. That way, it becomes

easier for him to shift the tax on to the buyer.

Sellers are aware of what is termed as “brand loyalty” which is the result of

several factors like usage over a long period, effective marketing techniques, publicity
and so on. In this scenario, if buyers get used to a given price, it may become difficult to

pass a newly imposed tax on to the buyers through an increase in price. In such a case,

the sellers may resort to other tactics like reducing the contents of the taxed item,

changing its package and so on.

Shifting of a tax depends to a great extent upon its rate. If the tax rate is quite

low and the market is competitive, the sellers may choose to absorb it in order to retain

the goodwill of the buyers. But such a decision by sellers becomes less likely when their

absolute amount of tax liability is large or when they are operating at a low margin.

Shifting the tax to buyers becomes more difficult if close and effective substitutes

of the taxed commodity are available because such a commodity has a high elasticity of

demand. An attempt by the sellers to increase the price of taxed commodity by reducing

its supply falls in the realm of effects of that tax. Furthermore, if the substitutes of the

taxed commodity are also taxed, then the shifting of the tax incidence will depend upon

the general pattern of the demand elasticities of this group of commodities as a whole vis

a vis the pattern of their supply elasticities.

 Geographical coverage of a commodity tax also plays a crucial role in the

distribution of its incidence. If a good is taxed only within a notified area of the country,

its demand would tend to shift to neighbouring areas and its price in the notified area

would register only a marginal increase.

2.4.4 Deficit Financing as a Hidden Tax

Deficit financing by the government is that portion of its budgetary expenditure which is
financed by some form of non-revenue receipts, that is, borrowings, creation of cash or

drawing down of cash balances. Creation of cash or drawing down of cash balances

adds to the flow of aggregate demand in the economy resulting in inflationary pressures

and price rise. Real value (or purchasing power) of the financial assets with the private

sector decreases. Consequently, as in the case of tax payments, some real resources

shift from the private sector to the government ownership and this tantamounts to a
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hidden tax. In contrast, financing of deficit through borrowings presents a mixed picture.

If the government borrows from the private sector, there is no addition to aggregate

purchasing power or the flow of aggregate demand in the market. By itself, therefore,

this should not generate an inflationary pressure or price rise. Though real resources get

transferred from the private sector to the government, the lenders do not lose their

ownership over them. This method of deficit financing, therefore, is not a hidden tax.

However, financing of deficit by borrowing from the central bank of the country (in

India, RBI) results in an increase in ‘high powered money’ (that is, currency), availability

of aggregate liquidity in the economy, and price rise. Consequently, the private sector
loses some resources in favour of the government even without losing ownership of

financial assets. This type of loss is nothing but a hidden tax.

Who bears the incidence of this hidden tax? The answer to this question lies in the

fact that the phenomenon of ‘hidden tax’ emerges from inflationary price rise, and this

widens income inequalities. Money incomes of workers, salaried people and rent recipients

etc. do not rise as fast as prices and their real incomes fall. On the other hand, money

incomes of profit earners increase more than the corresponding increase in prices and

therefore, in their case, both money and real incomes go up. It means that, in reality,

deficit financing not only acts as a ‘hidden tax’ by the authorities but also as a ‘hidden

tax’ by profit earners on the fixed income earners in the economy.

In other words, while inflation brings forth forced savings, these are not left in the

hands of original savers. Instead, they are appropriated by the authorities and by profit

earners. Such a transfer of savings is anti-growth. It adds to the expenditure on government

machinery and induces profit earners to increase their consumption expenditure,

particularly on non essentials and luxuries. As a result, a part of economy’s savings is not

invested and invested resources are allocated sub-optimally.

Crowding Out of Private Investment

The foregoing discussion of deficit financing reveals another aspect of its working.

(i) When deficit spending by government is financed by creation of additional

purchasing power in some form or other (including borrowing from the central

bank of the country) and inflationary price rise takes place, real resources move

out of the hands of the private sector and shift to the hands of the government. If

this resource movement is substantial, the private sector may be “crowded out”

of the investment market, which means to say that it may not be able to sustain

the level of its investment activity. This phenomenon of crowding out is

strengthened by the fact that overall reduction of resources for the private sector

raises interest rates as well. Incentive to save more and reduce consumption

expenditure by the private sector (to take advantage of higher interest rates) is

counterbalanced, to a certain extent at least, by rising prices and reduced capacity

to save. The net result is a downward pressure on investment activity by the

private sector.

(ii) If the government finances its deficit spending only by borrowing, the net result is

the same though with some difference in details. Thus, even when all borrowings

are from the open market, and there is no inflationary impact of this policy, the

very fact that resources get transferred from the private sector to the government

spells out the results described above. Interest rates go up on account of reduced

resource availability and there is a pressure on the private sector to move out of

the investment market.
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In the long run, public borrowings inflate budgetary expenditure because of “debt

servicing”. This, in turn, prompts the government to increase taxation or go in for further

deficit spending. Thus the earlier story of crowding out of private sector gets repeated.

2.5 TAXABLE CAPACITY

The concept of taxable capacity is an expression of the common belief that there is

always an upper limit of tax receipts, though there has never been an agreement as to

quantum of this limit. The disagreement is fed by the fact that the concept is intimately

associated with the totality of circumstances faced by the country, the overall budgetary

policy of the government, the range and depth of government services (including provision

of merit and other public goods), the productive efficiency of government expenditure,

and the purpose for which this concept is used by an analyst or a policy maker. It is for

these reasons, that in different countries, the perceived tolerable upper limit of percentage

of tax receipts to GDP varies from country to country and, over time, even for the same

country.

The nature and contents of taxable capacity of an economy are also closely

associated with the place accorded to the State vis-a-vis rest of the economy. The

economists are known to make a choice between two alternative assumptions. Some

assume that the State is an integral part of the economy so that its tax receipts only

represent a transfer of resources within the economy. Others assume that the State is

something external to the economy and, therefore, its tax receipts cause an equivalent

loss of resources to the “economy”.

The concepts of taxable capacity and ability-to-pay go together, but the two are

not equivalent to each other. The ability-to-pay is used for apportioning aggregate tax

liabilities amongst taxpayers. In it, tax liability of a taxpayer need not equal his absolute

capacity to pay. Also ability-to-pay is always estimated with reference to the existing set

of circumstances and its repercussive effects are ignored. Taxable capacity, on the

other hand, refers to the maximum tax which can be collected from a particular taxpayer

or a group of taxpayers under consideration. In this sense, it is known as the absolute

taxable capacity and may be estimated for the entire economy, a region, an industry, a

group of individuals, or a single individual. In contrast, in estimating relative taxable

capacity, a comparison is made of the absolute capacities of two or more taxpayers or

their groups. It is obvious that both concepts have their respective problems without any

satisfactory solution.

In economic literature, we find a mention of several proportions of GDP as a

measure of absolute taxable capacity of the society as a whole. Obviously, no given

proportion can have a universal validity. Moreover, these proportions are based upon the

assumption that the government would always have a balanced budget. It is noteworthy,

however, that the budget itself affects the taxable capacity of the taxpayers both by its

size and composition.

Absolute taxable capacity refers to ‘the maximum tax’ which can be collected

from taxpayers. Assuming that the State has an absolute power to tax away the income

and property of the citizens, this absolute capacity gets equated with GDP of the country.

However, such an extreme interpretation leads to impractical policy inferences. Every

government faces pressures from several vested interests and has to accommodate
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them to some extent. The decision makers and functionaries of the government itself

are not expected to vote for their own complete expropriation. Similarly, taxing away

entire GDP by the government means that it is to assume the responsibility of satisfying

the entire demand for goods and services by the society, take appropriate decisions in

this regard and implement them. The ability of the government to perform this task

efficiently is questionable. However, even a partial attempt of the government to do so is

bound to have an indeterminable impact upon the country’s GDP.

Economists have also examined the possibility of several other measures of absolute

taxable capacity based upon criteria which cannot be quantified and have no practical

relevance. These criteria include those of ‘tolerable limits’, ‘minimum resistance by

taxpayers’, ‘minimum ill effects’, and the like. However, strangely enough, these measures

tend to ignore the expenditure needs of the government itself, impact of its expenditure

and budgetary policies, level of its administrative efficiency, cost of compliance to the

taxpayers, the impact on economic incentives of investors and producers, and so on.

This concept also ignores the very relevance of collecting so much of tax revenue by the

government as also the relevance of other policy instruments available to the government

including public debt operations and the like.

Absolute taxable capacity, in whatever way defined and estimated, is not a constant

quantity. It is deeply affected by several short term and long term factors. The problem

is that it is not possible to quantify the effect of such variables and changes in taxable

capacity cannot be estimated. It follows that there can be no measure of absolute taxable

capacity of an individual taxpayer, or a group of taxpayers. It is only their relative taxable

capacity which can be estimated, albeit imperfectly, by indexing the ability-to-pay of

taxpayers. It is however, instructive to take note of the fact that though we cannot

measure taxable capacity as such, it is affected by several short term and long term

factors.

Short-term Factors

A host of short-term factors affect taxable capacity of the taxpayers, including a few

leading ones described below. Income and wealth distribution has an important bearing

upon the community’s taxable capacity for two reasons. Firstly, it enhances the capacity

of the richer and decreases the capacity of the poorer sections. In extreme cases,

inequalities maximize taxable capacity for a given GDP. Secondly, taxable capacity of

richer sections goes up because for them marginal utility of income falls. Another important

set of factors determining taxable capacity relates to the pattern, structure, rates, and

mode of collection of taxes. For example, indirect taxes are expected to be psychologically

less burdensome. Taxes on unearned increments, windfalls and capital gains are not

expected to be resisted less by the taxpayers. Taxpayers are more willing to pay if the

timing and mode of tax payments are less troublesome. During wars and other national

emergencies, taxpayers are ready to pay more. Similarly, the expenditure policy of the

government and the connected issues have a strong bearing upon what the taxpayers

are willing to pay.

Long-term Factors

Similar variables operate in the long run also. If the authorities are helping the economy

in capital accumulation, provision of social overheads, improvement in productive

efficiency of labour, adoption of better techniques of production and so on, then its

taxable capacity will also increase. Monetary and fiscal policies of the government,

which bring about economic stability with a high level of income and employment, will
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definitely add to the taxable capacity of the society. Governmental policies in the field of

foreign trade, capital flows, and technology transfers etc. are other factors which

profoundly affect the country’s taxable capacity.

In conclusion, it should be remembered that of the two concepts of taxable capacity,

the relative one is administratively more feasible. Actually, in practice, every government

uses it in some form or other while assessing respective tax liabilities of taxpayers. In

contrast, the concept of absolute taxable capacity is not at all quantifiable and should be

totally discarded.

Usefulness of the Concept

To see whether the concept of taxable capacity has any relevance in practice or not, we

must explicitly recognize that the basic problem before the State is not to assess what

the private sector should or can pay to the State in the form of taxes. Rather, the primary

concern of the State should be the totality of its budget of which tax revenue happens to

be only one component. The state, equipped with adequate knowledge of the

responsiveness of the private sector should formulate an optimal budget—a budget that

is expected to yield maximum possible welfare for the society as a whole. Where precise

and quantifiable objective criteria are not available, use of widely accepted criteria and

their numerical values should be used. The budget makers should not confine themselves

only to the criteria of an illusive ‘taxable capacity’. Instead, they should concentrate

upon achieving what they believe is an optimal budget and work out its details. Such a

budget should simultaneously lay down level and composition of public expenditure,

details of tax and non-tax revenues, and public debt policies including borrowings from

the central bank of the country. The optimal budget also takes into account the effects of

its operations and policies on employment, price stability, balance of payments position,

generation of income and output, income and wealth distribution, etc. However, we must

concede that given a decision to collect a certain amount tax revenue, the concept of

relative taxable capacity still has a meaning from the standpoint of equity of division of

tax burden. In spite of its limitations, this concept needs to be kept in mind while formulating

tax proposals and their details.

Use of the Taxable Capacity Concept in India

In India, as in most other countries, broad contours of the concept of relative taxable

capacity are used in the formulation of detailed tax proposals. These contours are laid

down without insistence on the precise quantitative estimates of relative taxable capacity

of taxpayers. Instead, use is made of widely acceptable proxy variables, like levels of

income, consumption and wealth etc. It is noteworthy that even an imprecise measure

of relative taxable capacity is better than totally discarding it.

Our direct taxes run in two parallel streams, namely, personal taxation and business

taxation. Personal direct taxes have slab-based progressive rates with initial threshold

exemption limits. Corporate taxes discriminate in favour of small businesses and those

which are employment-intensive and/or contribute towards reduction in regional disparities.

Indirect taxes are by their very nature regressive and run counter to taxable

capacity of taxpayers. However, the structure of our economy compels us to

overwhelmingly rely on indirect tax receipts. Moreover, the proportion of indirect taxes

is bound to increase further in the foreseeable future on account of extensive use of

service tax. The regressiveness of our indirect taxes is sought to be reduced by various

measures like exemptions or lower rates for necessities and unprocessed items of mass
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consumption. However, switchover to GST is bound to more than counterbalance this

trend.

Our country is confronted with the problem of inter-regional economic disparities

and there is a general agreement that these should be reduced if not totally eliminated.

The Finance Commission can help in solving this problem while formulating its

recommendations on transfer of resources from the Centre to the States. To this end,

some Finance Commissions have recommended specific purpose grants. In addition, an

occasional use of some indicators of States’ relative taxable capacities has also been

made. The Fifth Finance Commission used a simple ratio of tax revenue (XR) to State

Domestic Product (SDP) to measure “tax effort” of the State under consideration,

thereby assuming that its taxable capacity is a given proportion of its SDP. The Seventh

Finance Commission measured tax effort by regressing tax revenue on SDP in a linear

model. The Planning Commission also measures tax-effort as a ratio of tax revenue to

SDP. In each case, relative taxable capacity of two States is taken to be equal to the

ratio of their SDPs.

This measure has some obvious deficiencies. It ignores other relevant variables

which determine a State’s taxable capacity. These variables include, amongst others,

(i) degree of urbanisation, (ii) degree of industrialisation, (iii) degree of monetization of

the economy, (iv) distribution of income and wealth, (v) consumption pattern, (vi)

administrative efficiency, and (vii) exemptions, rate schedules and coverage of different

taxes, etc. The factor of progressivity, in particular, makes SDP a very poor representative

of a State’s taxable capacity.

The Ninth Finance Commission mentioned two alternative approaches to estimate

relative taxable capacity of States and their tax effort, namely, (a) the Aggregate

Regression (AR) approach, and (b) the Representative Tax System (RTS) approach.

(a) Aggregate Regression (AR) Approach

It is a regression technique in which the determined (explained) variable is taken as

either total tax revenue or as per capita tax revenue. The explanatory (or independent)

factors are some selected “capacity indicators” such as per capita income or consumption,

the level of urbanisation, the level of monetisation, inter-personal distribution of income,

and the structure of the economy. This multiple regression may be of linear or log-linear

variety. The values of the regression coefficients indicate the average effective rates of

tax. Taxable capacity of a State is then estimated by substituting actual values of the

explanatory variables in the estimated equation.

AR approach has both merits and demerits. On the positive side we may mention

that it can be used with limited disaggregation of data, and it takes into account

interdependence of tax bases. The effect of the size of tax base on tax revenue is also

taken care of. On the side of demerits we note that the regression estimates are not

derived by relating tax revenue to either actual tax bases or their proxies. Instead, it is

related to tax-capacity indicators which are also macro ones. And if tax-wise regressions

are estimated and added, the inter-dependence of tax-bases gets ignored.

(b) Representative Tax Systems (RTS)

In this approach, relative taxable capacity of all States is estimated for one tax at a time.

Total yield from the selected tax is divided by the total value of the tax base for all States

put together. This gives us an average effective tax rate. This all-State average is then

multiplied by the tax base of an individual State to estimate its taxable capacity for the
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given tax under consideration. This method also enables us to estimate the total revenue

which all the States put together can be expected to collect from the tax under

consideration.

This method has the drawback of assuming that the tax effort of all the State put

together (that is the total tax revenue of all States from a given tax) is equal to their

aggregate taxable capacity for the said tax. In reality, a particular tax (such as a tax on

agricultural income) may be under-exploited or over-exploited. This technique also ignores

inter-State variations like those of industrialisation and urbanisation etc. Moreover, it is

extremely difficult to estimate the bases of individual taxes and for each State separately.

2.5.1 Ability to Pay Theory

This theory has enjoyed widespread popularity right from sixteenth century till date,

particularly because it sub-serves the ends of a modern welfare State. The well-known

advocates of this theory include Rousseau, J. B. Say, Adam Smith, J. S. Mill, among

others. It has been used as a theoretical underpinning for several policy prescriptions

like progressive taxation, reduction in income and wealth inequalities, and removal of

regional disparities, etc.

This theory views tax liability in its true form as a compulsory payment to the

State without any quid pro quo. It does not assume any commercial or semi commercial

relationship between the State and the citizens. According to this approach, a citizen is to

pay taxes just because he can, and his relative share in the total tax burden is to be

determined by his relative paying capacity. This doctrine has been in vogue for at least

as long as the benefits-received approach. A good account of its history is found in

Seligman. This theory was bound to be supported by socialist thinkers because of its

conformity with the ideas and concepts of justice and equity. However, the doctrine

received an equally strong support from non socialist thinkers as well and became a part

of the theory of welfare economics.

The basic tenet of the ability to pay doctrine is that the distribution of tax

burden between members of society should be on the criteria of justice and equity

which, in turn, implies that the tax burden should be apportioned according to

their relative ability to pay. In this connection, the following points are particularly

noteworthy.

� The doctrine of ability to pay is also combined, in certain cases, with the objectives

of maximum welfare of the society. This happens when the index of paying ability

is compiled on the basis of equi marginal sacrifice. In that case the society

undergoes least aggregate sacrifice in meeting a given tax liability.

� The ability to pay of the society as a whole is not an absolute but a variable

quantity and depends upon a number of variables including the expenditure side

of the government budget.

� Analysts have identified several indices for quantifying relative ability to pay of

the taxpayers such as, income, property and wealth, and consumption expenditure.

� It is sometimes thought that income as the index of ability coupled with objectives

of equity and welfare necessarily implies progressive taxation. This is not so.

Under certain conditions, proportional or even regressive taxation may follow

from this line of reasoning. As mentioned above, ability-to-pay is not an invariant

quantity, and amongst other things, depends upon the expenditure side of the
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government budget. A modern government is generally eager to adopt all feasible

measures to help, guide and protect the economy and society. Basically, therefore,

it is the overall budgetary policy which matters, and not just the taxation in isolation

of the rest of the budget. However, for the sake of simplicity of analysis, all these

factors are considered exogenous and given.

� While the fact of repercussive effects of a fiscal policy is recognized, it is usually

ignored for keeping the arguments at a simple level.

� While cost of service approach to the distribution of tax burden implies that the

government should try to have a balanced budget, the ability to pay approach

does not have any such direct implication. The claim of non-essentiality of a

balanced budget is further strengthened if we bring in the expenditure side of the

budget to make the analysis more realistic. Actually, ability to pay approach has

the advantage that its analysis can be extended into more realistic spheres to give

us a unified picture of the overall fiscal policy of the government. It can admit the

interdependence of government expenditure and the paying ability of taxpayers.

It also follows that the government should not have a predetermined notion of

necessarily having a surplus or a deficit budget. Similarly, the authorities need not

limit their revenue raising activities to taxation only—an active and effective debt

management policy becomes a part and parcel of their fiscal policy.

� There can be a difference of opinion as to what constitutes the ability to pay of

the citizens. The index of ability compiled by us may be an objective or a subjective

one. An objective index may be based upon income, expenditure, wealth and

property, etc. of the taxpayers, or a weighted combination of some of them.

Similarly, a subjective index may be compiled on the basis of those variables

which are identified as relevant for equity and welfare. Either way, an ability-to-

pay index is supposed to enable the authorities to distribute the tax burden between

members of society in conformity with their comparative ability to bear it. Its

expected spillover effect is minimization of aggregate sacrifice by taxpayers.

(A) Objective Indices of Ability

1. Property as an Index of Ability to Pay

There are several limitations and conceptual difficulties in adopting this objective index.

By itself, it is an incomplete index and may be used only to supplement other indices. It

has a meaning only in an economy which has the institutions of private property and

inheritance and in which, therefore, decisions of saving and investment are primarily in

the hands of private individuals, families, and the corporate sector. These institutions

provide a great incentive for the will to work, save and invest. If property is chosen as an

index of ability to pay, these activities are liable to suffer with adverse effects upon

capital accumulation in the economy and its growth rate.

Furthermore, if tax rates are quite high, they would eat into the property, and the

setback to saving and investment activity will be all the more severe. It must also be

remembered that in an underdeveloped country, where the volume of such taxable property

is likely to be small, and where inequalities of wealth are great, this revenue resource is

very likely to be both inflexible and inadequate.

Property by itself is bound to be an incomplete index in many cases. Some properties

yield more income than the others, and some do not yield any income at all. Therefore,
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considering the ownership of property to the exclusion of other possible indices of ability

to pay is bound to be misleading.

However, just as property should not be chosen as the sole index of ability to pay,

it should not be left out of any index either. This is so even when some properties do not

yield any income, since their very existence adds to the owner’s ability to pay. Also from

the point of view of welfare, concentration of economic power should be prevented

because it generates opportunities of economic exploitation, and leads to unequal

economic opportunities for the citizens. Property owners are also known to be able to

manipulate the working of the economy to their advantage. It is for this reason that

taxing of gifts and inheritances should find an important place in any egalitarian tax

system.

In conclusion, we may say, that it will be erroneous to rely upon property as

the sole index and source of taxation, but it is an equally erroneous to leave it out.

Any good tax system will take into account the property ownership and the powers

which it confers upon the owners and would consider it as an important source of public

revenue.

2. Consumption Expenditure as an Index of Ability

Choice of this index assumes that people with higher consumption expenditure derive

smaller marginal utility from it. Therefore, they can pay more tax and suffer a greater

reduction in their consumption expenditure without losing more utility than those who are

spending less. By implication, it is also assumed that levels of income and expenditure of

taxpayers rise and fall together and therefore taxpayers with higher expenditure are

those who have higher incomes. Furthermore, expenditure drains resources of the society

and, for that reason, ought to be taxed. But in spite of these arguments, it is not a

satisfactory index of ability to pay. For various reasons, it is a very difficult index to

compile and still more difficult to administer because of problems in estimating

consumption expenditure during a given period of time. Use of some indirect taxes like

excise duties and sales taxes as proxies of tax on consumption expenditure implies that

taxpayers can be classified into ability categories according to the goods and services

they consume. But this is frequently not so. Moreover, several indirect taxes can be

quite regressive in their nature.

Some critics claim that it is questionable to tax only that part of income which is

consumed, and leave out that portion which is saved and invested. This system enables

higher income people to plough back their earnings into investment and increase the

concentration of economic power in their hands without attracting tax liability. We may,

therefore, conclude that a tax on consumption may be a part of the overall tax system,

but not as its sole component.

3. Income as the Index of Ability to pay

Income is one of the most accepted indices of ability to pay, though it is usually

supplemented by other tax indices also. Even Adam Smith, while asserting the ability

criterion in his first canon of taxation, maintained that such ability is in proportion to

respective incomes of the taxpayers. However, as we shall see, income itself, from the

point of view of ability to pay, is subject to several interpretations. Accordingly, various

conceptual points have to be clarified before this index can be recommended and of

course, as in any other index, there are also several practical difficulties in its administration.
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According to this approach, a citizen receiving a larger income is made to foot a

larger tax bill and vice versa. As a matter of detail, income may be divided into two parts:

(i) earned income, and (ii) unearned income. The latter includes capital gains etc., and

may be subjected to heavier taxation. Also, it is net and not gross income which should

be considered for this purpose. This is because normally, expenses (both monetary and

non-monetary) have to be incurred to earn an income. Similarly, conceptually speaking,

leisure is also a part of one’s real income. Accordingly, a person’s net income should

mean his gross income plus leisure minus expenses incurred to earn that income.

Limitations

Net income, even when measured in a rigorous way, is not an ideal index of tax paying

ability. It also suffers from a number of limitations.

1. The ability to pay of a taxpayer is as much dependent upon his needs as his

income. Persons having same income but different needs do not have same ability

to pay.

2. Ability to pay depends upon marginal utility of money which is a tricky measure.

It is subject to quick variation on several grounds and cannot be quantified because

of its subjectivity.

3. The income as an index of ability to pay appears far less relevant in the case of

corporate incomes. An individual or family might own a number of small enterprises

and thereby acquire a large amount of income. Alternatively, a large business

may be owned by a number of individuals or families, each getting a small amount

of income. By implication, corporate sector may be subjected to a uniform rate of

income tax.

4. In the same manner, it is difficult to use this index in indirect taxes. Since indirect

taxes are collected as taxes on commodities and services, it is implicitly assumed

that the consumers can be classified into homogeneous groups of equal ability to

pay according to the types and quantities of goods and services purchased by

them. This is obviously a highly unrealistic assumption.

5. A comprehensive indirect tax on both goods and services makes it still more

difficult to structure it in conformity with the principle of ability to pay. GST

accommodates very few exemptions and identified ‘sin goods’ which are subjected

to a penal tax rate. If exemptions and ‘sin goods’ are ignored, GST boils down to

a proportionate tax on consumption expenditure.

6. In underdeveloped countries, it may be partially correct to assume that luxuries

are purchased mainly by the richer sections only. But even there it is not necessarily

so. Where there is no electricity, even very rich residents are not likely to have

refrigerators or air conditioners etc. In advanced countries, the difficulty arises

from the fact that consumption pattern is much less indicative of the relative

paying capacity of the citizens.

However, in spite of all these limitations, income as an index of ability is more appealing

than other indices. It still satisfies our a priori expectations to a great extent.

In practice, however, it is helpful if we adjust and determine the tax liability at

multiple levels based upon income, consumption, wealth and property, gifts and inheritances,

capital gains and unearned increments etc. Also, it is still helpful if the system of taxation

includes both direct and indirect varieties.
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(B) Subjective Indices of Ability to Pay

1. Assumptions

Subjective approach to the ability to pay proceeds on the assumptions that a taxpayer

undergoes a hardship or suffers a sacrifice by paying the tax. It is assumed that he does

not feel better by the idea that he is contributing to the welfare of the society through

helping the State in its multifarious activities. Also, it is assumed that the sacrifice of a

taxpayer depends upon his own tax liability and is not affected by the tax paid by others.

2. Equity versus Welfare

The question of determining tax liability of individual taxpayers may be considered in the

context of equity and/or welfare. The goal of equity dictates that sacrifice undergone by

taxpayers is equally apportioned between them. In contrast, ‘welfare’ approach aims at

minimizing (to the extent possible) the aggregate sacrifice of all the taxpayers put together.

The concept of equal sacrifice admits of different interpretations and one such

interpretation tallies with the welfare objective also.

3. Equal Sacrifice

The term same or equal sacrifice may be interpreted in three alternative ways, namely,

� equal absolute sacrifice,

� equal proportional sacrifice, and

� equal marginal sacrifice.

Dalton adds a fourth possible interpretation, namely, constant inequality of incomes. It

means that the inequalities of incomes as between different taxpayers should remain the

same after the tax as they were before the tax.

Out of these four alternative meanings of equal sacrifice, the one termed Equal

Marginal Sacrifice also leads to the Least Aggregate Sacrifice which is the goal of

Welfare approach.

Correct Meaning of Equity

As Dalton says, “prima facie, it is not clear, on grounds of equity, which of these four is

to be preferred.” While applying any of these principles, or interpretations, we have to

know the utility function of income of each taxpayer. That is to say, we must know the

way in which marginal utility of income varies as income of a taxpayer changes. This is

a highly tricky area. Moreover, any precise conclusions regarding the division of tax

burden between taxpayers in accordance with their respective ability to pay can be

derived only if on the basis of two assumptions, namely,

� Utility can be measured in cardinal terms, and

� It is possible to have an interpersonal comparison of utility.

Factually, both these assumptions are highly unrealistic. But some way has to be found

out of the difficulty posed by these assumptions. Accordingly, we make a common-

sense and plausible assumption of similarity of income-utility schedules. This assumption

has been made even by those authors who do not accept its scientific validity. For

example, Dalton says, “most of us, at given levels of income, are more alike each other

in our normal needs and moods, and our reactions to variations in our income, than some
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theorists recognize.” Even Lionel Robbins who is considered a champion of positivism,

says, “I do not believe and I have never believed that in fact men are necessarily equal

or should always be judged as such, but I do believe that in most cases, political

calculations which do not treat them as if they were equal are merely revolting.”

Similarly, Lerner asserts that even if currently different individuals have different

capacities to enjoy income, it still points towards the need for bringing about income

equality, but slowly, so that over time the lower income people may also acquire a capacity

to enjoy large incomes.

However, while agreeing that it is not possible to have objective measures of utility, we

may offer the following observations.

(a) Equal Absolute Sacrifice. This means that each taxpayer is made to sacrifice

the same amount of utility so that the difference between the aggregate utility

from income before tax and the utility of income after tax is the same for every

taxpayer. Symbolically, *U(Y) – U( Y– T) should be the same for all, where U

denotes total utility, Y denotes income before tax, and (Y – T) denotes income

after tax. If this doctrine is applied, each member of the society will pay at least

some tax. No one will enjoy complete tax exemption.

However, it still remains to be determined whether tax rates should be regressive,

proportional or progressive. The answer depends upon the behaviour of marginal

utility of income schedules. If we assume that marginal utility curve of each

member of the society is (i) located at the same distance from X-axis, and (ii) it is

parallel to X-axis, (the marginal utility of income is constant for all incomes), then

it follows that each taxpayer should pay the same absolute amount of tax. This

will mean a lower rate of tax as income increases, that is, regressive rates. On

the other hand, if the income utility schedules fall, that is, if marginal utility of

income falls as income rises, then with rising income, tax amount will have to

increase to represent the same amount of sacrifice. When the rate of fall in

marginal utility of income equals the rate of rise in income, proportional taxation

will result in equal absolute sacrifice. On the other hand, if the marginal utility of

income falls at a rate faster than the increase in income, then the equal absolute

sacrifice will require progressive tax rates. It should be noted, however, that

unless the slope of the marginal utility curve is known precisely ever the relevant

range, the above conclusions cannot be drawn.

(b) Equal Proportional Sacrifice. According to this principle also, no one is exempt

from sharing the tax burden. Each taxpayer is supposed to sacrifice the same

percentage of the total satisfaction which he would have derived from his income.

Symbolically, it would mean that the tax liability of each individual is determined in

a manner that for his income Y, [U(Y) – U(Y – T )]/U(Y) is a constant. However,

while in the case of equal absolute sacrifice, we were able to lay down the rules

of progressive, proportional or regressive tax rates (with reference to the rate at

which marginal utility falls with an increase in income), such an easy generalization

is not possible in this case. Here the relative rate of change in marginal and

average utility of income will have to be looked into. If the marginal utility of

income remains unchanged, then equal proportional sacrifice would call for a

proportional taxation. On the other hand, if the marginal utility of income falls,

then we shall have to look at the relative percentage shifts in the marginal and

average utilities. If the decline in marginal utility is of the same rate as the decline
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in the average utility then proportional tax will satisfy this objective. If the fall in

the marginal utility is at a rate faster than the fall in the average utility, progressive

taxation will be called for. If the fall in the marginal utility is at a rate slower than

the fall in average utility, then regressive taxation will be needed to satisfy this

criterion.

The above analysis can be presented graphically also. In Fig. 2.6, income is

measured along horizontal axis and marginal utility of income along vertical axis.

If marginal utility falls at the same rate as the rate of rise in income, then the

marginal utility curve would be drawn such that for each point the rectangle

formed by the abscissa, the ordinate and the two axes bears the same proportion

to the area under the curve to the left of this point. The equation of this curve is

given by U�(Y
1
)/ U�(Y

2
) = Y

2
/ Y

1
 where U�(Y

1
) and U�(Y

2
) are the marginal utilities

of incomes Y
1
 and Y

2
. Let us draw a straight line passing through the origin O,

intersecting the line of proportions at P and forming an angle of 45° with each

axis. Also let a rectangular hyperbola APB pass through point P. Then the line of

proportions CPD would lie below the rectangular hyperbola to the left of P and

above it to the right of P. Now for equal proportional sacrifice we have the following

conclusions. If the marginal utility curve coincides with CPD, the income tax

rates should be proportional; if it falls more rapidly than CPD, then the rates

should be progressive. And they should be regressive if the marginal utility curve

descends less rapidly than CPD. Thus we find that in the case of equal proportional

sacrifice, the tax rates do not have to be progressive simply because income is

subject to falling marginal utility. It should be noted, however, that the above

conclusions are based on the assumption that the behaviour of the marginal utility

of income (that is, the slope of the marginal utility curve) is known over the entire

range of income.

Fig. 2.6 Income Marginal Utility Curve

(c) Equal Marginal Sacrifice or the Least Aggregate Sacrifice. According to

this interpretation of equity, the tax burden should be apportioned in such a way

that the marginal utility of income left after tax with any taxpayer be the same.

Symbolically, for each taxpayer, U�(Y – T) should be the same. In this principle

the emphasis is equally on the welfare of the community. It follows from the
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utilitarian dictum of “the greatest happiness of the greatest number”. This philosophy

asserts, amongst other things, that the aggregate sacrifice imposed on the

community by the taxation should be the least possible. Musgrave, Pigou and

others consider it the “ultimate principle of taxation”. However, though this doctrine

sets the objective of least aggregate sacrifice by the taxpayers, “there is no

generally accepted view as to what it involves in terms of individual sacrifice.” In

this case, if we assume that the marginal utility schedules are identical and sloping

downwards, it follows that the taxation would begin with the highest income and

once that income is lopped off to the next highest income, both incomes start

sharing the taxation equally, and so on. In the end, all taxed incomes are left equal

while all non taxed incomes are smaller than the taxed ones. It has been suggested

that this principle would be realized by taxing only the largest incomes, cutting

down all above a certain level to that level, while exempting all below that level.

Thus, all incomes above, say, ̀ 2,50,000 a year would be reduced by taxation to

that level, and no one, whose income was less than this, would be taxed at all.

It is also clear that with these assumptions, this principle necessarily leads to

progressive taxation, a conclusion which is sometimes erroneously supposed to be

applicable to other cases as well.

It is well known that utility cannot be measured and interpersonal comparisons of

utility are not possible. On this basis, some writers insist that the above conclusions are

not scientifically based. In the absence of any relevant information, it is not possible to

prove that the best way of apportioning tax burden would be to enforce equal after-tax

incomes. However, Lerner shows that even when the marginal utility schedule are not

precisely known, and even when interpersonal comparisons of utility are not possible,

still we can conclude that a shift towards equality in income distribution would increase

the aggregate satisfaction of the community. Lerner bases his argument on the assumption

that in the absence of definite information, the probability of a loss in aggregate satisfaction

may be taken as high as that of a gain in aggregate satisfaction when income is redistributed.

However, in his analytical framework, if we move from equality towards inequality, the

amount of a probable loss is more than the probable gain (and therefore, the amount of

probable gain exceeds the amount of probable loss if we move from inequality towards

equality). As a result, the society increases its probable aggregate satisfaction when

incomes are distributed equally. Lerner’s conclusion, however, rests on probability

argument only and cannot be taken to be objectively conclusive.

Pigou says that the right goal of every government is the maximum welfare of the

community as a whole. And “in the special field of taxation, this general principle is

identical with the principle of least sacrifice.”

It is noteworthy that it is not possible to directly apply this principle in the field of

business taxation because, in the final analysis, incidence of business taxation is shifted

to the business owners and/or consumers. Also, it is extremely difficult to structure

indirect taxation in accordance with the ability to pay principle, because an individual’s

ability to pay tax has hardly any direct relationship with his consumption pattern.

2.5.2 Optimal Taxation

Tax system of a modern economy happens to be a highly complex and multi-dimensional

one comprising a variety of taxes, each with its own detailed features. For example,

each tax has a legally defined and quantifiable “base” on which it is levied and assessed,

as also a rate schedule together with threshold limits, exemptions, rebates, cesses and
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surcharges, penalties and so on. Law governing it designates the authorities which can

levy, collect and appropriate its proceeds, and lays down all other relevant procedures,

rules and regulations, etc. The body sum of all taxes in force in a country during any

given time period is known as its tax system. It is also noteworthy that the effects of a

tax impact several socio-economic aspects of the society. Moreover, collective effects

of some taxes tend to be additive while those of others tend to negate each other. A good

tax system is the one which aims at minimizing their contradictions and “negative” effects

while maximizing the sum total of their “positive” effects. However, the classification of

these effects into “positive” and “negative” categories is, to a large extent, subjective,

debatable and subject to revision.

Distinguished from Ideal Tax System. Though the terms “ideal” and “optimal” tax

systems are frequently used interchangeably, it is meaningful to assign them distinct

meanings. Both concepts are related to the sum total of expected effects of the entire

tax system. Judged on the basis of objectives of the tax system (on which there is hardly

ever a complete agreement), the former (ideal) is the one which, in theory, is expected

to maximize its net “positive” effects. In contrast, the latter concept (optimal) is bound

by its feasibility (attainability). It is expected to maximize its attainable net “positive”

effects. It follows, therefore, that the contents of an optimum taxation depend, amongst

other things, on the administrative capacity and integrity of the state, institutional framework

of the country, the structure and status of the economy, the level of economic development

and the attitude of the taxpayers.

Because of its paramount importance in the socio-economic fabric and health of

the society, the concept of an optimum tax system has always attracted a widespread

attention. The debate has been extended to cover “important” individual taxes as well. It

goes without saying that the evaluation of effects of a tax is always in terms of the

extent to which it is expected to achieve its “objectives”. Discussions covering optimal

taxation assume, implicitly or explicitly, that all decision-makers in the economy are

“rational”. It means that the objective function of decision makers in the private sector is

to maximize their respective private net gains while the objective function of decision

makers in the public sector is maximization of some set of social net gains. It is noteworthy

that each objective function entails its own set of technical refinements and issues of

quantification. Each decision maker is assumed to estimate and weigh the costs and

benefits of all available options. In practice, however, these estimates may not strictly

adhere to the text book rules. Moreover, the decision makers face innumerable constraints

in performing their task including, for example, incomplete, inaccurate and delayed

information, and so on. In addition, there is also a possibility that some or all decision-

makers may be prevented from taking certain decisions on account of (a) legal restrictions,

(b) financial, political and social institutions, (c) technological rigidities, (d) non-availability

of resources, and so on.

Contents of Optimal Taxation. The approach and methodology chosen by an analyst

and, therefore, the detailed contents of an optimal taxation recommended by him, largely

depend upon the socio-economic structure of the society assumed by him. Consequently,

we come across a bewildering variety of what constitutes an optimal tax system. To

wade through this labyrinth of details, we may group these assumed socio-economic

structures into three parts, namely, (a) a free market mechanism, (b) state regulation

and guidance, and (c) a mixed economy.

(a) Free Market Mechanism. Some analysts assume the existence of an unregulated

or free market mechanism, which is further assumed to work perfectly as judged
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on the basis of different criteria like resource allocation, growth rate of the

economy, patterns of demand, consumption and investment, and so on. This claim

of “perfect” working is made in spite of the existence of several institutions like

those of private property and inheritance. This claim also ignores the fact that

demand (and therefore investment) pattern in a free market economy is closely

dependent upon the pattern of income distribution which, in turn, is determined by

the ownership of the means of production, their supply flows and their pricing.

Briefly put, these thinkers ignore widely prevalent “market failures” and assume

that a free market mechanism yields the best possible attainable results. Accordingly,

any deviation of the patterns of economic activities from what would have been

the case under free market mechanism is considered a “distortion” and a loss of

resources and efficiency to the economy and society. However, by its very nature,

no tax is neutral in its effects and is bound to ‘distort’ the cost-price structure to

some extent. By implication, therefore, an optimum taxation gets equated with

zero taxation which, in turn, implies a stateless society. However, this ideal is

unattainable because a modern society has to have laws and rules for its behaviour,

and the State is needed to prescribe and enforce them. And the very existence of

State inflicts a resource cost upon the economy.

Granting the existence of State, and therefore, some form of a tax system, the

fact remains that it is extremely difficult to devise a tax system that can successfully

neutralize ‘market failures’. Moreover, tax system happens to be just one of the

several policy tools available to the government. During any given time period,

market forces not only respond to policy tools being used by the government but

also to a host of other forces. In addition, the very use of various policy tools by

the government generates their own failures. This makes optimal taxation a still

more elusive target.

It is also noteworthy that the so-called free market mechanism suffers from

several disabilities of its own making as well. They include, for example, the

presence of monopoly elements, resource cost of sales and marketing, institutional

and technical hurdles, lack of adequate and reliable information to the decision

makers, asymmetrical information, elements of uncertainty including those caused

by nature and financial system, and the like.

Thus, realization of an optimal taxation is clearly unattainable with the

presence of an unregulated market mechanism.

(b) State Regulation. In contrast to the above, some thinkers try to search for an

optimal taxation suited for a state-regulated and guided economy. Their choice of

such an economy is motivated by their focus on ’market failures’ while ignoring

“government failures”. This line of thinking recommends replacement of free

market mechanism with State ownership of means of production and working of

the entire economy under its dictates. The State takes all economic decisions on

behalf of the society. In so doing, the State is assumed to equate social marginal

costs and benefits of each decision. The inputs in these estimates are accorded

‘social’ values (or shadow pricing) which need not tally with their market prices.

Accordingly, the very concept of ‘distortions’ loses its relevance. However, this

line of reasoning overlooks some glaring inherent weaknesses of State regulation

which themselves distort the social or shadow pricing of resources. For example,

State regulation, by its very nature, lacks a system of effective economic incentives.

Consequently, all economic and administrative activities become victims of poor

productivity, poor work ethics and, above all, entrenched vested interests.
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(c) Mixed Economy. Most economies are characterized by a combination, in varying

degrees, of the features of a free market mechanism, State regulation and

monitoring, and State’s own activities together with its ownership of means of

production. And each segment of the economy contributes its share in the choice

of taxes, rate schedules, exemptions, and so on. The ideal form of taxes for the

market-oriented segment is that, to the extent possible, they should evoke minimal

reaction by the market forces. In contrast, decision making in the segment of the

economy subjected to State regulation and guidance is believed to be in need of a

“correction” and the choice and design of each tax for this segment is meant to
evoke an “appropriate” response from the decision makers.

In practice, however, designing tax laws for this segment poses a host of difficulties,

which originate from paucity of data, institutional and financial weaknesses of the

economy, administrative weaknesses of the government, resource gaps and so

on. In such a state of affairs, the chances of incorporating deficiencies in the

choice of taxes and working out their details are very high. The net result is that

it is not possible to advocate some form of generalized structure of optimal taxation.

The authorities have to tackle the situation on case to case basis.

Analysts assume that every modern State, irrespective of the extent to which it

regulates and monitors the working of the economy, aims at maximizing aggregate

social welfare and that the tax system of the country can make a major contribution

towards achieving this objective. However, the problem is that the very concept

of social welfare is subjective in nature and, therefore, extremely hazy and elusive.

It has several non-determinable and even self-contradictory components. For

example, utility derived by an individual from his income depends not only upon

his own income but also on the income levels of his neighbours. However, the

direction and extent of impact exerted by the latter determinant varies from

individual to individual.

It follows from the foregoing observations that it is next to impossible to work out

a generally agreed structure of a universally applicable optimal taxation. However,

even then, it is possible to highlight some criteria which every good tax system

should try to satisfy and on which there is very little probability of disagreement.

Some Widely Accepted Criteria of Optimal Taxation

(i) While the government should avoid any wasteful public expenditure, tax system

of the country should be able to satisfy the canon of adequacy. This, of course, is

subject to the qualification that the government consistently avoids wasteful public

expenditure and that both non-tax revenue and public borrowings are accorded a
legitimate place in its budgetary policy. Furthermore, the authorities should not

lose sight of the fact that current borrowings give rise to future debt servicing and

repayment liabilities.

(ii) Tax system of the country is expected to aim at minimizing its resource cost both

to the authorities and to the taxpayers. Factually, this criterion is frequently ignored

both by the authorities and theoreticians—a deficiency which should be removed.

(iii) In spite of there being no general agreement as to what constitutes aggregate

social welfare, it is a common belief that a shift towards more equitable distribution

of income and wealth increases it.

(iv) Related to the foregoing are two widely held views regarding the impact of an

assured level of ‘equality’ in income and wealth distribution on productive efficiency

of the economy. One view claims that it raises consumption standards of the
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workers and thereby adds to their productivity. The contrary view holds that it

weakens economic incentives and, therefore, breeds an indifference towards

hard work, innovative ideas and their application. This being so, distributive justice

retards growth and productive efficiency with an inevitable reduction in aggregate

social welfare. Factually, however, both views have an element of truth in them.

Therefore, the tax system should aim at achieving a balance between these two.

(v) Tax system should help the economy in exploiting its maximum productive potential.

This necessitates adequate flexibility of the tax system and readiness of the

government in using it as a potent policy tool. In a free market economy, for

example, it should be used in ironing out cyclic fluctuations. Use of tax policy in a

regulated and guided economy is more problematic. Here, the tax system needs a

detailed fine tuning. But this task needs to be performed and the authorities are

expected to learn by experience. They must also be able to bypass pressures

from vested interests and overcome their own administrative weaknesses.

Formulation and Implementation

Irrespective of the way in which authorities accommodate the foregoing facts, formulation

and implementation of optimal taxation covers decision-making at the following levels.

One, in addition to ensuring adequacy of tax revenue, every government has to

decide about the entirety of the tax system and direct and indirect taxes comprising it.

Two, the State has to specify a legal base, rate schedules, coverage and a host of

other administrative details pertaining to each tax.

Three, tax system of the country should help in ensuring an optimum allocation of

productive resources in alternative uses.

Four, the question of externalities is of basic relevance in commodity taxation.

These externalities justify differential commodity taxation. Public goods are known to

possess externalities in a wide measure and a non-uniform taxation becomes very relevant

in their case for bringing an equality between marginal social cost with marginal social

benefit.

Five, frequently, the government comes under pressure to take decisions which,

in its judgement, push the tax system away from optimality. Examples of such pressures

are vested interests, international obligations, response to malpractices by some foreign

economies and disturbances originating from abroad, etc.

We may conclude by reiterating that it is impossible to have a single format of

optimal taxation with universal validity because the totality of circumstances is bound to

differ from country to country and even for the same country over time.

2.6 EFFECTS OF TAXATION ON PRODUCTION AND

DISTRIBUTION

We start with the conditions under which existing resource allocation may be termed an

optimum one. This is followed by an analysis of the way in which a given tax is likely to

shift the existing resource allocation which in turn should help us in drawing certain

inferences.

It was a tradition with the economists to assume that a competitive market economy

working with sufficient factor mobility would result in an optimum allocation of its

productive resources. Optimum allocation is defined as the one in which the relevant
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marginal conditions are satisfied. It means, for example, that in the field of production,

the ratio of marginal productivity of a factor to its market price is equal to the corresponding

ratio of every other factor. Similarly, marginal rate of substitution between any pair of

goods is equal to the marginal rate of technical substitution between them. In the same

way, there is no divergence between social and private marginal costs and between

social and private marginal benefits of the employment of any factor. However, optimality

of resource allocation depends upon two pre conditions, namely,

(i) appropriate income distribution, and

 (ii) competitive market with unhindered working of market mechanism.

A market economy gives rise to a specific demand pattern for different goods and

services in harmony with the pattern of its income and wealth distribution. The demand

pattern, through its impact on profitability of various economic activities would guide the

market to a given production and resource allocation set up. If, therefore, we have a

reason to believe that the existing income and wealth distribution in the society is not an

optimum one (and we know that a market economy generates and widens inequalities),

we will not be able to accept the existing resource allocation as an optimum one. Similarly,

if the market is riddled with various imperfections like those of imperfect factor mobility
and monopoly elements, resource allocation would remain sub optimal.

2.6.1 Marshallian Reasoning

Marshall recognized the possibility of a sub optimal inter-industrial allocation of resources.

He approached the problem by comparing the effect of a tax on consumer’s surplus

with the amount of tax collection. If the loss to the consumer’s surplus was less than the

tax collected by the authorities, then the shift of investment out of the taxed industry was
considered beneficial to the society and therefore a step towards optimum resource

allocation. On this basis, Marshall concluded that the output of an industry operating

under diminishing returns should be taxed, while the output of an industry operating

under increasing returns should be subsidized. A constant returns industry was to be

neither taxed nor subsidized. Further, it was found that in certain cases, ad valorem and

specific taxes would have different effects on the production of a good. The effect of

two taxes would be the same in the case of a constant returns industry (which has a

perfectly elastic supply curve) provided the yield from the two taxes is the same. In this

case the supply curve inclusive of tax would run parallel to the supply curve without tax.

In the case of a supply curve rising upwards to the right, the vertical distance between

the supply curve inclusive of tax and the original supply curve would keep on widening

as supply increases. This means that the addition to the supply price increases as output

increases. On the other hand, in the case of an increasing returns industry, the absolute

addition to the supply price falls with increasing output. For this reason, an ad valorem

tax has a more pronounced effect on the supply of a good being produced under

diminishing returns and a less pronounced effect on the supply of a good being produced

under increasing returns. It can also be shown that under oligopoly with a kinked demand

curve, if an indirect tax shifts marginal cost curve within the limits of vertical range of
the marginal revenue curve, the output of the oligopolist would not be affected.

Drawbacks of Marshallian Reasoning

However, Marshallian reasoning has its own drawbacks. It assumes that the tax revenue

in the hands of authorities yields an equivalent benefit to the society while the loss to the

society is equivalent to loss of consumer’s surplus. Both these assumptions can be

refuted easily. Further, he ignores the effect of taxation on producer’s surplus. He also
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makes the mistake of deciding the social priority of an industry on the basis of its cost

behaviour. To him an increasing returns industry should have a higher social priority than

a diminishing returns one and therefore, the former should be encouraged at the cost of

the latter. However, this area of consideration leads us to infer that the authorities should

be able to pick up a judicious set of indirect taxes on a selective basis for realizing a

desired shift from the existing allocation of productive resources. Such a possibility is of

great policy relevance in a country like ours where investment in high priority industries

and infrastructure needs to be encouraged.

What is the role of taxation in resource allocation as between different uses? The

answer lies in the assumption that it is possible to alter relative profitability of different

resource uses through differential tax rates, tax concessions and even subsidies. This

way, cost of supplying various goods and services can be altered selectively. Differential

taxation of goods and services would similarly affect their demand pattern. What is

needed is an appropriate pattern of tax coverage and rates to guide the economy’s

investment, production and demand flows towards the desired channels. But the success

of this approach depends upon responsive elasticities of demand and supply of the taxed

goods and services.

Marshallian reasoning, coupled with Dalton’s treatment of sharing of tax incidence

between the buyers and sellers leads us to the inference that, given the elasticity of

supply, the effect on demand for a good will be directly related to its demand elasticity.

Goods with higher elasticity of demand would be affected more and those with lower

elasticity of demand would be affected less by a given tax rate and its revision. This

implies that the extent to which a given tax on a commodity would reduce its output and

release resources for other industries would depend upon its elasticity of demand. Similarly,

a good with a higher elasticity of supply would be affected more by tax on it than a good

with a lower elasticity. Goods with zero elasticity of supply or demand would not be

affected at all by a tax on them and such a tax would have no effect on resources

allocation. This analysis, therefore, tells us that we should consider the relevant elasticities

of demand and supply of a good while using an indirect tax to shift its production and

resource appropriation. But it still fails to tell us the way a tax should be distributed
between commodities having same elasticity of demand but different elasticities of supply,

or between commodities having same elasticity of supply but different elasticities of

demand, or commodities having different elasticities of both demand and supply.

2.6.2 Indirect Taxes and Income Distribution

The discussion of the allocative effects of indirect taxation would not be complete without

considering the fact that it also affects income redistribution. Indirect taxation is pro

inflationary and widens income and wealth inequalities in the economy. This in turns
shifts demand relatively in favour of luxuries which, ordinarily, a less developed economy

cannot afford. The result is a shift in the allocation of resources toward luxuries at the

cost of necessities. Unless, therefore, indirect taxation of commodities is highly selective

with reference to coverage and rates and takes into account their respective elasticities

of demand and supply, it can prove a dangerous instrument in the hands of the authorities.

On these grounds, therefore, the case for a selective commodity taxation is very strong

in a country like India.

Comparing the Effects of Representative Direct and Indirect Taxes

Let us, however, start with the assumption that the existing resource allocation is an

optimum one and see the relative allocative effects of direct and indirect taxes. Though

any tax will have both allocative and distributive effects, we would ignore the latter for
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the sake of simplicity of the argument. Also, we would assume that the economy is

having a state of full employment and there is no variation in the total supply of a factor.

This implies that greater employment of a factor in one use can be had only by reducing

its employment in some other use. It should be noted that in a market economy, resource

allocation is guided by demand pattern. It would be, therefore, helpful to proceed by

analyzing the allocative effects of a tax by looking at the way it would influence the

demand of a typical individual who may be taken to reflect, on the average, the tastes,

ability to enjoy income and so on of the society as a whole. Further, since we cannot take

up the comparison for the allocative efforts of direct and indirect taxes as a whole, we
must choose a representative direct tax and compare its allocative effects with those of

a representative indirect tax, assuming all the while that the government collects an

equal amount of tax revenue either way and the expenditure side of its activity is

unaffected by its choice between the two taxes. For this purpose, it is typical to choose

a proportional income tax on the one hand and an indirect tax on a given commodity on

the other.

Thus in the above framework we take up a typical consumer who is supposed to

spend all his income between two goods X and Y. Using the technique of indifference

curves, we note that (see Fig. 2.7) our consumer has a budget price line A
1
Q

1
, and is in

equilibrium at point E
1
 enjoying an amount of satisfaction represented by the indifference

curve I
1
. If the authorities impose an indirect tax on commodity X, its price would rise

and the consumer would be able to buy a smaller quantity, say OQ
3
. His new equilibrium

position would then be at E
3
 and he would slide down to a lower indifference curve I

3
.

Now let the authorities impose an equal revenue yielding direct tax, so that the post tax

budget price line A
2
Q

2
 of consumer shifts downwards and lies parallel to A

1
Q

1
. It would

pass through point E
3
 because the direct tax must yield same revenue as the indirect tax

did. However, it is seen that A
2
Q

2
 would intersect I

3
 at two points. Therefore, the consumer

is able to move on to a higher indifference curve I
2
 by increasing his purchases of X, his

new equilibrium position being at E
2
.

This analysis, with the assumptions upon which it is based, is used to make two assertions:

(a) An indirect tax is more burdensome than an equal yield proportional income tax

because the tax payers sacrifice more utility in the former case.

(b) Indirect taxes cause a greater distortion in the allocation of resources and, for
that reason, are more burdensome than direct ones.

Fig. 2.7 Consumer Spending through Indifference Curves
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The assertion (a) has been analyzed in detail in another unit. Here we are primarily

concerned with assertion (b). We note that according to our assumptions, E
1 
represents

an optimum production pattern. Direct proportional income tax shifts the demand pattern

and, therefore, causes a distortion in the optimum allocation of resources. However, this

distortion is due to the income effect, since taxation has caused a reduction in the

disposable income of the tax payers. On the other hand, an indirect tax causes both a

reduction in disposable income of the tax payers as also a shift in the relative prices of X

and other goods. X became costlier as compared to the untaxed goods. This causes a

substitution effect leading to a reduction in the demand for X over and above the

income effect. Therefore, as between a direct and an indirect tax, the latter causes a

greater distortion in the resource allocation.

The above conclusion, according to which indirect taxation is inferior to direct

taxation in terms of resource allocation, is based upon the assumption that a shift in

resource allocation on account of substitution effect of indirect taxation is away from

the optimum. This however need not be so. If an economy is over-using resources in the

production of good X, then indirect taxation of X should help the economy in moving

closer to the optimum resource allocation. And we should not forget that the existing

income distribution in the society may itself be causing an allocation which does not

reflect true needs of the society. The thrust of the argument is that in case the existing

pattern of resource allocation is believed to be in need of an improvement, then indirect

taxation would be a better policy instrument than direct taxation.

2.6.3 Superiority of Indirect Taxation Over Direct Taxation in

Resource Allocation

The possibility of superiority of indirect taxation over direct taxation in resource allocation

may be illustrated by extending the above model. Let us now bring in the production

possibility curve PR of a representative producer, so that in conjunction with the indifference

curves of the representative consumer and his budget price line A
1
Q

1
, E

1 
becomes a

point of double equilibrium, that is at E
1
 both the marginal rate of substitution between X

and Y and marginal rate of technical substitution between X and Y are equal to the price

ratio between X and Y as represented by the slope of the line A
1
Q

1
. In order to eliminate

the income effect which is same in both direct and indirect taxes, let us assume that the

authorities pay back the collected tax to the private sector by way of grants, so that the

private sector retains the same amount of productive resources and the production

possibility curve of its representative producer remains unchanged instead of shifting to

a position like the one shown by the dotted line. It also follows that the point of double

equilibrium would also stay. The assumption regarding transferring back of collected tax

revenue is ignoring the fact that the tax payers and the recipients of grants can differ

and this can cause a shift in the demand pattern and hence indifference curves of the

typical consumer. But let us proceed in spite of this limitation of our argument. Now a

direct tax does not cause a substitution effect between X and Y because their relative

prices are not affected. Therefore, if the authorities collect a direct tax and transfer

back the tax proceeds there is neither an income effect nor a substitution effect, and our

typical consumer remains at E
1
. On the other hand, an indirect tax would have no income

effect when its revenue is transferred back, but its substitution effect would remain

same because relative prices of X and Y would not return to the original position. Thus an

indirect taxation would cause a shift in resource allocation.

However, if due to market imperfections or due to income inequalities the existing

resource allocation is not considered an optimum one, then indirect taxation would be a
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better instrument for shifting it towards the optimum position. If resources employed in

producing commodity Y are too few, X should be taxed and if resources employed in

producing commodity X are too few, Y should be taxed. For example, let us say that the

existing resource allocation for X and Y is represented by point E
2
 where the consumer

is at indifference curve l
2
 but where marginal rate of substitution between X and Y given

by the slope of the line A
1
Q

2
 is not equal to the marginal rate of technical substitution

between X and Y. Therefore, here the need would be to change the relative prices of X

and Y such that X becomes relatively cheaper and production pattern comes closer to

the one represented by E
1
.

Judicious Choice of Indirect Taxes

In practice, the allocative effects of indirect taxes would be superior to those of direct

taxes provided the government chooses the indirect taxes judiciously. In an underdeveloped

economy, there is a need to shift the resources toward various priority industries and

indirect taxes can be of help there. Even in a modern developed economy, there are

usually numerous market imperfections, monopolies and so on, as also a good deal of

divergence between social and private costs on the one hand and between social and

private benefits on the other. However, we should note that production of certain high

priority goods may be lower not because resources invested in them are too few, but

because due to market imperfections there are unutilized capacities as in the case of

monopolies and monopolistic competition. The appropriate approach in breaking a

monopoly is not to push more resources into it (as suggested by Prest) through taxation

of goods produced by competitive industries and subsidizing the goods produced by

monopolies. Instead steps should be taken whereby monopolies are forced to make use

of their unutilized capacities.

Another reason on account of which a judicious use of indirect taxes turns out to

be better than direct taxes in their allocative effects is the fact that it is rather difficult to

have a really proportional income taxation. The very concept of taxable income is an

imprecise one and its definition differs from country to country and even within the same

country from time to time. We do not have even the critical standards by which to

measure the income of self consumption, income from durable consumer goods and so

on. Similarly, it is not easy to lay down exact standards by which to estimate the expenses

for earning the income, or by which to estimate the depreciation. In a modern economy,

due to changes in prices and other uncertainties, there are capital gains, windfall profits

and casual incomes, which pose difficult problems of devising a system of proportional

income taxation.

In practice, the above comparison between the allocative effects of a proportional

income tax with those of an equal yield indirect tax is an academic exercise only, since

a modern government is expected to prefer a progressive direct income tax with an

exemption limit to a proportional income tax.

2.6.4 Allocative Effects of Individual Direct Taxes

To begin with we should note that a direct tax will have a resource allocative effect by

changing the relative attractiveness of different sources of income. On this basis, therefore

we can state that a supplier of labour would shift from one employment or industry to

another if by so doing he can reduce his direct tax liability more than the reduction, if any,

in his earnings from the supply of his labour. If he finds that by shifting his employment,

his tax liability remains unaltered, there would be no reallocative effect on existing labour
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supply in the economy. Similarly, a tax which does not change relative profitability of

different forms of investment, or relative rates of returns from different forms of wealth,

would not cause a reallocation of capital resources.

The effectiveness of tax tools is closely dependent upon some preconditions including

the following, namely,

� sufficient freedom to private sector,

� a competitive market mechanism,

� belief of the market operators (savers, investors, producers, consumers, etc.) that

the changes in tax structure are going to stay for a sufficiently long period, that is,

their belief in the stability of the revised tax system,

� simplicity and transparency of the tax system, and

� a well developed and responsive financial system.

Given these conditions, the market may be expected to respond to the policy measures

of the tax authorities. Thus, for example, authorities can make use of tax concessions

and penal taxes to divert investment from low priority to high priority industries. Differential

taxation can also be used to influence the location of industries. And the same approach

is available for promoting certain techniques of production. This fact can be used to help

those industries which contribute towards a rapid capital accumulation in the country or

those with faster growth in employment.

Allocative Effect on Labour

The foregoing approach may be used for a closer look at the allocative effects of some

individual direct taxes. This may be done by examining the allocation of labour and

capital. An allocative effect on labour operates through a variation in the relative

attractiveness of wage incomes from different employments relative to the

disagreeableness of those jobs. In general, less agreeable employments carry higher

wage rates. A proportional income tax would reduce the absolute difference between

the two wage rates, but the percentage difference would remain the same. A progressive

income tax would reduce the difference in both absolute and percentage terms. Let us

take an example. Suppose the wage rates in two employments I and II are respectively

`X and `1.5X per month. Thus, wage rate in employment II is 50% more than in

employment I. Let a proportional income tax at the rate of 20% of income be levied

now. This would reduce the post tax wage incomes to `0.8X in employment I and

`1.20X in employment II. The absolute wage difference is now reduced to `0.4X as

compared with ̀ 0.5X earlier but the wage rate in employment II is still 50% more than

in employment I. On the other hand, let the income tax be progressive, say 20% at an

income of ̀ X and 30% at an income of ̀ 1.5X. Then the post tax wage rates would be

`0.8X in employment I and ̀ 1.05X in employment II. This reduces the absolute difference

between the two wages to `0.25X and makes the wages rate in employment II only

31.25% higher. Prest argues that a proportional income tax would reduce the

compensation for less agreeable employment and would cause a shift of labour out of it.

By the same token, a progressive income tax will have a greater reallocative effect on

labour. However, it should be noted that an appropriate wage compensation for a less

agreeable employment ought to be not an absolute amount but a proportion of wage in

the more agreeable employment. On this basis, both poll tax and a proportional income

tax should have no reallocative effects on labour, but a progressive income tax should

cause a shift in labour from less agreeable into more agreeable employments.
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Allocative Effects on Capital

Before considering these effects, let us note that investments are not to be classified

between less agreeable and more agreeable ones, but between more risky and less risky

ones. A more risky investment is the one the return from which is subject to a greater

variation. In line with Harry Markowitz, J. R. Hicks and G. L.S. Shackle, etc., we may

look at the mean expected return (E
y
) and the standard deviation of the expected return

(s
y
) to put the concept of riskiness in more precise terms. A more risky venture is that

which, with given E
y
, has a higher s

y
. It should, therefore carry a higher E

y
 to compensate

for that extra risk. If, therefore, an income tax reduces the compensation for a risky

venture, it would cause two effects. Substitution effect will lower acceptability of more

risky ventures to the investors leading to reallocation of capital resources in favour of

less risky ventures. This effect would be stronger if income tax is progressive than when

it is proportional. A reduction in income from investment (and a greater reduction in

income from more risky ventures) would generate an income effect. However, whether

investors, on account of lower income would strengthen their preference for safer

ventures, or whether they would go in for still more risky ventures to compensate for

that loss of income due to taxation, cannot be asserted with certainty. It would depend

upon the capacity and will of the investors to bear risks. It may, however, be added that

a poll tax does not discriminate between either the amount of income or its source and is

therefore neutral between alternative investments.

Effect of Loss Offset

The foregoing discussion can be further elaborated in the light of the provision or absence

of a loss offset. Absence of loss offset means that a positive income is subject to taxation

but the tax authorities do not share the losses of investors, nor do they allow them to

adjust the loss in one year against the income of another. In such a case, a risky venture

automatically gets discriminated against if income tax is progressive, since its after tax

average return E
y
 falls more than proportionately as compared with the fall in E

y
 of a

less risky venture. A proportional income tax, on the other hand, does not discriminate

against a risky venture unless its income falls to a negative figure for some intervals.

If income tax allows offsetting of a loss in one year against income in another

year, then the average tax liability per annum is not affected by fluctuations in the yield.

Instead it is determined on the basis of average yield E
y
 from a venture. Therefore, a

proportional income tax does not discriminate against a risky venture if complete loss

offset is allowed. The result with regard to a progressive income tax is, however, not

that clear. It would largely depend upon the degree of progression in the tax rates, the

timing of losses and gains, and the way the loss offsets are allowed. Ordinarily, progressive

tax rates would tend to push E
y
 of risky ventures downwards and cause a reallocation of

capital in favour of less risky ones. Thus, we find that as compared with a poll tax,

income tax often discriminates against risky ventures unless it is proportional and allows

a complete loss offset.

The allocative effect of a tax on capital would depend upon its form and coverage.

A once over capital levy will leave the relative attractiveness of different capital assets

unchanged, but an annual levy would not. Different capital assets do not yield income at

the same rate and some assets have no yield at all. An annual tax on capital brings about

a shift in the relative attractiveness of different capital assets. This is further compounded

by the fact that many capital assets pose problems of valuation. In any case, depending

upon the nature of the effective shift in the relative attractiveness of capital assets, the
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investment allocation would be affected. Capital resources would tend to move out of

less attractive into more attractive forms of investment. In practice the relative

attractiveness of capital assets is also affected by the efficiency of tax administration

and other legal provisions. If, for example, capital invested in houses or agricultural land

is not taxed, or is taxed at lower rates, or can be evaded due to ineffectiveness of tax

machinery, the shift of capital assets into these forms would take place.

Taxation of Gifts

Another form of capital taxation is that of gifts. It means that when a capital owner gifts

its ownership during his lifetime, it is subjected to a tax which may be imposed on the

giver or the recipient; and the tax amount may be determined with reference to the value

of the gift or the paying capacity of the giver (or the recipient) or both. It is obvious that

this form of capital taxation has no allocative effect on capital. Similarly, taxation of

capital may be in the form of a death duty or an estate duty (where the property left by

a deceased is taxed before it is transferred to the inheritors) or an inheritance tax (where

the property is first transferred to the inheritors and then taxed). Clearly, these taxes

may affect the desire of a person to save but not the form in which savings are kept

unless these taxes discriminate between different forms of capital being inherited.

Taxation of Expenditure

Expenditure tax is generally discussed in the context of its effects on supply of savings

and capital formation, but it has certainly its resource allocative effect also which may

be looked into. Expenditure tax is considered to be neutral as between different forms

and amounts of income and therefore neutral as between different employments of

labour and capital. However, let us consider expenditure tax on both personal consumption

and business expenditure turn by turn and see if the conclusion regarding allocative

neutrality of expenditure still holds. We note that in order to yield same revenue as that

of an income tax, the rate of an expenditure tax would have to be higher because this tax

necessarily exempts savings. Let us first take a proportional expenditure tax on personal

consumption, which would imply a higher tax liability on those who consume luxuries

because they are generally priced higher. This should exert a relatively greater depressing

effect on demand for luxuries and therefore should tend to shift the resources from the

production of luxuries to that of necessities. A progressive consumption expenditure tax

would strengthen this tendency still further, because ordinarily expenditure on luxuries

takes place only after consumption requirements of necessities has been met.

The position with regard to a tax on business expenditure is as follows. If the tax

is confined to investment expenditure only, then expenditure tax would tend to favour

risky ventures because a risky venture carries a higher average rate of return as compared

with a safe one. This form of expenditure tax would also favour labour intensive techniques

and help reduce unemployment. If the base of the expenditure tax is taken as the entire

business expenditure, then ventures (especially trading ones) with greater turnover would

attract greater tax liability and would be discriminated against. Business ventures with

smaller turnover and higher rate of return like house building would get a fillip while

activities like wholesale trade would suffer. The effect on financial institutions would be

the worst. In practice, however, we should expect a good deal of exemptions and

progressive rates even in business taxation. The above conclusions would stand modified

in the light of coverage and rates of taxation etc.
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It should be noted that in the foregoing analysis we have ignored the fact that a

direct tax can also have an indirect effect on resource allocation. Through a shift in

income distribution or even otherwise a direct tax can lead to a shift in demand pattern

and cause a reallocation of productive resources.

2.6.5 Effects of Taxation on Supply of Resources

The analysis of the effect of a tax on the supply of a factor of production should cover

its total supply offered in the market as also its utilisation. The response of different

productive resources in this context would vary from factor to factor. Moreover, a number

of non tax forces are known to have a strong determining influence here. For example

the response of supply of land to a tax is likely to be near zero, while its response in

terms of utilisation can be quite significant. Similarly, in the case of labour, a number of

long term forces come in to determine the total labour supply and its productive efficiency.

In would be therefore more meaningful to discuss the effect of taxation on the supply of

labour in the restricted sense of its utilisation. In the case of capital, annual accretions

through supply of savings and investment appear to be as important as the shifts in its

utilisation. But here also a number of non economic forces exhibit their strength. For

example, given the institutions of private property and inheritance, most people would

like to save for old age and emergencies as also for their children. Similarly, in some

societies, building up property might bring a social prestige in which case people will

save in spite of taxes.

A. Effect on Savings and Investment

Here, we should think of not only the will to save of the taxpayers, but also their capacity

to save and invest. With the extent of inequalities of income and wealth which we

usually come across in the market economies, the saving potential is significantly

concentrated in the hands of upper income groups. This phenomenon is particularly

strong in underdeveloped countries. This implies that in order to create and maintain a

capacity to save, we should leave out the richer sections. This prescription, however,

militates against distributive objective of a modern welfare State and creates a lot of

social and political unrest as well. A tax system, therefore, can accommodate regressive

elements only to a limited extent. Their use may be necessary, especially in underdeveloped

countries where the total saving potential is limited as compared with the needs for

economic growth and capital accumulation. But they certainly cannot be relied upon as

an exclusive source of State revenue. Moreover, any excessive use of regressive taxes

reduces even the capacity to work. In an underdeveloped country, where total voluntary

saving potential is very small, the State might decide to step in and save on behalf of the

community. In that case it will have to tax the poorer sections also. In other words, in an

underdeveloped country, there can be a conflict between equity and growth objectives

which, viewed from a different angle, becomes a choice between immediate consumption

and future consumption (through capital accumulation and growth). The State has to

resolve this conflict as best as it can. To the extent, however, some foreign aid becomes

available, or certain untapped resources can be exploited, solution of this problem becomes

easier.

This brings us to the question of capacity to invest which is clearly connected

with the capacity to save though the two are not identical. As an individual economic

unit, a person or a firm may be able to save but not able to invest for various reasons.

Similarly, it may not be able to save but still may be able to invest. For example an
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economic unit may be able to save, say, through tax evasion and may not be able to

invest the savings openly. Similarly, it may be able to save in a normal way, but opportunities

to invest may be blocked through with fiscal and administrative hurdles. While referring

to the capacity to invest, therefore, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the economic

unit will not be debarred from investment on account of any non economic causes, such

as non availability of permits and licenses, and so on. Such like measures, in conjunction

with taxes, may be designed to push investment from one line into the other, but not more

than that.

For an individual economic unit, as noted above, saving may not be essential for

investment. It might borrow from banks and other financial institutions to finance its

investment operations. But this option is not open to the economy as a whole. There, the

financial institutions will be basically channelling the savings of the community into the

hands of investors and thereby enabling them to invest. If through credit creation etc., an

extra investment is attempted, it will force extra savings upon the community through an

increase in prices and a reduction in consumption. This is the technique which lies behind

financing of various projects through deficit financing by the government. However, a

policy of forced saving may be desirable up to a certain limit but not beyond, because it

creates inflationary pressures in the economy with its attendant ills.

Given the existence of financial institutions and mechanism for collecting the

community’s savings and bringing them to investors, the level and pattern of investment

will be greatly influenced by the taxation in the country. This is because the investors are

basically interested in making profits and the profitability of investment can be affected

through various tax measures.

Firstly, we note the possibility of taxing savings themselves. If that happens, the

investors are left with smaller volume of savings and the overall level of investment in

the country declines (unless this is counterbalanced by other forces, such as an increase

in community’s capacity to save, or the savings on the part of the government).

Secondly, the authorities might tax investment earnings so heavily that the firms

fail to raise adequate resources for investment in the market. The capital market might

dry up.

Thirdly, taxation of retained profits of the firms eats into their capacity to generate

internal resources for investment. They are forced into borrowings for investment. And

this, in turn, necessitates interest payments out of operating profits. The net result is that

non-business economic units would have to save more if aggregate flow of capital is to

be maintained.

Increasing taxation level on business units leads to two effects. Firstly, the pre

tax rate of profit from investment will have to go up for maintaining their commercial

viability. This is likely to result in an all round downward pressure on investment. Secondly,

business units find that they can increase their expenses with less than proportionate

reduction in their profits. For example, if the marginal rate of tax is 60% on the profits of

a firm, it will find that an additional expenditure of ̀ 100 (and so a reduction of pre tax

profit by ̀ 100) reduces its tax liability by ̀ 60 so that its after tax profit is reduced only

by ̀ 40. Because of this, therefore, under heavy taxation the firms tend to spend lavishly

on office buildings, air conditioning, furniture, cars, phones, allowance to the officers,

and so on.

Other tax ingredients also affect the capacity to invest. For example, if the firms

are allowed to carry on losses from one year to the other, then over a number of years
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their average tax liability may be reduced and they may be left with more resources for

investment. In contrast, if losses cannot be carried over, then though during the year of

loss, a tax is not paid, in the year of profit full tax payment falls due. Similarly, in the case

of VAT, a firm pays a tax on the value added without reference to the profits earned.

This reduces its capacity to invest during years of no profit. Likewise, if the firms are

subjected to wealth and property taxes, their total assets will decrease and their expansion

capacity and borrowing ability will suffer.

For an underdeveloped country, all these considerations have a special bearing.

Such a country needs a rapid and balanced (both inter-sectoral and inter-regional) growth.

Accordingly, such a country should seek tax instruments which do not eat into the sources

of capital accumulation as such and which permit the use of funds for expansion and

creation of new assets. Furthermore, tax instruments should discriminate between different

types of industries by favouring the high-priority ones. Such tax instruments may take

the form f tax holidays, exemptions, rebates, higher depreciation allowance, and so on.

These measures have the effect of allowing them to retain more funds for investment

out of their earnings and increase the profitability of their investment. The same policy

can be extended with respect to industries in relatively underdeveloped areas.

Further Comments

The foregoing observations may be supplemented by some additional comments relating

to the effects of indirect taxation, income taxation, expenditure taxation and capital

taxation on the supply of savings. Savings result from the postponement of current

consumption of income. The saver compares the expected satisfaction of future

consumption with that of current consumption. Ordinarily, the expected future satisfaction

from a given consumption is believed to be smaller; and therefore savings take place

when there is a lure of interest income on savings. If, for some reasons, certain individuals

view their future needs as strong as or stronger than those of today, then such individuals

may save at zero or even at a negative interest rate. Given these possibilities, an indirect

tax on commodities would reduce the purchasing power of current income. This throws

up numerous alternatives, depending upon the expected level of indirect taxation in future,

current coverage of direct taxation and income effect on demand for goods. The exact

response of savings would depend upon the combined effects of all these forces. Thus,

in the case of selective commodity taxation, if commodities with inelastic demand are

taxed, the expected effect should be an increase in consumption expenditure of taxpayers

and a reduction in their savings. On the other hand, if selective taxation is on goods of

high demand elasticity, it would reduce consumption expenditure and should therefore

increase savings.

(i) An indirect tax

Widens income inequalities through inflationary rise in price and this fact encourages

savings by the richer sections. This possibility has given rise to a strong controversy

regarding a choice between objectives of growth and equity. An equitable distribution, it

is claimed, places a larger proportion of national income in the hands of poorer sections

whose marginal propensity to consume is higher, and this, therefore, reduces the supply

of savings. In contrast, inequalities promote savings by placing a larger portion of income

in the hands of people with lower marginal propensity to consume. We must however

note that this conflict between equity and growth arises if the economy solely depends

upon private savings. This conflict is automatically resolved if requisite savings can be

effected through public budgets.
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(ii) Direct Taxes

(a) Poll Tax. When a poll tax is levied, very poor people are likely to reduce their

savings, if any while the response of the middle income people would partly depend

upon the amount of the levy. A relatively higher levy is likely to result in a substantial

reduction in their savings. In contrast, the richer sections are not likely to reduce

their consumption irrespective of the amount of levy (which cannot be very high

for them because it would be fixed with reference to the average paying capacity

of the community). The discussion of a poll tax, however, is mainly an intellectual

exercise.

(b) Income Tax. An income earner compares the marginal utility of earning additional

income with the disutility of work for earning it. With an income tax, this point of

equality is arrived at a lower income level and with a progressive income tax, at a

still lower level of income. Therefore, income tax discourages earning of income

and capacity to save. Will to save is further discouraged because earnings from

savings are also taxed. Any uncertainty regarding the rate at which income from

savings would be taxed discourages savings still further.

(c) Expenditure Tax. This tax is pro-saving because in it income is taxed only if it is

spent. Its pro-saving effect gets strengthened if it is extended to business sector

as well. It encourages to avoid unnecessary expenditure. Expenditure tax is

particularly useful in a developing country like ours. Expenditure tax is, however,

highly difficult to administer. It poses lots of conceptual and practical problems. If

personal expenditure tax is levied on total income instead of on selected items of

expenditure, it also becomes highly regressive. The problem of evasion is also far

more serious with expenditure tax.

(d) Taxation of Capital. Ordinarily, this tax is expected to discourage supply of

savings, but this need not be necessarily so. In a rich country, a portion of national

income gets saved simply because both companies and individuals have a higher

propensity to save. Further, response of private savings to this tax would depend

upon its coverage, rates, the problems of evaluation of capital assets, the age

groups which are affected and their attitudes towards provision for old age and

future generations and so on. To a certain extent, the supply of savings would also

be affected by the allocative effects on existing capital. Thus, there is no generalized

conclusion here.

B. Indirect Taxation and Supply of Labour

Indirect taxation, like direct taxation, reduces the real income of the labour. It is therefore

claimed that both taxes would have the same income effect on supply of labour provided

both taxes impose an equal tax liability on each tax payer. However, this is an almost

impossible task especially because it is difficult to precisely correlate the level of individual

earnings with the pattern of individual consumption. Again, just as in proportional income

tax, the labour cost of earning a given real income goes up under indirect taxation also.

It implies therefore that in terms of substitution effect, indirect taxation should cause as

much reduction in the supply of labour as an equivalent yield proportional income tax.

But here also this conclusion assumes that each individual attracts same tax liability in

either tax system.

It would be better, therefore, if we concentrate upon the possible effects of indirect

taxation itself on the supply of effort without trying to compare them with those of direct

taxation. For this purpose we should recognize the fact that certain goods are
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complementary to leisure so that a greater demand for leisure generates a greater demand

for these goods also and vice versa. An example would be entertainment services. On

the other hand, there are other goods and services which are substitutes of leisure.

Generally, indirect taxation would have a selective coverage of goods and services and

at differential rates. Taxation of goods which are complementary to leisure would reduce

their demand as also the demand for leisure and would encourage labour supply. Similarly,

taxation of goods which are substitutes of leisure would reduce their demand and lead to

an increase in demand for leisure and reduce the supply of labour.

The analytical method of classifying goods into substitutes of and complementary

to leisure, unfortunately, has its own limitations at the level of practical policy formulation.

It is not easy to have an unambiguous classification of this nature. Moreover, the

authorities usually decide upon the taxation of commodities and the rates of taxation not

with reference to their relationship with leisure and labour supply, but with reference to

their elasticity of demand, their revenue potential and the income level of people who

consume these items. Similarly, while considering the levying of indirect taxes and their

rates, the authorities might distinguish between consumption goods on the one hand and

raw materials, intermediate goods and capital goods on the other. It should also be

emphasized that in the case of indirect taxes, in the above analysis, we have implicitly

assumed that the price rise in a taxed good is equal to the tax amount. However, the

interdependence of various goods as also the monopolistic practices of the producers

and sellers often cause a change in commodity prices which is far removed from the tax

levied. Very often, the price rise is not limited to the initial impact of an indirect tax. The

price rise may be in several rounds and far in excess of the tax imposed. We have seen

above that such a price rise redistributes national income against wage income. This

should cause an income effect stronger than the substitution effect and cause a net

increase in labour supply.

2.6.6 Taxation and Distribution

Market mechanism by itself generates ever-widening income inequalities. However, the

objective of reducing inequalities is likely to come in conflict with that of increasing

production and economic growth.

The discussion of this issue may be divided into two parts, covering short term

and long term. In the short run, a given national income may be distributed between

members of society in any manner whatsoever provided its long term repercussions are

ignored. In this connection, however, the following points are noteworthy.

� A radical and rapid redistribution of national income is not possible unless backed

by a major political and economic revolution in a country. This is more so in the

face of institutions of private property and inheritance. This implies, therefore,

that in reality, a substantial redistribution might be expected only in the long run,

and for that reason, it is likely to have its repercussions on production also.

� A modern government is expected to consider long term repercussions of its

policy on the social and economic parameters of the country.

� In an underdeveloped country like ours, use of taxation for reduction in inequalities

of income and wealth has its own limitations. Direct taxation, with all its progressive

rates, covers only a fraction of the population. The incidence of tax evasion further

aggravates its ineffectiveness. Indirect taxes, on the other hand, cannot be

progressive enough in spite of their selective coverage and differential rates.
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Moreover, indirect taxation is inflationary in character, and adds to inequalities.

Possibility of evading excise and sales taxes further strengthens this process.

In the long run, a reduction in inequalities brought about by taxation might be

counterbalanced or more than counterbalanced by increasing inequalities of the pre

taxed incomes. This problem may be solved by very steep taxation so as to practically

mop off the incomes above a certain height and effective eradication of tax evasion.

Steps towards reducing inequalities can have alternative effects on production

and growth. If the progression of taxes is relatively mild, adequate incentives will be left

for everyone to work hard and contribute towards economic growth. Thus, one acceptable

objective before the authorities can be to check and reduce relative inequalities over

time. This may be done through various progressive tax measures (and of course public

expenditure devices also) covering income, wealth, gifts, inheritance, windfalls, capital

gains, etc. coupled with adequate incentives to producers in the private sector

supplemented with public sector profitability and savings. It should be noted, however,

that taxing gifts, unearned increments and capital gains at even steep rates will not

reduce the incentives to work and earn because these taxes touch upon those receipts

which are not based upon economic efforts of individuals. Wealth tax and inheritance

tax, however, can become a disincentive to save if their rates are too steep.

Thus, if income and wealth inequalities are sought to be reduced through tax

measures, there is bound to be a conflict between this objective and that of growth.

Either, therefore, the State has to abolish the institutions of market mechanism, private

property and inheritance and take over the task of economic growth, or it has to provide

enough incentives in the economy. In an underdeveloped country, such a conflict between

objectives of equity and growth is all the more sharp because there is an immediate need

for both. There is abject poverty in the masses which should be reduced to some extent

at least. But its final solution is possible only through economic growth, otherwise an

equality without adequate production would only amount to distribution of poverty. In a

developed country, on the other hand, since even the poor are not so poor in absolute

terms, the objective of equity can possibly be postponed. At the same time, those countries

are not faced with an immediate problem of economic growth and so they can afford to

go ahead with distribution.

2.7 RATE STRUCTURE IN TAXATION

India has a well developed tax structure. The power to levy taxes and duties is distributed

among the three tiers of Government, in accordance with the provisions of the Indian

Constitution. The main taxes/duties that the Union Government is empowered to levy

are: Income Tax (except tax on agricultural income, which the State Governments can

levy), Customs duties, Central Excise and Sales Tax and Service Tax. The principal

taxes levied by the State Governments are: Sales Tax (tax on intra-State sale of goods),

Stamp Duty (duty on transfer of property), State Excise (duty on manufacture of alcohol),

and Land Revenue (levy on land used for agricultural/non-agricultural purposes), Duty

on Entertainment and Tax on Professions & Callings. The Local Bodies are empowered

to levy tax on properties (buildings, etc.), Octroi (tax on entry of goods for use/consumption

within areas of the Local Bodies), Tax on Markets and Tax/User Charges for utilities

like water supply, drainage, etc.
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In the wake of economic reforms, the tax system in India has under gone a

radical change, in line with the liberal policy. Some of the changes include: rationalization

of tax structure; progressive reduction in peak rates of customs duty; reduction in

corporate tax rate; customs duties to be aligned with ASEAN levels; introduction of

value added tax ; widening of the tax base; tax laws have been simplified to ensure

better compliance. Tax policy in India provides tax holidays in the form of concessions

for various types of investments. These include incentives to priority sectors and to

industries located in special area/ regions. Tax incentives are available also for those

engaged in development of infrastructure.

2.7.1 Taxation of Individuals

Individuals are subject to income tax. Income tax is a direct tax levied on the income

earned by individuals, corporations or on other forms of business entities. The Indian

constitution has empowered only the Central Government to levy and collect income

tax. The Income Tax department set up by the Government is governed by the Central

Board for Direct Taxes (CBDT). The CBDT is a part of Department of Revenue in the

Ministry of Finance. It has been charged with all the matters relating to various direct

taxes in India. It provides essential inputs for policy and planning of direct taxes in India

and is also responsible for administration of direct tax laws through the Income Tax

Department. For all the matters relating to Income tax, the Income Tax Act, 1961 is the

umbrella Act which empowers the Central Board of Direct Taxes to formulate rules

(The Income Tax Rules, 1962) for implementing the provisions of the Act.

The Income Tax Act provides that in respect of the total income of the previous

year of every person, income tax shall be charged for the corresponding assessment

year at the rates laid down by the Finance Act for that assessment year. In other words,

the income earned in a year is taxable in the next year and the income-tax rates prescribed

for an assessment Year are applicable in respect of income earned during the previous

Year.

Note that the financial year in which the income is earned is known as the

previous year. The financial year following a previous year is known as the assessment

year. The assessment year is the year in which the salary earned in the previous year is

taxable. Any financial year begins from 1st of April of every year and ends on 31st of

March of the subsequent year.

In case of a business or profession which is newly started, the previous year

commences from the date of commencement of the new business or profession up to

the next 31st March, unless the person is an existing assessee.

The Income Tax Act is subjected to annual amendments by the Union Budget

every year. The Finance Bill in the budget contains various amendments which are

sought to be made in direct and indirect taxes levied by the Central Government. The bill

also mentions the rates of income tax and other taxes. The bill once approved becomes

a Finance Act and provisions in it are incorporated in the Income Tax Act.

2.7.2 Taxation of Partnerships

Partnership is the most common form of business organization in India. Partnership

firms are governed by the provisions of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932. The Act lays

down the rules relating to formation of partnership, the rights and duties of partners and
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dissolution of partnership. It defines partnership as a “relationship between persons who

have agreed to share the profits of business carried on by all or any of them acting for

all”. This definition gives three minimum requirements to constitute a partnership:

� There must be an agreement entered into orally or in writing by the persons who

desire to form a partnership.

� The object of the agreement must be to share the profits of business intended to

be carried on by the partnership.

� The business must be carried on by all the partners or by any of them acting for

all of them.

Under the Act, persons who have entered into partnership with one another are individually

called as ‘partners’ and collectively as ‘firm’ and the name under which they run their

business is called the ‘firm name’.

2.7.3 Customs Duties (Import Duty and Export Tax)

Customs Duty is a type of indirect tax levied on goods imported into India as well as on

goods exported from India. Taxable event is import into or export from India. Import of

goods means bringing of goods, from a place outside India, into India. India includes the

territorial waters of India which extend up to 12 nautical miles into the sea to the coast

of India. Export of goods means taking goods out of India to a place outside India.

In India, the basic law for levy and collection of customs duty is Customs Act,

1962. It provides for levy and collection of duty on imports and exports, import/export

procedures, prohibitions on importation and exportation of goods, penalties, offences,

etc.

The Constitutional provisions have given to Union the right to legislate and collect

duties on imports and exports. The Central Board of Excise & Customs (CBEC) is the

apex body for customs matters. Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) is a part

of the Department of Revenue under the Ministry of Finance, Government of India. It

deals with the task of formulation of policy concerning levy and collection of customs

duties, prevention of smuggling and evasion of duties and all administrative matters

relating to customs formations.

The Board discharges the various tasks assigned to it, with the help of its field

organizations namely the Customs, Customs (preventive) and Central Excise zones,

Commissionerate of Customs, Customs (preventive), Central Revenues Control

Laboratory and Directorates. It also ensures that taxes on foreign and inland travel are

administered as per law and the collection agencies deposit the taxes collected to the

public exchequer promptly.

2.7.4 Wealth Tax

Wealth tax is a direct tax, which is charged on the net wealth of the assessee. It is a tax

on the benefits derived from ownership of property. The tax is to be paid year after year

on the same property on its market value, whether or not such property yields any

income. Wealth tax, in India, is levied under Wealth-tax Act, 1957. The Income tax

department under the Department of Revenue in the Ministry of Finance administers

the Wealth Tax Act, 1957 as well as the Wealth Tax Rules framed there under.
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Under the Act, the tax is charged in respect of the wealth held during the assessment

year by the following persons:

� Individual

� Hindu Undivided Family (HUF)

� Company

Chargeability to tax also depends upon the residential status of the assessee same as the

residential status for the purpose of the Income Tax Act.

Wealth tax is not levied on productive assets, hence investments in shares,

debentures, UTI, mutual funds, etc are exempt from it. The assets chargeable to wealth

tax are:

� Guest house, residential house, commercial building

� Motor car

� Jewellery, bullion, utensils of gold, silver, etc.

� Yachts, boats and aircrafts

� Urban land

� Cash in hand(in excess of 50,000), only for Individual & HUF

The following will not be included in Assets:

� Any of the above if held as Stock in trade.

� A house held for business or profession.

� Any property in nature of commercial complex.

� A house let out for more than 300 days in a year.

� Gold deposit bond.

� A residential house allotted by a Company to an employee, or an Officer, or a

Whole Time Director (Gross salary i.e. excluding perquisites and before Standard

Deduction of such Employee, Officer, Director should be less than ̀  5,00,000).

The Assets exempt from Wealth tax are:

� Property held under a trust.

� Interest of the assessee in the coparcenary property of a HUF of which he is a

member.

� Residential building of a former ruler.

� Assets belonging to Indian repatriates.

� One house or a part of house or a plot of land not exceeding 500sq.mts,for individual

& HUF assessee.

Wealth tax is chargeable in respect of Net wealth corresponding to Valuation date. Net

wealth means all assets less loans taken to acquire those assets. Valuation date means

31st March of immediately preceding the assessment year. In other words, the value of

the taxable assets on the valuation date is clubbed together and is reduced by the amount

of debt owed by the assessee. The net wealth so arrived at is charged to tax at the

specified rates. Wealth tax is charged @ 1% of the amount by which the net wealth

exceeds ̀ 15 Lakhs.
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2.7.5 Taxation of Corporates

Company whether Indian or foreign is liable to taxation, under the Income Tax Act,

1961. Corporation tax is a tax which is levied on the incomes of registered companies

and corporations.

A Company means:-

� Any Indian company, or

� Any corporate body, incorporated by or under the laws of a country outside India,

or

� Any institution, association or a body which was assessed as a company for any

assessment year under the Income Tax Act,1922 or was assessed under this Act

as a company for any assessment year commencing on or before April 1, 1970,or

� Any institution, association, or body, whether incorporated or not and whether

Indian or Non-Indian, which is declared by a general or special order of the

Central Board of Direct Taxes to be a company.

Companies in India, whether public or private, are governed by the Companies Act,

1956. The registrar of companies and the company law board administers the provisions

of the Act.

However, for the purpose of taxation, companies are broadly classified as:

� Domestic company [Section 2(22A)]:- means an Indian company (i.e. a company

formed and registered under the Companies Act,1956) or any other company

which, in respect of its income liable to tax, under the Income Tax Act, has made

the prescribed arrangement for declaration and payments within India, of the

dividends payable out of such income. A domestic company may be a public

company or a private company.

� Foreign company [Section 2(23A)]: means a company whose control and

management are situated wholly outside India, and which has not made the

prescribed arrangements for declaration and payment of dividends within India.

2.7.6 Taxation of Agents

An ‘agent’ is a person who agrees and is authorized to act on behalf of another. This

another person is known as ‘Principal’ who authorizes and empowers the agent as his

representative to carry out his legal acts. When the agent and the principal mutually

agree, an ‘agency relationship’ starts between them. This relationship empowers the

agent to carry out business transactions on behalf of the principal. In fact while dealing

with the third parties, the agent steps into the shoes of his principal and all his legal acts

are binding on the principal.

An agent can be an individual, a company or any association of individuals. The

document which empowers the agent is known as ‘Power of Attorney’, which is executed

by the principal in favour of the agent. When the power of attorney relates to a particular

transaction and for a specific purpose, it is known as ‘Specific Power of Attorney’.

Whereas, when power of attorney relates to transactions in general, it is known as

‘General Power of Attorney’. The power of attorney may or may not be registered.

An agent enjoys all the powers of the principal and binds the principal for all his

legal acts. He can sue the third parties in the name of the principal and has a right to get
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reimbursement for the expenses incurred by him related to the business. But at the same

time, an agent should act as per the powers vested in him and should act in the best

interests of his principal. He should maintain proper accounts of all transactions and

submit them to the principal.

Provisions for Taxation of Agents

An agent is subjected to taxation under the provisions of the Income Tax Act, 1961. It is

the umbrella Act for all the matters relating to income tax and empowers the Central

Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) to formulate rules (The Income Tax Rules, 1962) for

implementing the provisions of the Act. The CBDT is a part of Department of Revenue

in the Ministry of Finance. It has been charged with all the matters relating to various

direct taxes in India and is responsible for administration of direct tax laws through the

Income Tax Department. The Income Tax Act is subjected to annual amendments by

the Finance Act, which mentions the ‘rates’ of income tax and other taxes for the

corresponding year.

An agent may be taxed depending upon the category of “persons” in which it falls under

the Income Tax Act. The term “person” under the Act includes:

� Individuals

� Corporates

� Firms

� Association of Persons or Body of Individuals

� Hindu Undivided Families

Assessment of non-residents through Agents

A non-resident may be assessed to tax in India either directly or through agents. Under

the Income Tax act (Section 163), there is a provision to assess a non-resident through

his agent due to the inherent difficulties in ensuring his physical presence during the

assessment proceedings and the possibilities of effecting recovery of the due taxes.

Persons in India who may be treated as ‘agent’ of a non-resident are:

� Employee or trustee of the non-resident

� Any person who has any business connection with the non-resident

� Any person from or through whom the non-resident is in receipt of any income

� Any person who has acquired a capital asset in India from the non-resident.

If a person is assessed as an agent, he may retain out of any money payable by him to

the person residing outside India on whose behalf he is liable to pay tax (the principal), a

sum equal to his estimated liability. In case of any disagreement between the principal

and the agent regarding the amount to be retained, the agent may secure from the

assessing Officer a certificate stating the amount to be retained pending final settlement

of the liability, and the certificate obtained will be his warrant for retaining that amount.

Wealth Tax and Agents

Wealth tax is a direct tax, which is charged on the net wealth of the assessee. ‘Assessee’

means a person by whom the wealth tax or any other sum of money is payable under the

provisions of the Wealth Tax Act, and includes the legal representative, executor or
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administrator of a deceased person and a person deemed to be an agent of a non-

resident.

2.7.7 Excise Duty

Central Excise duty is an indirect tax levied on those goods which are manufactured in

India and are meant for home consumption. The taxable event is ‘manufacture’ and the

liability of central excise duty arises as soon as the goods are manufactured. It is a tax

on manufacturing, which is paid by a manufacturer, who passes its incidence on to the

customers.

The term “excisable goods” means the goods which are specified in the First

Schedule and the Second Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985, as being

subject to a duty of excise and includes salt.

The term “manufacture” includes any process,

1. Incidental or ancillary to the completion of a manufactured product and

2. Which is specified in relation to any goods in the Section or Chapter Notes of the

First Schedule to the Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985 as amounting to manufacture

or

3. Which, in relation to the goods specified in the Third Schedule, involves packing

or repacking of such goods in a unit container or labelling or re-labelling of

containers including the declaration or alteration of retail sale price on it or adoption

of any other treatment on the goods to render the product marketable to the

consumer.

As incidence of excise duty arises on production or manufacture of goods, the law does

not require the sale of goods from place of manufacture, as a mandatory requirement.

Normally, duty is payable on ‘removal’ of goods. The Central Excise Rules provide that

every person who produces or manufactures any ‘excisable goods’, or who stores such

goods in a warehouse, shall pay the duty leviable on such goods in the manner provided

in rules or under any other law. No excisable goods, on which any duty is payable, shall

be ‘removed’ without payment of duty from any place, where they are produced or

manufactured, or from a warehouse, unless otherwise provided. The word ‘removal’

cannot be necessarily equated with sale.

The removal may be for:

1. Sale

2. Transfer to depot etc.

3. Captive consumption

4. Transfer to another unit

5. Free distribution

Thus, it can be seen that duty becomes payable irrespective of whether the removal is

for sale or for some other purpose.

2.7.8 Taxation of other Forms of Business Entities

Every business entity adopts some form of business organization to carry out business

activities as success and growth of business depends a great deal on the choice of the

form of business organization. Apart from corporates, there are other forms of business
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entities namely Co-operatives, Joint Venture, Small Scale Industries and Trusts. All these

forms have their own specialized areas of operating and organizing business activities.

These are also subjected to taxation in a manner similar to corporates under the

Income Tax Act, 1961, or other Indian laws as prescribed to be suitable for the purpose

of taxation. But there are certain variations in tax provisions relating to each of them due

to differences in the form of their organization. Besides, small scale industries are provided

some deductions and exemptions in order to promote their growth and development.

Also, trusts that have been set up for various charitable and religious purposes are also

subjected to some exemptions under the Income Tax Act.

A ‘trust’ is an obligation annexed to the ownership of property and arising out of

a confidence reposed in and accepted by the owner, or declare and accepted by him, for

the benefit of another, or of another and the owner.

‘Joint Venture’(JV) is defined as a contractual agreement formed between two

or more parties, with each party contributing their equity share, in order to undertake an

economic activity which is subjected to joint control.

A ‘Co-operative organization’ is a society which has as its objectives the promotion

of the interests of its members in accordance with the principles of cooperation. It is a

voluntary association of ten or more members residing or working in the same locality,

who join together on the basis of equality for the fulfillment of their economic or business

interest. The basic feature which differentiates the co-operatives from other forms of

business ownership is that its primary motive is service to the members rather than

making profits.

‘Small Scale Industries’ are the units in which investment in fixed assets in plant

and machinery whether held on ownership terms on lease or on hire purchase does not

exceed ̀ 1crore or ̀ 10 million, subject to the condition that the unit is not owned, controlled

or subsidiary of any other industrial undertaking.

2.7.9 Taxation of Representative Offices

Representative office/Liaison Office is one of the three forms in which, foreign companies

can set up their operations in India. It is set up primarily to explore and understand the

business and investment climate in India. The role of liaison office is limited to collecting

information about possible market opportunities and providing information about the

overseas parent company and its products to prospective Indian customers.

Any foreign company intending to open a Liaison Office in India is required to

obtain prior approval from the RBI, the apex foreign exchange management authority in

India. Approval is usually granted for three years and can be renewed on expiry thereof.

The companies desirous of opening a liaison office in India may make an application in

form FNC-1 along with the documents mentioned therein to Foreign Investment Division,

Foreign Exchange Department, Reserve Bank of India, Central Office, and Mumbai. In

addition to this, the foreign company is also required to obtain a Certificate of establishment

of place of business in India from the Registrar of Companies (ROC). At the time of

closure of the Liaison Office, the RBI grants permission to repatriate the balance in the

Indian bank account to the parent company.

Activities of the Liaison office

� Representing in India the parent Company/group Companies

� Promoting export/import from/to India
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� Promoting technical/financial collaborations between the parent/group companies

and companies in India

� Acting as a communication channel between the parent company overseas and

Indian companies

Restrictions on the activities of the liaison office

� No commercial operation can be done by the liaison office (No invoicing).

� The liaison office must maintain a QA22C account with the bank. This is a special

account that only allows inflows from abroad.

� The liaison office can neither borrow, nor lend money.

� It must file regular returns to the RBI. Such returns must include Audited Annual

accounts and an activity report for the year.

A Liaison Office is not permitted to undertake any commercial/trading/industrial activity,

directly or indirectly, and cannot, therefore, earn any income in India. It is required to

maintain itself out of inward remittances received from abroad through normal banking

channels. Hence it does not constitute a taxable entity in India.

Also, the liaison office is not subjected to taxation in India as there is no mechanism

for the income tax department to examine and ascertain as to whether the activities

under taken by it result in any taxable income in India. However, the Liaison Office

would be required to withhold tax from certain payments and hence to comply with the

requisite tax withholding requirements under the domestic tax law

2.7.10 Service Tax

Service tax is a tax levied on services rendered by a person and the responsibility of

payment of the tax is cast on the service provider. It is an indirect tax as it can be

recovered from the service receiver by the service provider in course of his business

transactions. Service Tax was introduced in India in 1994 by Chapter V of the Finance

Act, 1994. It was imposed on an initial set of three services in 1994 and the scope of the

service tax has since been expanded continuously by subsequent Finance Acts. The

Finance Act, extends the levy of service tax to the whole of India, except the State of

Jammu & Kashmir.

The Central Board of Excise & Customs (CBEC) under Department of Revenue

in the Ministry of Finance, deals with the task of formulation of policy concerning levy

and collection of Service Tax. In exercise of the powers conferred, the Central

Government makes service tax rules for the purpose of the assessment and collection of

service tax.

The Service Tax is being administered by various Central Excise

Commissionerates, working under the Central Board of Excise & Customs. There are

six Commissionerates located at metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai,

Ahmedabad and Bangalore which deal exclusively with work related to Service Tax.

Directorate of Service Tax at Mumbai over sees the activities at the field level for

technical and policy level coordination.

Registration

� A person liable to pay service tax should file an application for registration within

thirty days from the date on which the service tax on particular taxable service

comes into effect or within thirty days from the commencement of his activity.
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� Every service provider of a taxable service is required to take registration by

filing the Form ST-1 in duplicate with the jurisdictional Central Excise Office.

� A ‘registered’ service provider is referred to as an ‘assessee’.

� A single registration is sufficient even when an assessee is providing more than

one taxable services. However, he has to mention all the services being provided

by him in the application for registration and the field office shall make suitable

entries/endorsements in the registration certificate.

� A fresh registration is required to be obtained in case of transfer of business to

another person.

� Any registered assessee when ceases to provide the taxable service shall surrender

the registration certificate immediately.

� In case a registered assessee starts providing any new service from the same

premises, he need not apply for a fresh registration. He can simply fill in the Form

S.T.1 for necessary amendments he desires to make in his existing information.

The new form may be submitted to the jurisdictional Superintendent for necessary

endorsement of the new service category in his Registration certificate.

In case of Individuals or Proprietary Concerns and Partnership Firm, service tax is to be

paid on quarterly basis. The due date for payment of service tax is the 5th of the month

immediately following the respective quarter. (Quarters are : April to June, July to

September, October to December and January to March). However, payment for the

last quarter i.e. January to March is required to be made by 31st of March itself. In case

of any other category of service provider than specified above, service tax is to be paid

on a monthly basis, by the 5th of the following month. However, payment for the month

of March is required to be made by 31st of March itself. Service tax is to be paid on the

amount realized / received by the assessee during the relevant period ( i.e. a month or a

quarter as the case may be).

The unique feature of Service Tax is reliance on collection of tax, primarily

through voluntary compliance. System of self-assessment of Service Tax Returns by

service tax assesses was introduced w.e.f. 01.04.2001. The jurisdictional Superintendent

of Central Excise is authorized to cross verify the correctness of self assessed returns.

Tax returns are expected to be filed half yearly. Central Excise officers are authorized

to conduct surveys to bring the prospective service tax assesses under the tax net.

Service tax is payable @ 12% of the ‘gross amount’ charged by the service

provider for providing such taxable service. The Education Cess is payable @ 2% of the

service tax payable.

Service Tax Exemptions

The Central Government can grant partial or total exemption by issuing an exemption

notification. But it cannot be granted by the Government with retrospective effect. The

general exemptions are:-

� Small service providers whose turnover is less than Rs 4 lakhs per annum are

exempt from service tax.

� There is no service tax on export of services.

� Services provided to UN and International Agencies and supplies to SEZ (Special

Economic Zones) are exempt from service tax.
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� Service tax is not payable on value of goods and material supplied while providing

services. Such exclusion is permissible only if Cenvat credit on such goods and

material is not taken.

2.7.11 TDS, TCS, TAN

Tax Deduction at Source (TDS)

Tax deduction at source means the tax required to be paid by the assessee, is deducted

by the person paying the income to him. Thus, the tax is deducted at the source of

income itself. The income tax act enjoins on the payer of such income to deduct the

given percentage of income as income tax and pay the balance amount to the recipient

of such income. The tax so deducted at source by the payer is to be deposited in the

income tax department account.

The tax so deducted from the income of the recipient is deemed to be payment

of income tax by the recipient at the time of his assessment. For example, person

responsible for paying any income which is chargeable to tax under the head ‘Salaries’

is required to compute the tax liability in respect of such income and deduct tax at source

at the time of payment. If the employee has any other income, he needs to inform the

employer so that employer can take that income into consideration while computing his

tax liability but he will not take into account losses except loss from house property.

Similarly, person responsible for paying any income by way of ‘interest on

securities’ or any other interests are required to deduct tax at source at the prescribed

rates at the time of credit of such income to the account of the payee or at the time of

payment, whichever is earlier.

The income from the following sources is subjected to tax deduction at source

� Salary and all other positive incomes under any head on income (Section 192 )

� Interest on securities (Section 193)

� Interest other than interest on securities (Section 194A)

� Payments to contractors and sub-contractors (Section 194C)

� Winnings from Lottery or crossword puzzles (Section 194B)

� Winnings from horse races (Section 194BB)

� Insurance Commission covering all payments for procuring Insurance business

(Section 194D)

� Any interest other than interest on securities payable to non-residents not being a

company or to a foreign company (Section 195)

� Payment to non-resident sportsman including athlete or sports association/institution.

In case of non-resident sportsman, payments in respect of advertisements as well

as articles on any game/sports in India in newspapers, magazines, etc. is included

(Section 194E)

� Payment in respect of deposits under NSS [National Savings Scheme] (Section

194EE)

� Payment on account of repurchase of Units by Mutual Fund or UTI (Section

194F)

� Payment for Commission or brokerage (Section 194H)
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� Payment of rent (Section 194I)

� Payment of fees for professional or technical services (Section 194J)

� Commission to stockists, distributors, buyers and sellers of Lottery tickets including

remuneration or prize on such tickets (Section 194G)

� Income from Units purchased in foreign currency or long-term capital gain arising

from the transfer of such Units purchased in foreign currency (Section196B)

� Payment of any income to non-residents in respect of interest or dividend on

bonds and shares (Section 196C), etc.

Tax Collection at Source (TCS)

Tax collection at source arises on the part of the seller of goods. Here, tax is collected at

the source of income itself. It is to be collected at source from the buyer, by the seller at

the point of sale. Such tax collection is to be made by the seller at the time of debiting the

amount payable to the buyer to the account of the buyer or at the time of receipt of such

amount from the buyer, whichever is earlier.

A person collecting tax shall furnish a certificate specifying whether tax has

been collected or not, what sum has been collected, the rate of tax applied on it and other

such particulars as may be prescribed. It shall be furnished within 10 days from the date

of debit or receipt of the amount furnished to the buyer to whose account such amount

is debited or from whom such payment is received. The taxes collected must be remitted

into the income tax department’s account. Every person collecting tax shall, within such

time as may be prescribed, apply to the Assessing Officer for the allotment of a tax-

collection account number.

The following goods when sold must be subjected to tax collection at source:

� Alcoholic liquor for human consumption (other than Indian made foreign liquor)

� Timber obtained under a forest lease

� Timber obtained by any mode other than under a forest lease

� Any other forest produce, not being timber

Tax Deduction and Collection Account Number (TAN)

TAN or Tax Deduction and Collection Account Number is a 10 digit alpha numeric

number required to be obtained by all persons who are responsible for deducting or

collecting tax. All those persons who are required to deduct tax at source or collect tax

at source on behalf of Income Tax Department are required to apply for and obtain

TAN. TAN is allotted by the Income Tax Department on the basis of the application

submitted to TIN Facilitation Centres managed by National Securities Depository Limited

( NSDL ).

NSDL will intimate the TAN which will be required to be mentioned in all future

correspondence relating to TDS/TCS. An application for allotment of TAN is to be filled

in Form 49B and submitted at any of the TIN facilitation centres meant for receipt of e-

TDS returns. The income tax act makes it mandatory for TAN to be quoted in all TDS/

TCS returns, all TDS/TCS payment challans and all TDS/TCS certificates to be issued.

Failure to apply for TAN or comply with any of the other provisions of the Act attracts

a penalty. TDS/TCS returns will not be received if TAN is not quoted and challans for

TDS/TCS payments will not be accepted by banks.
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2.7.12 Value Added Tax (VAT)

One of the important components of tax reforms initiated since liberalization is the

introduction of Value Added Tax (VAT). VAT is a multi-point destination based system

of taxation, with tax being levied on value addition at each stage of transaction in the

production/ distribution chain. The term ‘value addition’ implies the increase in value of

goods and services at each stage of production or transfer of goods and services. VAT

is a tax on the final consumption of goods or services and is ultimately borne by the

consumer. It is a multi-stage tax with the provision to allow ‘Input tax credit (ITC)’ on

tax at an earlier stage, which can be appropriated against the VAT liability on subsequent

sale.

This input tax credit in relation to any period means setting off the amount of input

tax by a registered dealer against the amount of his output tax. It is given for all

manufacturers and traders for purchase of inputs/supplies meant for sale, irrespective

of when these will be utilized/ sold. The VAT liability of the dealer/ manufacturer is

calculated by deducting input tax credit from tax collected on sales during the payment

period (say, a month). If the tax credit exceeds the tax payable on sales in a month, the

excess credit will be carried over to the end of next financial year. If there is any excess

unadjusted input tax credit at the end of second year, then the same will be eligible for

refund.

VAT is basically a State subject, derived from Entry 54 of the State List, for

which the States are sovereign in taking decisions. The State Governments, through

Taxation Departments, are carrying out the responsibility of levying and collecting VAT

in the respective States. While, the Central Government is playing the role of a facilitator

for the successful implementation of VAT. The Ministry of Finance is the main agency

for levying and implementing VAT, both at the Centre and the State level.

The Department of Revenue, under the Ministry of Finance, exercises control in

respect of matters relating to all the direct and indirect taxes, through two statutory

Boards, namely, the Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) and the Central Board of

Customs and Central Excise (CBEC). The Sales Tax Division, of Department of Revenue,

deals with enactment and amendment of the Central Sales Tax Act; levy of tax on sales

in the course of inter-State trade or commerce; levy of VAT; etc.

The Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) deals with the tasks of

formulation of policy concerning levy and collection of customs and central excise duties,

allowing of Central Value added Tax (CENVAT) credit, etc. While, the decision to

implement State level VAT has been taken in the meeting of the Empowered Committee

(EC) of State Finance Ministers, held on June 18, 2004, where a broad consensus was

arrived at to introduce VAT in all States/ Union Territories (UTs).

The entire design of VAT with input tax credit is crucially based on documentation

of tax invoice, cash memo or bill. Every registered dealer, having turnover of sales

above an amount specified, needs to issue to the purchaser serially numbered tax invoice

with the prescribed particulars. This tax invoice is to be signed and dated by the dealer

or his regular employee, showing the required particulars. For identification/ registration

of dealers under VAT, the Tax Payer’s Identification Number (TIN) is used. TIN consists

of 11 digit numerals throughout the country. Its first two characters represent the State

Code and the set-up of the next nine characters can vary in different States.

In India’s prevalent sales tax structure, there have been problems of double taxation

of commodities and multiplicity of taxes, resulting in a cascading tax burden. For instance,
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in this structure, before a commodity is produced, inputs are first taxed, and then after

the commodity is produced with input tax load, output is taxed again. This causes an

unfair double taxation with cascading effects. Hence, the VAT has been introduced to

replace such sales tax structure. Moreover, it seeks to phase out the Central Sales Tax

(CST) and several efforts are being made in this regard.

The main motive of VAT has been the rationalization of overall tax burden and

reduction in general price level. Thus, it seeks to help common people, traders, industrialists

as well as the Government. It is indeed a move towards more efficiency, equal competition

and fairness in the taxation system. The main benefits of implementation of VAT are:-

Minimizes tax evasion as VAT is imposed on the basis of invoice/ bill at each

stage, so that tax evaded at first stage gets caught at the next stage;

A set-off is given for input tax as well as tax paid on previous purchases;

Abolishes multiplicity of taxes, that is, taxes such as turnover tax, surcharge on

sales tax, additional surcharge, etc. are being abolished;

Replaces the existing system of inspection by a system of built-in self-assessment

of VAT liability by the dealers and manufacturers (in terms of submission of returns

upon setting off the tax credit);

� Tax structure becomes simpler and more transparent;

� Improves tax compliance;

� Generates higher revenue growth;

� Promotes competitiveness of exports; etc.

At the Central level, there is Central Value Added Tax (CENVAT) which pertains to the

rationalization of Central excise duty structure in India. At present, there is a uniform

rate of CENVAT of 16 per cent on most of the inputs and final products. The CENVAT

has been introduced to end all the disputes that were taking place due to classification of

various types of inputs as rates were different on different varieties. Accordingly, the

CENVAT Credit Rules have been notified and amended, from time to time, which are as

follows:

� The Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004

� The Cenvat Credit Rules, 2002

� The Cenvat Credit Rules, 2001

Under these, a manufacturer or producer of final products and a provider of

output service is allowed to take credit (known as CENVAT credit) of the duty of

excise, as mentioned in the Rules, paid on specified inputs and capital goods used in or in

relation to the manufacture of specified final products. The CENVAT credit so allowed

can be utilized for payment of :- (i) any duty of excise on any final product; or (ii) an

amount equal to CENVAT credit taken on inputs, if such inputs are removed as such or

after being partially processed; or (iii) an amount equal to the CENVAT credit taken on

capital goods, if such capital goods are removed as such; or (iv) service tax on any

output service, as per the conditions laid down in the rules. In the latest budget, it is

proposed to reduce the general CENVAT rate on all goods from 16 per cent to 14 per

cent in order to give a stimulus to the manufacturing sector.

At the State level, the Empowered Committee of State Finance Ministers have

finalized a design of VAT to be adopted by all the States/ UTs. This basic design of VAT

retains the essential features of VAT and keep them common for all the States/ UTs,
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like, the rates of VAT on various commodities are kept uniform for all. At the same time,

it provides a measure of flexibility to the States/ UTs so as to enable them to meet their

local requirements.

At present, there are 2 basic rates of VAT, namely, 4 per cent and 12.5 per cent,

besides an exempt category and a special rate of 1 per cent for a few selected items.

The items of basic necessities and goods of local importance (up to 10 items) have been

put in the zero rate bracket or the exempted schedule. Gold, silver and precious stones

have been put in the 1 per cent schedule. There is also a category with 20 per cent floor

rate of tax, but the commodities listed in this schedule are not eligible for input tax

rebate/set off. This category covers items like motor spirit (petrol, diesel and aviation

turbine fuel), liquor, etc. Some of the other features of VAT in the State (as finalized by

the Empowered Committee) are:-

As per provision for eliminating the multiplicity of taxes, all the State taxes on

purchase or sale of goods (excluding Entry Tax in lieu of Octroi) are required to be

subsumed in VAT or made VATable.

A provision has been made for allowing ‘Input Tax Credit (ITC)’ which is the

basic feature of VAT. However, since the VAT being implemented is intra-State VAT

only and does not cover inter-State sale transactions, ITC is not to be available on inter-

State purchases.

Exports to be zero-rated, with credit given for all taxes on inputs/purchases related

to such exports.

There are provisions to make the system more business-friendly. For instance,

provision for self assessment by the dealers; provision of a threshold limit for registration

of dealers in terms of annual turnover of ̀  5 lakhs; and provision for composition of tax

liability up to annual turnover limit of ̀  50 lakhs.

Regarding the industrial incentives, the States have been allowed to continue with

the existing incentives, without breaking the VAT chain. Further, no fresh sales tax/

VAT-based incentives are permitted.

Haryana became the first State in the country to introduce Value Added Tax

(VAT). Till 2007, VAT has been introduced by more than 30 States/UTs, including Tamil

Nadu (implemented VAT from January 1, 2007) and the UT of Puducherry (implemented

VAT from April 1, 2007). From January 01, 2008, the Government of Uttar Pradesh has

made VAT effective in the State. Some of the other States/ UTs which have implemented

VAT are:

� Andhra Pradesh

� Chhattisgarh

� Delhi

� Goa

� Gujarat

� Jammu and Kashmir

� Jharkhand

� Karnataka

� Kerala

� Maharashtra

� Meghalaya
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� Odisha

� Rajasthan

� West Bengal

Over the years, the experience of implementing VAT in India has been very encouraging,

with the Empowered Committee constantly reviewing the progress of implementation.

The revenue performance of VAT-implementing States/UTs has also been very significant.

During 2006-07, the tax revenue of the 31 VAT States/UTs had collectively registered a

growth rate of about 21 per cent over the tax revenue of 2005-06. During 2007-08, the

tax revenue of 32 VAT States/UTs showed a further growth of 14.6 per cent during the

first six months of 2007-08 (April-September) as compared to the corresponding period

of last year.

Besides, the Central Government had announced a compensation package under

which the States are compensated for any revenue loss on account of VAT introduction

at the rate of 100 per cent of revenue loss during 2005-06, 75 per cent during 2006-07

and 50 per cent during 2007-08. Further, the technical and financial support are being

provided to the States/ UTs for VAT computerization, publicity and awareness and other

related aspects.

2.8 SUMMING UP

� Tax revenue is the income that is gained by governments through taxation.

� Non-tax revenue or non-tax receipts are government revenue not generated from

taxes.

� The features of the tax system flow from the principles upon which it is designed

as also its detailed structure. Frequently, some objectives of a tax system turn out

to be contradictory and this problem is resolved by some sort of a compromise.

� A tax system may be rated good if its effects are in harmony with broad objectives

of the society.

� Characteristics of a good tax system may be derived from the principles upon

which it is based, the objectives it tries to achieve, and supplemented with those

derived from its administration, effects, kinds, forms and timing, etc.

� Objectives of taxation are bound to vary as between different countries and even

for the same country from one time period to the next.

� Since objectives of taxation stand for what is sought to be achieved with the help

of tax system of the country, they are closely interwoven with the principles on

which it is built and features that it acquires.

� The term direct tax generally means a tax paid directly to the government by the

persons on whom it is imposed.

� The term indirect tax has more than one meaning. In the colloquial sense, an

indirect tax (such as sales tax, a specific tax, value added tax (VAT), or goods and

services tax (GST)) is a tax collected by an intermediary (such as a retail store)

from the person who bears the ultimate economic burden of the tax (such as the

consumer).

� The ability-to-pay principle in taxation maintains that taxes should be levied according

a taxpayer’s ability to pay.
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� An economic result of taxation that takes place when the income of a targeted

group is unconstructively affected causing it to move the tax burden to another

group thereby sharing the burden. For instance, an additional business tax might

cause businesses to raise their costs of goods sold to consumers in order to

counterbalance income lost to taxes.

� The concept of taxable capacity is an expression of the common belief that there

is always an upper limit of tax receipts, though there has never been an agreement

as to quantum of this limit.

� However, optimality of resource allocation depends upon two pre conditions,

namely,

(i) appropriate income distribution, and

(ii) competitive market with unhindered working of market mechanism

2.9 KEY TERMS

� Capital receipts: They are the loans raised by the Center from the market,

government borrowings from the RBI & other parties, sale of Treasury Bills and

loans received from foreign governments all form a part of Capital Receipt

� Tax revenue: It is the government income due to taxation

� Quid pro quo: It is an exchange of goods or services

� Deficit financing: It is the government funding of spending by borrowing

� Poll Tax: A tax levied on every adult, without reference to income or resources

� Degressive taxation: Any tax in which the rate decreases as the amount subject

to taxation increases

2.10 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Some important sources from which every government gets funds to finance its

activities are: taxes, interest receipts, income from currency, borrowings, sale of

public assets, income from public undertakings, fees, fines, gifts and donations,

etc.

2. Revenue receipts can be divided into tax revenue and non-tax revenue.

3. Tax is a compulsory levy payable by a legal entity to the government without any

corresponding entitlement to receive any specified and direct quid pro quo from

the government.

4. A single tax system is that by which all revenue is derived from a tax on one thing,

especially land.

5. A multiple tax system is that in which the same earnings are taxed more than

twice.

6. In poll tax system (also known as the Head Tax or Per Capita Tax system), each

taxpayer is liable to pay the same absolute amount of tax. Inclusion into or exclusion

from the list of taxpayers is not determined on grounds of income, profession,

paying capacity or the like. However, blind, insane or very old persons etc. may

be exempted from paying this tax.
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7. Impact of a tax is its first point of contact with the taxpayers. It is upon those who

have the legal obligation to pay it.

8. Incidence of a tax is defined as its final resting place or the sources from which it

is finally paid. It is upon those economic units which finally bear its money burden

and are not able to recover it from others.

9. Direct real burden of a tax is the direct loss of welfare of the taxpayers attributable

to it, while its spillover ill-effects are termed its indirect real burden. Both these

measures are gross and not ‘net of benefits’ of the said tax.

10. The basic tenet of the ability to pay doctrine is that the distribution of tax burden

between members of society should be on the criteria of justice and equity which,

in turn, implies that the tax burden should be apportioned according to their relative

ability to pay.

11. Unearned income includes capital gains etc., and may be subjected to heavier

taxation.

12. The term same or equal sacrifice may be interpreted in three alternative ways,

namely,

(i)  equal absolute sacrifice

(ii) equal proportional sacrifice

(iii) equal marginal sacrifice

13. Optimum allocation is defined as the one in which the relevant marginal conditions

are satisfied. It means, for example, that in the field of production, the ratio of

marginal productivity of a factor to its market price is equal to the corresponding

ratio of every other factor.

14. Optimality of resource allocation depends upon the following two pre conditions:

(i) appropriate income distribution

(ii) competitive market with unhindered working of market mechanism

15. Marshallian reasoning has its own drawbacks. It assumes that the tax revenue in

the hands of authorities yields an equivalent benefit to the society, while the loss

to the society is equivalent to loss of consumer’s surplus.

16. The main taxes/duties that the Union Government is empowered to levy are:

Income Tax (except tax on agricultural income, which the State Governments

can levy), Customs duties, Central Excise and Sales Tax and Service Tax.

17. The principal taxes levied by the State Governments are: Sales Tax (tax on intra-

State sale of goods), Stamp Duty (duty on transfer of property), State Excise

(duty on manufacture of alcohol), and Land Revenue (levy on land used for

agricultural/non-agricultural purposes), Duty on Entertainment and Tax on

Professions & Callings.

18. Income tax is a direct tax levied on the income earned by individuals, corporations

or on other forms of business entities.
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2.11 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. How are revenue receipts and capital receipts different?

2. Differentiate between single and multiple tax systems.

3. What is optimal taxation?

4. Write a short note on customs duties.

5. What is the drawback of representative tax systems?

6. How is the concept of taxable capacity applied in India?

7. What is equal absolute sacrifice?

Long-Answer Questions

1. Discuss the merits and demerits of direct and indirect taxes.

2. Explain the effects of taxation on production and distribution.

3. Explain the use of the concept of taxable capacity with respect to the Indian

scenario.

4. Explain in the ability to pay theory.

5. Explain the concentration theory of tax shifting.

6. Explain the merits and demerits of indirect taxing.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION

Public expenditure refers to the expenses, including transfers, which a government

disburses for (i) its own maintenance, (ii) the society and the economy, and (iii) helping

other countries. In practice, however, with expanding State activities, it is becoming

increasingly difficult to demarcate the portion of public expenditure meant for the

maintenance of the government itself from the total.

Historically, public expenditure has recorded a continuous increase over time in

almost every country. However, traditional thinking and philosophy did not favour this

trend because it rated market mechanism as a better guide for the working of the economy

and allocation of its resources. It was argued that each economic unit was the best judge

of its own economic interests and the government should not take decisions on behalf of

others.

Furthermore, while a private economic unit was guided by its own economic

interests, the public sector had no such criterion. Accordingly, its efficiency was bound

to be very low. Had this philosophy been practiced in its entirety, public expenditure

would not have grown as rapidly as it actually did. In reality, however, a free market

mechanism suffers from several deficiencies and generates several harmful socio-

economic effects. A modern state is not expected to be indifferent to these ill-effects.

On the theoretical side, this fact has been the source of several versions of socialist and

welfare philosophy.

However, in spite of the fact that public expenditure has increased rapidly during

the last two centuries or so in almost every State, and in spite of its growing role and

importance in national economies, the area of public expenditure remains relatively

unexplored. As Lowell Harris says, ‘the economists have generally concentrated their

attention on the theory of taxation. The theory of public expenditure has been more or

less confined to that of generalities in terms of the effects of public expenditure on

employment and prices etc.’  Of course, it may be pointed out, that lately this deficiency

is being removed by various studies in the field of public expenditure.
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3.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain the effect of public expenditure on production and distribution

� Discuss the role of public expenditure in development of the economy

3.2 EFFECTS OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE ON

PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

Ideas regarding the need and the effects of public expenditure have varied over time.

The earlier thinking was imbedded in the philosophy of laissez-faire according to which

a good government always governed the least. It was claimed that everyone was the

best judge of his own interests and the government could not be expected to decide on

his behalf. The government was to confine itself to the preservation of the society and

undertake those activities and projects which were commercially unprofitable but essential

for the economy and society.

However, over time, it became increasingly difficult to ignore the fact of ‘market

failures’ and the need for state intervention and regulation to remedy its ill effects. This

not only led to a rapid growth of the government sector and public expenditure but also

bred various hypotheses concerning public expenditure. However, approaches adopted

by various thinkers and writers lacked uniformity with an inevitable lack of a general

agreement on the effects of public expenditure and an optimum expenditure policy.

Differences of opinion persisted over the effectiveness of a public expenditure policy in

areas of economic stabilization, distributive justice, regional disparities, inter-sectoral

balance, and so on.

A meaningful discussion covering public expenditure should start with the fact

that the government sector is an integral part of the economy with inter-sectoral input-

output relationships and mutual interdependence. It must also take into account the basic

differences between the government and non-government sectors. Thus while the private

sector is guided by self-interest and the market mechanism, the government sector may

ignore commercial objectives and may also be used by the authorities for pushing the

private sector of the economy along certain lines. All these facts have a deep bearing

upon the likely effects of public expenditure, which are frequently not easy to assess and

analyze.

3.2.1 Public Expenditure and Production

Public expenditure can help the economy in numerous ways in attaining higher levels of

production and growth. The ways in which such effects might be brought about are

obviously inter-related. The analysis of these effects can be taken up separately in the

context of developed and underdeveloped economies.

Let us first take up the case of a developed market economy. Such an economy

has enough of flexibility but may be suffering from a deficiency of effective demand.

Public expenditure can add to the effective demand directly and thus generate conditions

favourable for the market forces to push up production. Actually such public investment

need not be productive in the sense of adding to the supply side of the market also. This

public investment can just be a means of disbursing purchasing power to those who

would spend the same and add to the effective demand.
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But the technique of increasing production through increasing demand becomes

ineffective once the level of full employment is reached. Money income goes up but real

income does not increase correspondingly because real income depends upon the use of

real resources. If, therefore, demand is pushed beyond full employment, it will only add

to the inflationary pressures. It may be noted further that the public expenditure may not

be able to push up production proportionately because of various rigidities from which

even a developed economy is likely to suffer. For example, some industries may not

have unutilized excess capacity when demand goes up. In some industries monopolistic

practices may be in vogue and there can be strong militant trade unions. Under different

technical and other types of rigidities the economy may not be able to respond fully to

increased demand. The result is likely to be a partial increase in production when demand

increases through the use of public expenditure and the results can be quite inflationary

beyond a limit. Once we recognize the rigidities from which a developed economy may

be suffering and the corresponding lack of complete inter-flow of demand between its

various sectors, the co-existence of inflation and unemployment cannot be ruled out. In

such a case the authorities cannot be indifferent as regards the manner in which public

expenditure generates additional demand in the economy. Specific details of public

expenditure would have to be decided so as to achieve selective additions to demand

along those lines which suffer from shortage of effective demand.

The case is a different one with underdeveloped economies. Such economies are

characterised by a low level of saving and investment activity. This deficiency, again,

may be remedied by stimulating private saving and investment, or through direct public

saving and investment, or both. Thus in underdeveloped countries, there is a shortage of

social overheads, skilled labour, capital equipment and machinery. A number of important

and basic industries either do not exist or need to the expanded. Public expenditure can

be directly used to create and maintain social overheads. It can also be used to create

human skills through education and training. A country like India suffers from the problem

of regional disparities. Various tax concessions and credit facilities can be provided for

setting up industries in these areas. Public expenditure can be used to provide necessary

economic infrastructure for the development of selected economic activities and can be

used to give subsidies for increasing their profitability. Thus the authorities can strengthen

the process of capital accumulation. To the extent this capital formation is financed

through foreign aid, the process of economic growth is accelerated.

In this process of accelerating capital accumulation, the authorities have to take a

few precautions so as to maximise the benefits of public expenditure and to avoid the

possible harmful incidental effects.

Several investment projects have long gestation periods, that is, it takes a long

time before the commencement of output. Similarly, some other forms of public

expenditure (such as on education) exert only long-term beneficial effects on production.

But there is an addition to money income right from the beginning. In the short run,

therefore, such public expenditure generates inflationary pressures. Hence, care must

be taken to ensure that inflationary pressures remain within manageable limits.

A sizeable portion of public expenditure is wasted due to faulty planning and

execution. This must be avoided.

On account of inherent scarcity of productive resources, care must be taken to

determine appropriate investment priorities and stick to them. A proper cost-benefit

study should be taken up for each project as also its relationship with other industries in

terms of input-output coefficients. Emphasis must be laid on industries to which, for
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various economic and social reasons, a high priority is accorded and which satisfy the

cost-benefit criteria.

Creation of additional productive assets is meaningful only if adequate public

expenditure is devoted to their maintenance and operation.

Public expenditure is known for its sub-optimal output. In the very nature of

things, it is not possible to fully remedy this situation, but efforts should be made to

minimize the wastage of public expenditure.

The authorities should carefully allocate public expenditure over various projects

and schemes meant to stimulate private investment. An underdeveloped economy has

some untapped resources, but the extent to which they can be utilized in the near future

and the extent to which they can be shifted from one use to the other faces several

constraints. Accordingly, the size and composition of public expenditure are closely linked

with the way it is financed. Resorting to printing press or borrowing from the central

bank of the country will add to aggregate demand in the country. Such a course, therefore,

has to be kept under observation for its possible inflationary effects. In contrast, financing

of public expenditure through market borrowings or taxation may drain the private sector

of the corresponding investible resources, that is, it may ‘crowd out’ the private investment.

Therefore, the net effect of public expenditure depends upon the uses to which these

funds were being put by the private sector before their acquisition by the authorities, and

the uses to which they are put by the authorities after their acquisition. A detailed analysis

of the flow of funds and the changes therein on account of all these public policies must

be made on an ongoing basis in order to achieve the best possible results.

An increase in the rate of investment undoubtedly helps in accelerating the rate

of economic growth. However, all additional investment need not be in the form of direct

public investment only. Public expenditure may also be used for helping private investment

and production through a pursuit of policies which reduce t he cost of production, or push

up demand or remove particular shortages and bottle necks. Creation and maintenance

of social overheads lead to an all-round reduction in cost of production and improvement

in efficiency. This, therefore, increases profitability and production. Also social overheads

bring different regions and sectors of an economy in closer contact with each other and

thereby stimulate the process of economic growth. Also public investment can go directly

into the development of basic and key industries, power, irrigation and mines etc. Through

these steps, the economy can add to its infrastructure and thus provide a firm basis for

growth.

Public expenditure can be used to create demand for various products, and thus

stimulate private production. A policy of purchase preference in favour of domestically

produced goods and services helps domestic enterprise and employment. However, it is

noteworthy that international commitments such as towards WTO can come in the way

of a policy of purchase preferences.

Public sector investment can be specifically directed towards creation of specified

supplies and facilities, which form important and necessary inputs for other industries.

Imports of essential raw materials can be arranged and special labour skills can be

developed. To put it differently, public expenditure can be utilised as a means to remove

numerous shortages and bottlenecks in the way of production. Public expenditure can

be effectively used in reducing regional disparities also. Strategies industries can be

subsidised and otherwise helped through loans, etc., if they are established in specified

regions. In the same way, a larger proportion of public expenditure on social overheads

can be devoted to these areas. Education and training facilities can also be provided as

a further aid in reducing regional disparities.
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Research and development are important and helpful activities which must be

accorded a high priority.  New, effective and cheap methods of production can be found

whereby local resources are used and a saving in imports and foreign exchange is

effected. New products can be invented which will help the economy in its various

productive activities. In these diverse ways, the economy can be helped in effecting a

re-allocation of its resources and in the process of economic growth.

3.2.2 Public Expenditure and Distribution

A significant outcome of an unregulated market mechanism is the inequalities of income

and wealth which, with the institutions of private property and inheritance, widen with

the passage of time. Furthermore, such income and wealth disparities not only spell

social and economic injustice, they also distort production and employment patterns.

Narrower inequalities of income and wealth, it may be claimed, contribute towards

economic stability. It is generally recognized that marginal propensity to consume falls

as income rises. As a result during the expansionary phase of a trade cycle, consumption

demand tends to lag behind and causes a check on further expansion of demand in the

economy. Without such a check the upward movement of the trade cycle might develop

into a disruptive inflation. Similarly, during a depression, consumption refuses to dip

below a certain level and, as a result, the economy is provided a firm demand base.

Furthermore, economic stability is helpful to economic growth because private  investment

is affected, amongst other things, by safety and expected rates of return. With economic

stability and expectation thereof, the risk of loss is reduced and this has, therefore, a

healthy effect on the investment climate.

Welfare considerations also favour an equitable distribution of income and wealth.

The purpose of an economic policy should be to contribute towards maximizing aggregate

social benefits. Though we cannot prove objectively that marginal utility of income falls

as income increases, common sense supports this hypothesis. That being so, it follows

that any movement towards equitable distribution of income and wealth would increase

the aggregate satisfaction in the community. Lerner has shown that even if we do not

know the extent to which marginal utility of income falls with a rise in income and even

if we cannot have inter-personal comparisons of utility, still a shift towards equality

would probably add to the aggregate satisfaction of the community.

Public expenditure policy may be formulated for improving distributive justice

which special emphasis on components meant to help the poorer sections of the society.

A number of welfare measures like free education, health, drinking water and other

facilities can be accorded a high priority. Numerous social security schemes can be

adopted whereby people are entitled to old-age pensions, unemployment relief, sickness

allowance and so on. Articles of common consumption like food can be subsidised, and

the production of those which are in short supply can be taken up in the public sector.

Left to market mechanism, the supply of ‘merit goods’ is likely to be insufficient. Public

expenditure, through direct purchases, public production or subsidies can ensure that

their supply is augmented to the desired extent. Similarly public expenditure, through

appropriate subsidies and other ‘purchase and stores’ policy can encourage labour-

intensive techniques of production which reduce unemployment and improve income

distribution.

However, while proceeding with the programme of bringing about income and

wealth equalities, certain aspects of possible interaction between distributive justice and

other dimensions of the economy must be kept in mind. To begin with, poorer people
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may not be able to enjoy fully the additional income because of ignorance, etc. But this

argument is applicable only if suddenly large amounts of income start flowing to the

poorer sections of the community. In an underdeveloped country (to whose poor people

this argument could be directed), this argument does not apply because it normally lacks

adequate funds to significantly improve the lot of everyone. Through income redistribution,

the poor masses can only feel a marginal relief. Even in the case of adequate funds, the

desirability of reducing inequalities would not be disproved. It would only point towards

the need for going slow, so that the poorer sections also get accustomed to higher

standards of living.

The impact of redistribution on the economy’s will and capacity to work, save and

invest is inconclusive. In a poor country, where the need to reduce inequalities is the

greatest, saving potential is only with the higher income groups. With a big shift towards

equalities, such a saving potential is substantially reduced especially because the poorer

sections of the community are bound to consume away a major portion of their newly

acquired incomes. The objective of economic equality, therefore, comes into conflict

with that of economic growth. In other words, both will and capacity to save on the part

of the members of the society are likely to suffer when a shift towards income and

wealth equalities is made. An underdeveloped country, therefore, is faced with a difficult

choice.

The distributive effects of public expenditure must be viewed in the context of its

method of financing. For example, if it is financed through additional tax revenue and the

tax system of the country is regressive, it would militate against the distributive effects

of public expenditure. Similarly, if public expenditure is financed through deficit financing,

or through such borrowings as are inflationary in character, inequalities would widen.

However, deficit financing to a limited extent need not generate inflationary pressures.

Similarly, public borrowings out of genuine savings of the economy are expected to be

only mildly inflationary. While the long-term solution of its economic difficulties lies only

in economic growth, the problems of income distribution also cannot be postponed

indefinitely. A via media, therefore, has to be worked out wherein both these objectives

are pursued concurrently in a balanced manner. And to the extent the hitherto un-exploited

resources can be tapped, or if foreign aid is available, the task of pursuing both the goals

(of equitable distribution and growth) becomes less difficult.

3.3 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND ECONOMY

3.3.1 Public Expenditure and Economic Stability

It is a well-known fact that the market forces by themselves leave much to be desired in

the field of economic results. The more advanced and free the market mechanism, the

more prone is the economy to fluctuations in income, employment, and prices. It is for

this reason that with the development of capitalism, free enterprise economies came to

experience ever stronger trade cycles. Accordingly, the need to use some effective anti-

cyclical measures gained universal acceptance—more so since the havoc caused by the

Great Depression of the 1930’s. Keynesian diagnosis of the basic cause of the ills of a

developed market economy was the deficiency of effective demand which was caused

by a low marginal propensity to consume coupled with a low marginal efficiency of

investment. He therefore advocated a continuous injection of additional purchasing power

in the market through stimulation of investment and consumption activities and through

direct public investment. This direct investment was a part of the public expenditure and
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was meant to add to the effective demand in the market and generate a high-value

multiplier by distributing income to those sections of the population which had a high

marginal propensity to consume. It was also claimed that the addition to demand by such

sections would stimulate investment activity and further add to demand flows. Keynesian

prescription was basically directed towards curing a state of depression�but the logic

of the argument can also be extended to that of curing an inflationary situation. To put it

differently, Keynesian policy prescription can be converted into a scheme of compensatory

finance—that is, counterbalancing the deficiency or excess of demand by the private

sector of the economy. During a depression the State was expected to increase total

spending in the economy. And this could be done, if need be, through deficit financing.

Public borrowings, to the extent they came out of savings of the people, would help in

the stimulation of overall demand when they were spent. This would be more so when

the savings of the people were not finding an investment outlet, due to an all-round

deficiency of demand.

Similarly, if deficit financing was being met through creation of additional money,

the stimulating effect of additional public expenditure would again be felt. In either case

there would be a net increase in total expenditure and demand flows in the economy.

During a boom, on the other hand, the need is to curb excess demand. This may be done

through reducing public expenditure while maintaining the same amount of taxation and/

or borrowings. Here taxation would drain away some of the purchasing power from the

hands of the people and public borrowings would in the same way cut into market

investment (since market savings are not likely to go uninvested on account of good

investment opportunities). Thus a curtailing of public expenditure would restrain the

inflationary pressures.

It must be remembered that the use of public expenditure as an anticyclical weapon

implies the existence of a well-knit and sensitive market mechanism where, through the

free working of the input-output relationships between different industries, any change

starting in one industry spreads to the rest of the economy. It is necessary that such

spreading out of effects should be even enough and without undue time lags. And if a

depression is to be cured through stepping up of demand, then there must be adequate

unutilized excess capacity in the economy. If these assumptions are satisfied, then the

authorities have to concern themselves only with the aggregate demand and not with the

particular directions in which it is flowing, since through the interaction between demand

and supply flows an automatic adjustment takes place. In a market, where there are

technical and other rigidities, the effect created in one sector may not evenly spread to

the others. It must be noted that such rigidities are not absent even in developed countries.

As a result, under such circumstances, public expenditure no longer remains a simple

and easy tool.

The authorities have to regulate not only the total magnitude of demand in the

economy, they have also to ensure that the subdivisions of the demand flows match the

supply flows. Public expenditure as an anti-cyclical tool will have to be devised in a

detailed manner. If this care is not taken, and if the authorities use public expenditure just

to stimulate demand in general, then such a stimulating effect will be felt only for certain

items while many other industries and areas would remain unaffected, or would be

affected only partially. Actually, it is quite possible that while some sectors of the economy

continue suffering from deficiency of demand, some others might be groaning under

inflationary pressures on account of too much demand. Similarly, it is also possible that

when the government reduces its expenditure to curtail over-all demand, the effect is
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more or less concentrated in the industries for which the government reduces the

expenditure directly.

As is well-known, an underdeveloped country suffers from far greater rigidities

than do the developed countries. Shortages of particular inputs are common. There are

gaps in the form of absence of certain industries or adequate productive capacity therein.

Various kinds of institutional and legal restrictions prevent a proper and quick market

response on the part of different sectors of the economy; and it may be the case even

with those sectors to which public expenditure is applied directly. As a result the problem

of bringing about economic stability is far more complex in this case.

Another factor which contributes to the complexity of the problem is the fact that

an underdeveloped economy is having, generally speaking, inelastic demand for essential

maintenance imports while demand for its exports is quite weak. The result is that if the

world prices for its exports fall, it is forced to distress sales; while if its import prices

increase, its cost price level is pushed up. Ordinarily an underdeveloped country does

not have much defence against this type of instability. Public expenditure cannot remedy

the situation to a sufficient degree. Normally, through export and import duties, it should

be possible to bring about desired changes in exports and imports; but under unfavourable

conditions, this is generally not effective enough. And for some countries, recurring

balance of payments problems add to their difficulties.

In summary, we may say that in underdeveloped countries, public expenditure as

a general weapon against economic instability has only a limited use; a very detailed

programme has to be worked out to meet the specific problems on hand and even then

public expenditure alone may not be adequate to overcome the hurdles. A careful and

judicious combination of the import and export subsidies, duties and other steps has to be

used for achieving effective results.

3.3.2 Role of Public Expenditure in Developing Economy

The foregoing discussion comprises a substantial portion of the issue of economic growth

as well because, in the ultimate analysis, a sustained increase in the level of output and

productive capacity is a prerequisite of economic growth. In a developed country, through

economic stabilisation, stimulation of investment activity and so on, public expenditure

can be expected to sustain a long term growth rate. In an underdeveloped country,

public expenditure has an additional task of helping in reducing regional disparities,

developing social overheads, and creation of infrastructure of economic growth in the

form of transport and communication facilities, education and training, growth of capital

goods industries, basic and key industries, research and development and so on. An

appropriate expenditure policy is also needed for stimulating saving and capital

accumulation.

One way in which public expenditure is expected to affect the pace of economic

growth is the will and capacity of the people to work, save and invest. However, its

actual contribution largely depends upon the precise form and magnitude of public

expenditure and accompanying circumstances. For example, public expenditure may

itself be directed into specified investments or it may be used for guiding allocation of

investible resources of the private sector. But measures relating to public expenditure

alone cannot guarantee an increase in the entire economy’s rate of investment. That

would finally depend upon the will and capacity of the people to work, save and invest.

In addition, economic growth adds to aggregate social welfare if differences between

social and private marginal cost on the one hand and between social and private marginal
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productivity on the other are narrowed down. To this end, public expenditure may be

used for a judiciously devised multi-objective system of subsidies.

It must be recognized, however, that public expenditure policy of the government

constitutes only a part of its overall economic policy. Therefore, it needs to be ensured
that different components of its policy are well coordinated and do not work at cross

purposes.

3.4 SUMMING UP

� According to laissez-faire philosophy, state activities and therefore, public

expenditure, had a limited role. Its policy dimension was limited to the preservation

of the state and society, and provision of commercially non-viable essential services

and projects.

� There is a lack of general agreement regarding the extent of effectiveness of

public expenditure as a policy tool.

� Any study of the effects of public expenditure should be based on the basic facts

like the government sector being an integral part of the economy, interdependence

between government and non-government sectors, and multifarious role of the

public expenditure.

� While private sector is motivated by self-interest, the state can ignore commercial

objectives.

� Public expenditure relies on market response for its effectiveness in economic

stabilization.

� Keynesian prescription of the use of public expenditure was confined to fighting

a chronic deficiency of effective demand.

� Keynesian prescription can be modified into that of an anti-cyclical one.

� Economy of a typical developing country suffers from several structural,

institutional and other rigidities which hinder its market structure from making an

effective response to the public expenditure.

� In developed economies, public expenditure can stimulate production till the

achievement of full employment level. Factually, it is likely to be a mixture of

production and inflationary price rise. In this process of accelerating capital

accumulation, the authorities have to take a few steps to ensure maximization of

benefits of public expenditure and minimizing its harmful effects.

3.5 KEY TERMS

� Compensatory Finance: It is the variation in aggregate public expenditure for

counteracting mismatch between aggregate demand and supply flows in the

economy

� Crowding Out: This signifies public expenditure reducing the availability of sources

of investment funds for the private sector

� Deficit Financing: This means incurring public expenditure in excess of revenue

receipts

� Gestation Period: It is the time period between the start of an investment project

and the start of production flow from it

Check Your Progress

4. How is market

mechanism linked

to the economy?

5. What is the need for

developing public

expenditure as an

anti-cyclical tool?

6. Give one way in

which public

expenditure can

affect the pace of

economic growth.
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� Marginal Efficiency of Capital: It is the estimated rate of return in future on

fresh investment. It is different from marginal productivity of capital which is the

realized rate of return on past investment

� Purchase Preferences: It is the policy of preferring some specific sources of

supply over others either by confining to such sources or agreeing to pay a higher

price

3.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. According to the philosophy of laissez-faire, a good government always governs

the least.

2. In a developed market economy, public expenditure can add to the effective

demand directly and thus generate conditions favourable for the market forces to

push up production.

3. It is not possible to prove that marginal utility of income falls as income increases

because welfare considerations favour an equitable distribution of income and

wealth and the purpose of an economic policy should be to contribute towards

maximizing aggregate social benefits.

4. Market mechanism is linked to the economy such that the more advanced and

free the market mechanism, the more prone is the economy to fluctuations in

income, employment, and prices.

5. Public expenditure needs to be devised as an anti-cyclical tool because if this is

not done and if the authorities use public expenditure just to stimulate demand in

general, then such a stimulating effect will be felt only for certain items while

many other industries and areas would remain unaffected, or would be affected

only partially.

6. One way in which public expenditure is expected to affect the pace of economic
growth is the will and capacity of the people to work, save and invest.

3.7 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Highlight prominent reasons for the phenomenon of all pervasive but non-

quantifiable effects of public expenditure.

2. ‘Public expenditure as a general weapon against economic instability has only a

limited use; a very detailed expenditure programme has to be worked out to
ensure matching of subdivisions of demand and supply flows; even then public

expenditure alone may not be adequate to tackle this problem.’ Comment on this

statement.

3. To what extent can public expenditure (including subsidies) address the question
of distributive inequalities and regional disparities?

4. Write short and lucid notes on the following:

(i) Providing necessary infrastructural facilities in a backward economy through

public expenditure.

(ii) Rectifying structural imbalances in a backward economy through public

expenditure.
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(iii) Use of public expenditure in a backward economy for bypassing its

institutional deficiencies.

(iv) Use of public expenditure in promoting economic stability and thus economic

growth.

(v) Unpredictable impact of public expenditure on the will and capacity to work,

save and invest by the public.

Long-Answer Questions

1. “Effects of public expenditure are compounded not only by the fact of its increasing

size and composition, but also because state sector is an integral part of the

economy itself”. Use this theme to show the potential of public expenditure as a

tool of public policy as also inherent limitations of this tool.

2. Critically examine the view that effectiveness of public expenditure as an anti-

cyclical policy tool hinges upon the presence of a well-knit and sensitive marker

mechanism which is not riddled with rigidities and is responsive to various stimuli.

3. ‘In the absence of a well integrated and sensitive market mechanism, it is

meaningless to structure public expenditure policy only in macro-aggregates. It

must be structured with micro level details.’ Elaborate.

4. ‘Public expenditure can be used to generate additional demand and/or addition to

infrastructural facilities in a developing country. But this alone does not ensure a

higher rate of growth of its economy.’ Examine this statement.

5. Examine the extent of effectiveness of public expenditure in pulling an economy

out of a vicious circle of poverty through increasing the rates of saving and

investment. Inter-alia, highlight typical hurdles faced by this policy.

6. Assess the extent to which public expenditure can effectively tackle the problem

of income and wealth inequalities.

7. In a developing country, how is the policy of public expenditure balanced between

the objectives of growth and distributive justice?

8. Public expenditure is a very helpful policy tool in accelerating rate of economic

growth, but it is an imperfect one. Elaborate the positive role of public expenditure

and the deficiencies from which it suffers.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

Public debt, also known as government debt, is all the money payable at any point of

time, by any area office of the government. It includes debts owed by the Central and

the state governments and also those owed by the municipal and local governments. It

is, in fact, an addition to personal debt, because individuals form the revenue stream of

the government. Public debt grows with the passage of time when the spending of the

government is more than its collection in the form of taxes. As a government spends

more in deficit, the debt rises.

Public debt is a collection of many types of debts. A large chunk of this is external

debt, which is money that the government is obliged to pay to its foreign lenders. These

may be in the form of international organizations, other governments, or groups like self-

governing wealth funds, which invest in government bonds. Government debt also

comprises internal debt, where people and groups within the country loan the government

funds to carry on with its operations uninterrupted. In some way or the other, this is very

similar to lending to oneself, since eventually the lenders are the ones who are responsible

for it.

Economically strong governments that have earned a lot of trust worldwide have

the ability to raise funds by dealing out their own securities. Such securities are commonly

referred to as government bonds. These bonds are purchased by individuals, other countries

and groups in return of a commitment by the government to pay them back at a specific,

usually reasonably decent, rate of interest. For governments that are economically not
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that strong and their trust factor across the world is not that high; for them to issue bonds

and motivate people to buy them, may get transformed into international institutions, or

even ordinary banks and provide loans at less favorable rates.

There are individuals who use the concept of public debt for the money they owe

in the form of securities collectable by a government and also for the committed services

and payments. For instance, in some cases, even the pension due from the government,

or contracts the government has entered into but has not yet paid, may also be included.

This sort of debt is generally broken down not only by an internal and external

segregation, but also by its commitment time. Short-term public debt is anticipated to

have a span of one or two years, therefore the income it generates is fairly high. Long-

term debt is designed to last more than ten years, with some lasting considerably longer

than that. Mid-term debt lasts somewhere between three and ten years.

As is the case with every debt, public debt also has its share of defaulters that can

cause complications. Supranational associations, like the International Monetary Fund,

wield a lot of power that the international community has empowered them with. They

use this power to curb defaulting countries and control various financial issues. Within

national domains, this debt usually has a national, local or regional government’s guarantee

attached to it. If the defaulters of a debt were a state or a municipality, the cost would

then be borne by the country itself.

In this unit, you will learn abut nature and types of public debt, burden of debt and

debt redemption.

4.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� Explain the concept and categories of public debt

� Discuss the effect role of public debt on economic growth

� Paraphrase the concept of burden of debt

� Interpret debt redemption

4.2 PUBLIC DEBT—TYPES AND LIMITS

Normally, a modern-day government has a large variety of debt obligations. And the

term ‘public debt’ may be defined to cover some or all of them as per data availability

and purpose in hand. Thus, at one extreme, it may include all financial liabilities of the

government (including its currency obligations), while at the other extreme, it may be

confined to only a selected few items. An unambiguous decision is also needed regarding

the coverage of inter-governmental financial obligations and borrowings of authorities

from the central bank of the country.

At this juncture, it would be helpful to have a brief idea of the type of obligations

which the government of a country usually incurs.

Firstly, there is the currency itself. Generally, however, the government creates

only a part of the currency; the rest is created by the central bank of the country.

Therefore, the entire currency circulating in the market may be included in public debt

only if the central bank is classified as a wing of the government. In any case, currency
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obligations normally remain dormant or inactive and the government is not required to

pay (redeem) them—at the most a part of these obligations may be replaced by others.

Secondly, another set of obligations of the government constitutes its short-term

debt. These obligations are normally of a maturity of less than one year at the time of

issue and consist of components like the treasury bills.

Thirdly, some obligations do not have any pre-determined maturity. They are

known as floating debt. Examples of this category include provident funds, small savings,

reserve funds and deposits, and so on. In India, the Government of India also issues

certain special securities to meet its obligations towards international institutions like the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Monetary

Fund. These special securities may be called special floating debt.

Fourth category of government obligations consists of the permanent (also known

as dated or funded) debt. Such loans have a maturity of more than one year at the time

of issue. In practice, their maturity is usually between three and thirty years. Some of

them may even be non-terminable (or perpetuities) so that the government is obliged to

pay only the interest on such debt without ever repaying the principle amount.

Fifthly, obligations owed to foreigners—governments, institutions, firms and

individuals are called external loans. More precisely, they are ‘loans raised from outside

the country’. They may have a wide range of maturities and be subject to their own

specific terms and conditions.

The foregoing description shows the possibility of defining public debt with

alternative coverage in conformity with the purpose in hand and data availability, etc.

4.2.1 Public Debt and Private Debt

Government borrowings have some similarities with private ones. Like a private borrower,

the government may also borrow either for consumption or for investment purposes.

Most of its debt obligations are also interest bearing. But the dissimilarities between the

two are more fundamental.

(i) A private economic unit cannot borrow internally, that is to say, it cannot borrow

from itself. However, the government usually borrows internally, that is, from its

own subjects and from within the country.

(ii) While a private economic unit can repay the debt either out of its earnings or out

of its accumulated assets or by fresh borrowings (thus substituting one debt for

the other), such need not be the case with the government. The government is the

creator of currency and can pay its debt straight-away by creating more of it.

The fact that it usually does not do so only reflects its concern for the welfare and

stability of the economy and not the lack of its power to do so. However, external

debt can be discharged in this manner only if it is repayable in local currency.

Creation of domestic currency cannot be the means of repaying it if the foreign

debt is repayable in foreign currency or gold. In that case, foreign currency will

have to be procured through export earnings or through some other means, failing

which gold will have to be paid out.

(iii) Public borrowings have a profound effect on various parameters of the economy—

distribution, capital accumulation, economic growth, income and employment

stability, and so on. This way, public debt is both a source of problems and a tool

of economic management in the hands of the authorities.
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(iv) A government can raise non-terminable loans (these loans have no maturity date).

This is because the government is supposed to have a perpetual life and top-rate

creditworthiness. In contrast, a private borrower is not endowed with these powers.

(v) If need be, a government may even forcibly borrow from within the country; or it

may lay down laws under which the savers are ‘compelled’ or ‘induced’ to invest

in government loans. In India, for various reasons, these tactics were extensively

used by the government. It is only in recent years that market forces are being

allowed a freer play.

4.2.2 Why Public Debt?

A government may resort to borrowing because of some fiscal compulsions, in pursuance

of a deliberate policy or for meeting an emergent need.

1. A government, like any other economic unit, collects revenue and spends it. And

it is also a fact that its revenue and expenditure flows may not match each other

during any given time period. There are bound to be intervals when its revenue

receipts exceed its expenditure and vice versa. Of course, unless the government

adopts a policy of spending too much or too little compared with its receipts, it

will try to equate the two. In other words, the deficits and surpluses will tend to

counterbalance each other so that over a longer time interval there will be a

tendency for the budget to ‘balance’.

2. There may be a sudden spurt in government expenditure. There may be wars, or

natural calamities in which case the government would be forced to incur much

larger expenditure and may run into a debt.

3. Modern governments subscribe to the view that the public budget should be a

surplus, deficit or balanced one as the need be. This approach is sometimes referred

to as that of functional finance—in which the government is ready to have

repeated surplus or deficit budgets for achieving a variety of objectives including

those of economic growth and stabilization. In contrast the traditional philosophy

was based upon the following reasons.

Firstly, the historical experience of the governments raising loans had not been a

happy one. Public loans had been frequently raised by rulers for financing useless

and expensive wars, conspicuous consumption, and other form of wasteful

expenditure. To thinkers of those days, therefore, the practice of raising public

loans and having deficit budgets symbolized an irrational government behaviour

which should be avoided.

Secondly, the belief in laissez-faire philosophy also dictated that the authorities

should avoid undue interference in the working of the market. Raising loans and

spending them militated against this thinking.

Thirdly, Government loans were considered akin to private loans. It was believed

that like private loans, public loans should also be retired as soon as possible. But

we know that public loans need not be repaid at all. Maturing loans may be

replaced by new ones by either conversions or through cash subscriptions. Also

some loans may be perpetuities.

4. These days it is widely believed that the government of an underdeveloped country

should play an active role in the development of the economy. In this view, budgetary

policy is an important and effective tool in accelerating the process of capital

accumulation and economic growth. This may be done through borrowing and
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investing those funds in developmental projects. Loans may even be earmarked

for certain project.

In this context, care should be taken to note that when a government adopts a

deficit budget, it need not necessarily add to its debt from open market. This is because

the government may finance its budgetary deficit by one or more of the following means.

(a) It may run down its cash reserves.

(b) It may sell some of its assets like properties and investments, etc.

(c) It may create additional currency and use it.

(d) It may borrow from the central bank and spend.

It is seen that the second method of meeting the deficit does not increase the indebtedness

of the government, though a government seldom adopts this approach. The first and

third methods increase the supply of currency of the government in the market, Whether

or not public debt increases in the accounting sense, depends upon whether currency

obligations of the government are included or not in the definition of public debt. As

regards the fourth method, the government may borrow from the market proper or it

may borrow from the central bank. In the former case, there is obviously an increase in

outstanding public debt. Borrowing from the central bank increases the government’s

indebtedness only if the former is not classified as an integral wing of the government.

4.2.3 Prominent Kinds of Debt

Before we take up various theoretical and policy issues connected with the public debt

of a country, it might be useful to get familiar with some of the important terms usually

used in relation to public debt.

Public debt may be internal or external. When it is owned or held by the subjects

of the indebted government, it is an internally held debt. In this case, the community

owes this debt to some of its own members. The debt will be external if the creditors are

foreigners and there is a draining of national resources in favour of foreign countries

when the debt is serviced. It is clear that if loan obligations are allowed to change hands,

internal debt may get converted into foreign debt and vice versa. Similarly, loans are

called marketable if existing holders can sell them to others. Non-marketable loans, on

the other hand are those which have been issued in favour of specified debt holders only

and cannot be sold to others.

Government loans may be interest-bearing or non-interest-bearing (that is

interest-free). An interest-bearing loan may carry a fixed coupon, i.e., a fixed periodic

interest entitlement, or the coupon may be a variable one. Alternatively, a loan may

be issued at a discount through bids. Such loans are termed zero-coupon bonds. A

time-tested historical example of such loans is that of treasury bills.

The coupon or discount at which the government is able to issue the loan depends

upon the circumstances in the market—the general level of interest rates, whether the

market is having a lean or a busy season, the general conditions regarding the availability

of investible funds, and so on. In general, however, the government is able to borrow at

rates much lower than the ones prevailing in the market because of its high credit standing

and liquidity and marketability of its loans. Of course, the return on government loans

can vary from time to time and generally shorter maturity loans carry a lower rate than

longer maturity ones. Moreover, effective rates of yield on government loans keep
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fluctuating in response to shifts in market interest rates. Thus with an increase in the

level of interest rates in the market, prices of government securities tend to fall with a

corresponding increase in their rates of yield to maturity. Just the opposite is expected to

happen when market interest rate declines. This phenomenon of interdependence

between interest rates, coupon rates, and maturity composition of securities can be used

by the government, if it so desires, to influence the market behaviour.

Public loans are also classified into productive and unproductive ones. But

this classification cannot give us a clear-cut categorization. Essentially, a loan is termed

productive if it is used for acquiring income-earning assets or project(s) for the government

or on those heads which add to the productive capacity of the economy as a whole, like

education and health services etc. But in reality, even fighting a war may not always be

an unproductive act because defence of the country is a pre-requisite for all productive

activities. Moreover, loans are seldom earmarked for specific investments or projects.

Therefore, instead of labeling government loans as productive and unproductive, a more

useful exercise is to examine the expenditure policy of the government in detail and

assess the desirability or otherwise of each item of expenditure and the amount going

into it.

4.2.4 Limits of Raising Public Debt

We find that in most countries public debt has registered a continuous upward trend

during the last few decades. As seen above, some inherent forces contribute to this

trend. But still a question arises as to whether there are any definite limits beyond which

a government cannot raise loans and add to its outstanding debt obligations. To answer

this question, we shall distinguish between the will and capacity of the government to

raise loans both in the short-run and long-run.

1. It must be noted at the outset that a modern government is not expected to borrow

for the sake of it. It is not expected to borrow suit the personal whims of individuals

running the government. It would borrow for reasons of either economic

compulsions or for furthering social and economic goals of the society. On these

criteria, it may borrow even for consumption purposes such as for defence, for

education for indulging in ‘wasteful’ expenditure of any kind or to and health, for

meeting natural calamities and for other welfare objectives. Similarly, it may borrow

so as to assist the economy in its growth activities via capital accumulation, and

anti-cyclical measures. In other words, it is expected that the government would

abide by a self-imposed limitation that all borrowings must be for ‘public purposes’.

2. In some cases, there may also be specific legal restrictions on public borrowings.

3. Given total loanable funds, government borrowings add to their demand and cause

an upward pressure on interest rates. Thus higher interest cost can act as a

deterrent against the borrowing programmes of the authorities. If compelled to

borrow on a large scale, such as during a war, then it may try to keep the interest

cost low by concentrating on short maturity loans.

4. In the long run, however, total volume of public debt can increase gradually and in

line with the growth in national income and credit structure. Therefore, no definite

limit may be stated to exist for the volume of public debt in the long-run (unless

the law sets such a limit). The authorities need not reduce the outstanding debt—

it can just be renewed by borrowing afresh. In the process, even total outstanding

debt may be allowed to increase. The philosophy that the government should be
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guided by over-all requirements of the economy without worrying about the actual

budgetary surpluses or deficits has also freed the government from its inhibitions

about the absolute size of the public debt.

5. A line of thinking propounded by Gurley and Shaw and the Radcliffe Committee

emphasizes the important role of public debt in the economy of a country. Gurley

and Shaw claim that the physical growth of an economy cannot be sustained

without a healthy and strong financial sector. And this in turn necessitates the

growth of public debt since the latter provides a basis for the superstructure of

credit in the economy. Similarly, the Radcliffe Committee emphasized the role of

public debt as a powerful tool in the credit and monetary regulation of the economy.

This line of reasoning has been subsequently advocated, elaborated and emphasized

by many writers.

6. A fear is expressed that unless checked by some means, a government may

resort to excessive borrowing and get into a ‘debt trap’—that is, a situation in

which it has to borrow afresh to service its existing debt. This state of affairs may

eventually raise interest cost to unmanageable proportions of its revenue receipts

and expenditure. In the case of a foreign debt, the country’s resources also get

drained. And in any case, the government loses much of its budgetary

manoeuvrability on account of the committed debt servicing obligations. Such a

situation also leads to many other ill-effects like those on investment, economic

stability and balance of payments.

4.3 PUBLIC DEBT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

A. Role in the Financial System

Economic growth is accompanied with increasing monetization of economic activities,

that is, economic activities generate corresponding financial transactions. Consequently,

financial needs of the economy increase both in absolute terms and in relation to national

income. Financial assets may be divided into two parts, viz., ‘inside money’ and ‘outside

money’. The former refers to financial claims against the private sector of the economy

while outside money refers to financial claims against the government sector.

Simultaneously, government obligations act as an acceptable and sound base for the

private financial assets, that is, financial claims upon the private sector have the highest

acceptability when they are payable in ‘legal tender’ (or official money). Credit being

ultimately an expression of confidence, its best base can only be the government

obligations. There is no risk of default in their case and they have a ready marketability.

And these qualities are not found in as much measure in private debt obligations. Therefore,

existence of government debt becomes a precondition for the existence of a developed

financial system of the economy.

B. Facilitating Saving and Investment

Modern economies are characterized by ‘roundabout processes of production’, that is,

their production processes comprise several stages before products reach final consumers.

Roundabout production adds to the overall productive capacity of the economy; and, in

general, more the stages, greater is this addition. Thus, growth-oriented investment involves

long gestation periods and future planning which, in turn are facilitated by a developed,

diversified and sensitive financial system. It is noteworthy that the need for growth-

oriented investment is more intense in the case of a less developed country, particularly

Check Your Progress
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in the area of infrastructure. However, a less developed country suffers from a weak

financial system and insufficient savings. Accordingly, the government has to help the

economy by raising public borrowings and investing the same in growth-oriented projects.

However, the net effect of public borrowings also depends upon the sources from which

they come.

1. In the case of borrowings from the market, if the public reduces its own

consumption and lends its savings to the government, the result will be a net

increase in the rate of savings. This may happen if people voluntarily save more

under the temptation of an interest income. However, if loans to government are

given by diverting the savings from private investment, then there would be no net

increase in saving and investment activity. But public loans can still help economic

growth through reallocation of resources. Public investment is more likely to be

in the capital goods sector while private investment tends to concentrate in

consumption goods sector because of its greater profitability.

2. When the authorities borrow from the central bank of the country, there is an

addition to aggregate money supply in the country. This causes an addition to

demand flows and an upward pressure on prices. A part of the supplies is purchased

away by the authorities by spending the newly created money and the market is

left with smaller supplies. In that sense, this process of forced savings and capital

accumulation is not always a desirable one on account of its harmful inflationary

effects.

4.3.1 Public Debt and Inflation

It is claimed that most public borrowings from the market only divert funds into the

hands of the government. As a result, there is no net addition in aggregate demand and

hence no increased pressures on prices. This reasoning is quite misleading because it

tries to hide some basic facts.

Firstly, even if public debt does not add to aggregate demand, it is bound to be

inflationary because the economy’s productive resources get diverted from the production

of consumption goods into that of capital goods. By their very nature, investment goods

industries have longer gestation periods and therefore during the intervening period, the

demand for consumption goods tends to exceed their supply.

Secondly, borrowings used for war activities, for meeting natural calamities and

for other relief measures are most likely to be inflationary in their impact because they

are basically consumption-oriented.

Thirdly, when a government borrows from the central bank, there is an addition

in money supply which in turn adds to demand and pushes up prices.

Fourthly, holding of public debt by commercial banks can also leads to an addition

in demand and inflationary pressures. Banks rate government securities as highly liquid

which can be encashed at any time with minimum risk of capital loss. This assured

liquidity position, therefore, tempts them to increase their loans and advances and thus

add to the inflationary pressures in the market.

However, if public debt is used to bring about an increase in productivity of the

economy leading to an increased supply of the demanded goods, inflationary forces

would be checked to that extent. In addition, the authorities may resort to price controls,

rationing and other measures to keep prices under control.
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4.3.2 Public Debt and Economic Regulation

It is possible to regulate the economy’s financial system through variations in the volume,

composition and yield rates of public debt. A lengthening of the maturity composition of

public debt is expected to reduce its overall liquidity, while its shortening is expected to

have the opposite effect. The authorities therefore can swap longer maturities with the

shorter ones and vice versa as a matter of policy. Since every financial liability is

ultimately payable in official currency and since public debt usually forms a significant

portion of the total supply of credit in the country, liquidity variations in it become an

important policy tool in the hands of the authorities. In the process, they also affect the

yield structure of the entire spectrum of financial assets. There are of course differences

of opinion as to the exact margins by which variations in public debt affect the yield

structure on public debt and the yield structure in the economy but the fact of its existence

cannot be denied.

Ownership of government securities enables its holder to quickly and easily convert

it into spendable purchasing power. Therefore, public debt policy may aim at directly

influencing the sum total of purchasing power or ‘liquidity‘ of the public debt. However,

public debt is an imperfect substitute of official currency so that one rupee of public debt

can do the job of less than a rupee of cash. Further, shorter-maturity debt is a closer

substitute for cash than the longer maturity one because it carries a smaller capital risk.

Since public debt forms a base for the private credit structure of the economy,

therefore, it can also be used quite effectively for its restructuring. For example, through

open market operations and, therefore, by changing the volume of outstanding debt in

the market, the banking credit can be influenced. Similarly, by exerting a downward or

an upward pressure upon the yield structure of the government securities, the authorities

can hope to influence the market values of various financial and real assets. Changing

values of these assets are bound to affect volume and patterns of the demand and

consumption in the economy.

There is no doubt that the manner and extent of changes in the interest rate

structure and the volume and composition of public debt affect the volume and composition

of the demand flows, investment and other decisions in the economy. But these effects

are a matter of empirical investigation and cannot be generalized. However, it is possible

to state some general tendencies. For example, it is very likely that an increased supply

of liquid purchasing power will push up demand and (if the supply does not rise fast

enough) prices also. A fall in the supply of liquidity should similarly discourage demand

and prices. In the same way, when interest rates go up, investment activity will be

checked unless counteracted by heightened inflationary expectations. Higher interest

rates, moreover, tend to push down the values of the assets (both real and nominal) and

this has a dampening effect on both consumption and investment. Lower interest rates,

on the other hand, induce extra expenditure in the economy including investment.

These tendencies can be used as inputs for an anti-cyclical debt policy. During

the boom period, for example, aggregate availability of liquidity should be reduced. This

may be done by reducing the availability of aggregate liquidity in the market while taking

care that this is not counteracted by an increase in money supply with the public. This is

sought to be achieved through sales of securities in the open market operations. However,

a more effective approach is that of reducing the supply of debt without a corresponding

increase in the supply of money. Similarly, within the given volume of public debt, the

maturity composition could be lengthened, and particular interest rates (or yields) could

be raised. While combating a depression, similarly, the modus operandi can be to increase
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the total supply of liquidity. This may be done by simply adding to the money supply, or

adding to the public debt, replacing public debt with money supply (through open market

operations) and reducing the general level of interest rates.

 It would be noticed that an anti-cyclical debt policy must work in harmony with

the monetary policy of the country. For example, for regulating overall availability of

credit in the economy, open market operations are mostly conducted by sale and purchase

of public debt. However, anti-cyclical policy comes in conflict with that of reducing the

interest cost of public debt. This implies that during the depression when interest rates

are low, the authorities should (i) add to their debt obligations, and (ii) convert the existing

short-term loans into longer-term ones, at the same or lower interest rates. However,

these steps would also result in reduced aggregate flow of money and credit (and thus

liquidity) in the market A shift towards longer maturities in the public debt will have the

same effect. In contrast, tenets of monetary policy dictate that during depression,

authorities should aim at increasing aggregate liquidity in the market. Similarly, there can

be other areas of conflict between monetary and debt policies.

4.3.3 Public Debt vs Taxation

The choice between debt and tax financing is a subject of an ongoing debate. It is

noteworthy that none of the two methods has a universal edge over the other. The

choice depends upon the attendant situation and the over-all long-term implications for

the economy. It is obvious that a part (and a major part for that) of government expenditure

ought to be financed through tax revenue. The real issue therefore is to decide how to

choose between tax and debt finance for the remaining expenditure.

According to Gurley and Shaw, mounting volume of public debt is a pre-requisite

of a strong and healthy financial structure of an economy. That being so, some secular

increase in public debt should be planned by every government of a market-oriented

modern economy. However, it appears that hardly any government plans a long-term

increase in debt with that end in view. Factually speaking, the volume of public debt has

tended to increase in response to compulsions of the moment. Its benefits through

contribution to the financial structure of the economy are only incidental.

Under some circumstances debt financing becomes either unavoidable or

preferable. Thus during war and other emergencies when suddenly large funds are

needed and additional tax revenue cannot be raised, debt financing has to be resorted to.

Till mid twentieth century, wars were the foremost cause of mounting public debt in

most countries. Developmental and regulatory factors gained prominence only later.

For some projects, debt financing meets the test of cost-benefit analysis. Such

projects are estimated to benefit specific areas or sections of the people who can be

expected to bear the cost of the project out of the benefits they would receive. For

example, the cost of an irrigation dam may be first met through public borrowing, and

then recovered from the beneficiaries through a levy or some other means. Similarly,

there can be some commercial projects which add to the productivity of the economy

and which can be expected to be self-financing. Their investment funds can be raised

through market borrowings and the debt can be retired through the profits of these

undertakings. Examples are of electricity generating projects, transport undertakings,

and so on.

Debt financing, however, as compared with tax financing, has its own limitations

which can sometimes outweigh its advantages. Public debt, by definition, has to be

serviced. Interest has to be paid on it, and the principle is also to be repaid. This means
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that those who contribute to the financing of the expenditure in the first instance really

do not lose. In the case of taxation, the taxpayers straight away lose some resources in

favour of the government without any claim to their recovery. Debt financing, therefore,

adds to the future budgetary commitments of the authorities. A part of the future revenue

has to go into servicing of the debt. Ordinarily, therefore, the authorities may be expected

to favour tax financing, unless the other attending considerations are more weighty.

Moreover, since it is the richer sections only which can subscribe to the public debt, debt

servicing becomes a medium for redistributing national income in favour of the rich

unless counter-balanced by other policy measures. It is also a possibility that the projects

chosen for debt financing are really not run efficiently enough and do not generate

surpluses to pay off their cost. But this, we must remember, is a question of wrong

calculations at the planning stage and mismanagement of the projects which should be

avoided. A major drawback of debt financing of a war is that effective supplies in the

market are reduced without a corresponding reduction in the purchasing power. This

does not happen with taxation. Therefore, the problem of keeping inflation under check

is more troublesome under debt financing than under tax financing of war.

4.4 BURDEN OF DEBT

This dimension of public debt has attracted a lot of attention in economic literature. The

classical philosophy of laissez-faire assumed that the State was external to the ‘real’

economy which comprised only the private sector. Accordingly, resources transferred to

the State were ‘lost’ to ‘the economy’. In line with this reasoning, laissez-faire philosophy

was against deficit public budgets, except under dire necessities. In addition, any deficit

was to be wiped out as soon as possible. “The national debt used to be regarded as an

aftermath of war, an incubus to be swept away as quickly as the taxpayer would allow;

and the management of the debt used to consist of a search for the cheapest way of

dealing with a nuisance.” Furthermore, public debt was often divided into productive and

dead-weight categories. The general idea was that the government should not raise

loans for consumption activities; at the most it may do so for the investment activities

only. Public debt should not become a drain upon its budget. Debts raised during a war

etc. were, therefore, very obnoxious according to this approach.

Assuming that the State was not an integral part of the ‘economy’, E. D. Domar

claimed that interest payment on public debt should be taken to represent a ‘burden of

debt‘. He related the interest payments to the level of national income and thus pointed

out that as interest on debt as a proportion of national income rises, a larger portion of

national income will have to be taxed to pay that interest. We must, however, remember

that the tax revenue collected for interest payment, is being disbursed to the debt holders.

The burden that arises from a large public debt and a large tax collection for interest

payment, therefore, really depends upon three things.

� Resource cost of tax collections and interest payments.

� Loss of manoeuvrability in the public budget and related constraints.

� Distributive effects of activities and decisions associated with existence, operations

and management of public debt. For example, an increase in inequalities is taken

to add to the burden of public debt.

Opponents of public debt claim that it is burdensome on the basis of some other criteria

as well. Those who make the mistake of equating national economy with the private
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sector only, also tend to ignore the fact that resources are also transferred from the

government to the private sector. Factually speaking, transfers between the government

and the private sector are transfers within the economy and, therefore, by themselves,

are neither burdensome nor beneficial. Burden of public debt takes the form of its spill-

over effects. It may become even ‘unsustainable’ and the government may fall into a

‘debt trap’, that is, a situation in which it has to borrow afresh to service its existing debt.

While internal debt does not cause a direct variation in aggregate resource

availability for the country, external debt does. At the time of contracting external loans,

the debtor country acquires some real resources and loses them when that debt is

serviced. Ordinarily, an external debt raised for meeting consumption needs does not

add to the productive capacity of the borrowing country and results in a net drainage of

resources at the time of its repayment—more so if the loans are interest bearing. However,

the net outflow will also depend upon the terms of trade. If the terms of trade have

moved in favour of the debtor country, then to that extent the burden of the debt is

reduced. The debtor country may even gain in the net.

Judiciously used for investment purposes, foreign loans are expected to add to the

productive capacity of the borrowing country. In that case, they need not inflict any net

burden on the borrowing country. This is, however, subject to the condition that the

borrowing country is able to have an export surplus for servicing the external debt.

4.4.1 Internal Public Debt and Burden of Debt

(a) Direct Money Burden

In case of internal public debts, there is no involvement of direct money burden as these

debts are raised and repaid in the country itself. In such cases, purchasing power transfers

from one group to another.

The government imposes taxes so that it can pay interests and return the principal

to creditors. Thus, real burden is borne by the citizens.

(b) Direct Real Burden

Repayment of internal debts by governments leads to imposition of taxes and the shift of

the purchasing power from tax payers to creditors. The tax burden on the poor widens

the gap in income distribution whereas the tax burden on the rich brings down the direct

real burden. However, in developing countries, when the debts are paid, the rich, who

are the creditors of public debt, are the real beneficiaries. This phenomenon is known as

direct real burden of public debt.

(c) Indirect Real Burden

Heavy taxation has a negative impact on peoples’ inclination towards savings and

investments. This produces an adverse effect on overall productivity and  investments in

the markets.

(d) Burden on Future Generations

Old people usually prefer to invest in  government bonds and securities. However, when

loans are repaid, the taxes are transferred on to young workers. Thus, the purchasing

power transfers from the active working population to  old people. As a result,  public

debt adversely affects the young workforce.
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(e) Impact on Private Investment

To raise large sums, the governments make investment in bonds and securities lucrative.

This shifts a major part of the domestic savings into government securities, greatly

reducing the availability of funds for the private sector, a phenomenon that badly affects

the growth of the private sector.

(f) Impact on Capital Expenditure

In India and other developing countries, public debt is raised to meet revenue deficit.

Such form of public debt is termed unproductive as it does not lead to  creation of

infrastructure development  or other capital expenditure.

4.4.2 External Public Debt and Burden of Debt

External debt is money that is borrowed from foreign countries. Such debts lead to

inflow of foreign capital into the borrowing nation.  This capital turns into outflow of

principal and interest money when debts are repaid. The real burdens that emerge due

to external debts are as follows:

(a) Direct Money Burden

It is a sum of principal and interest money provided to the creditor country.

(b) Direct Real Burden

This is the loss in welfare suffered by the citizens  of the debtor country because of the

burden the debt repayment burden borne by the country. This occurs as the government

of the debtor country imposes more taxes on citizens to enable itself to repay the debts.

(c) Indirect Money Burden and Indirect Real Burden

For repayment of public debt, the government either raises taxes or reduces expenditure

on public welfare schemes. These measures cut down production and consumption in

the economy leading to creation of indirect money burden and indirect real burden in the

economy.

(d) Burden of Unproductive Foreign Debt

When foreign debts are used for unproductive activities, the debtor countries will have
to bear very high burden of repayment.

(e) Foreign Currency Burden

As the external debt is repaid to a foreign currency, the government extends a number

of incentives to the export sector. This results in increased exports that in turn lead to the

rise in foreign exchange reserves.  As these measures divert resources from other

sectors, they create unbalanced development in the economy.

(f) Domination by Creditor Country

As debtor countries depend heavily on resourceful foreign credits, they are often

economically and politically dominated by powerful and resourceful creditor countries.

4.4.3 Debt Burden and Future Generations

It is sometimes claimed that debt financing of current expenditure leads to a burden

upon future generations of the society. Two interrelated questions are involved here.
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� Does public debt necessarily imposes a burden or a sacrifice upon the future

generations?

� Is it possible to make the future generations contribute to the present utilization of

resources through debt financing?

As explained below, the classical position is that in debt financing, the current generation

can use only those resources which are available to it. It cannot draw resources from

the future. Future generations suffer only if the current generation reduces its saving

and capital formation, thereby retarding the growth of future productive capacity of the

economy. In other words, consumption of currently available resources, however, may

have the spillover effect of reducing availability of capital resources for the future

generations.

It is claimed that debt financing is more burdensome for future generations than

tax financing for the following reasons as well. Debt financing leaves in the hands of the

debt owners bonds and securities which they consider as part of their wealth. While in

the case of taxation, they believe themselves to be poorer, in the case of debt financing,

they are not likely to do so. Accordingly, under debt financing, consumption is not likely

to fall. By implication, debt financing can impose a burden upon future generations, but

it is not a result that must necessarily follow.

This stand has been challenged by several writers like Buchanan, Bowen, Davis,

Kopf, Musgrave, Modigliani and others. James Buchanan, in his book Public Principles

of Public Debt takes the position that a burden implies an involuntary sacrifice. Holders

of public debt, however, voluntarily opt for it. However, Buchanan is making the mistake

of taking an individualistic viewpoint where, for an individual, a tax entails a loss of

resources while a debt does not. But the economy as a whole suffers a loss of resources

in both debt financing and tax financing

We have noted above that that if the present generation provides the resources

for debt financing by cutting its consumption, then savings and capital formation would

not be adversely affected and the future generation would not be burdened on account

of reduced capital stock. Bowen, Davis and Kopf take the extreme position where the

present generation chooses not to reduce its consumption at all, but finance entire debt

through reduced savings. Modigliani tries to show that debt financing by the government

necessarily leads to a reduction in capital stock inherited by the future generations. To

elaborate, if the economy is already at full employment and the government adds to its

own expenditure, then there is bound to be a fall in either private consumption or

investment or both. And the outcome is the same (though a milder one) even when the

economy is working at a level below full employment.

The foregoing arguments and analysis ignore, expenditure side of government

activities; or alternatively, it is being assumed that the government expenditure is

necessarily of the consumption type, such as, in the case of a war. This is mostly an

erroneous assumption. In an underdeveloped country, especially, public debt is very

likely to be raised with the specific intention of increasing investment and capital stock.

And to a smaller extent, this holds even for developed countries. It is for this neglect of

the expenditure side of the government’s budget that Mishan calls all those who support

the theory of shift of burden to future generations, the ‘burden mongers’. The net effect

of any debt operation, therefore, need not be burdensome for the future generations at

all.

There is, however, one clear-cut case where the burden of the debt can be passed

on to the future generations. It is when the debts are raised externally. The current
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generation receives the resources (whether for consumption, or investment, or for

destruction in a war) and the future generations pay back the debt. The future generations

may not feel the burden on account of increased productivity etc., but the burden of

repayment certainly lies on them.

In conclusion, therefore, we may say that public debt (for that matter, even taxation) will

put a burden on future generations if two conditions are satisfied:

(i) the present generation does not reduce its savings, and

(ii) the government does not add to the capital stock and productive capacity of the

country.

While arguing this problem, different authors have made alternative assumptions regarding

the response pattern of the private sector and the expenditure policy of the government

and have thus reached non-identical conclusions. The thinking on the possibility of shifting

debt burden to the future generations ignores the economic implications and ill effects of

the debt trap in which the government may find itself. This is a manifestation of a real

burden which is worth avoiding.

4.5 DEBT REDEMPTION

The traditional thinking on this problem has already been noted. It prescribed a policy of

paying off the public debt as soon as possible (though in practice some governments

defaulted in debt repayment and even repudiated it). Current thinking, however, places

debt retirement in the context of over-all debt and fiscal policies of the government and

favours repayment of the debt under normal conditions.

One simple way of ending the debt obligations is to repudiate the debt. But it is

unethical on the part of the government to do so. Such an action erodes credit standing

of the government and creates difficulties for its future borrowing programmes. It is also

disastrous for the financial system as a whole and more so for those individual creditors

who had invested their life-long savings in government debt or who were relying upon

the interest payments as a regular source of income.

There are two systematic approaches for retiring public debt. The first is to create

a sinking fund in which the government regularly puts aside some money and uses the

accumulated fund for periodic and partial retirement of the debt. The second approach

is that of regularly retiring a small portion of the debt every year. It is obvious that

for either method of debt retirement, the government budget must have an over-all

surplus. Alternatively, the government may resort to printing of additional currency.

Sinking fund approach is followed in several countries. But this method can succeed

in retiring the debt only if the government has a substantial budgetary saving every year,

uses the saved amount for this purpose and does not resort to additional borrowings.

Interest earned on the balances should also be credited to the sinking fund. In olden

days, public debt was usually raised during wars and other emergencies and could not be

paid off quickly. Therefore, sinking fund technique was considered a sound and practical

one. However, of late, this practice has degenerated into only a semblance of it. Compared

to the total outstanding debt the amounts credited to the fund are paltry. Sometimes,

even authorized amounts are not credited to the fund or they are even diverted to other

uses.

The method of paying off a portion of the debt every year may be effected in

two ways. Firstly, the loans outstanding may have staggered maturity dates. The public
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debt in this case can be in the form of serial bonds. The advantage of this method is

that the repayment obligations are well-spread over time and do not concentrate the

burden in a single year. It may not, however, be always possible to serialize the existing

bonds without unduly disturbing the government bonds market. Accordingly, the second

method adopted is that of earmarking a portion of the budget for debt retirement,

purchasing the bonds in the market and canceling them. The danger with this method is

that it is of a voluntary character. Under short-term pressures, a government may not

adhere to the practice resulting in ‘gap’ years.

When the government does not want to reduce its outstanding debt obligations, it

may ‘fund’ the maturing loans. This means that the existing debt is converted into a new

one of longer maturity. The holders of maturing debt are given an option to subscribe to

the new debt by surrendering the older one. In addition, fresh cash subscriptions may

also be accepted. Funding is considered quite a legitimate alternative to retiring the debt

when the government is not in a position to do so or does not want to do so for policy

reasons. In India, it is a normal practice to borrow in excess of maturing loans resulting

in a continuous addition to our public debt.

It is noteworthy that these days, a reduction in outstanding debt liabilities of a

modern government has become a rare phenomenon. This is because of several reasons

including the following.

� Indispensable role of public debt in being a foundation of the modern financial

system.

� Potential of using public debt for regulating the financial system.

� Potential of using public debt for accelerating economic growth, and achieving

various socio-economic goals like stabilization.

For redemption of public debt some more methods are also adopted:

1. Refunding

When the government issues new bonds and securities to repay the matured loans, the

process is known as refunding. In case of refunding, the government issues long-term

securities to replace short-term securities. In fact, due to the postponement of debt

redemption, the public debt is not relieved of money burden, it just gets accumulated.

2. Conversion

In case of conversion of public debt, the existing loans, before maturity, are changed into

new loans at a profit  in servicing charges. In fact, conversion alters  a public debt with

a higher interest rate to a public debt having a lower rate of interest. The government

might have taken a loan at a time when the rates of interest were high. Now, with the fall

in the rate of interest,  it may change the old loans into new ones attracting lower rates

of interest. This process help the governments minimize their burden. Thus, conversion

helps in reducing the burden of interest on taxpayers, too. Further, lower interest rates

on public loans also curb unequal distribution of income in the country.

3. Capital Levy

In the opinion of some economists, capital levy is a method of debt redemption that

imposes the least real burden on taxpayers. The imposition of heavy tax on property and

wealth is known as capital levy. The tax imposed on capital assets and estates is a one-

time tax.
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4. Buying up Loans

The government can redeem its debts by buying up new loans from the market. In a

situation where the government has surplus funds, it can spend money to purchase

government securities from the market. It can be very beneficial if  the government can

gain budget surpluses. The only disadvantage of this method is that it is not very

systematic. This method of debt redemption is possible only in those cases in which the

governments have surplus funds and public debt is marketable. Further, it affects the

rate of interest adversely. Bond process and rate of interest are always inversely related.

If the government buys back the public loans from the market, the market gets flooded

with money supply and hence the interest rate declines. On the other hand the prices of

the bonds will rise due to availability of a fewer bonds in the market.

4.5.1 Some Issues in Debt Management

The term debt management refers to the formulation and implementation of a debt

policy designed to achieve certain objectives. According to the traditional philosophy,

debt management consisted of minimizing its interest cost and paying it off as early as

possible. However, a modern welfare state uses debt management as a policy tool for

achieving various socio-economic objectives. Of course, every government is still

interested in keeping the interest cost to the minimum possible but if this objective is in

conflict with other objectives, it is sacrificed. Other important objectives before authorities

include economic stabilization, growth, employment and overall soundness of the financial

system as a whole.

Debt management policy has to run in harmony with the monetary management

of the country. They both influence stabilization and economic growth. Open market

operations are usually conducted by sale/purchase of government securities. Through

general and selective credit controls, monetary policy tries to influence the volume and

flows of funds and thereby the working of the entire economy. The way in which debt

management can also contribute to this policy objective has been discussed above. It

has also been seen how the objective of reducing interest cost on debt can come into

conflict with the anti-cyclical monetary policy of the country.

It should be noted that the aggregate volume of outstanding debt reflects a

cumulative effect of budgetary policy of the government. The volume of debt increases

or decreases in line with deficit or surplus budgeting. But monetary policy can aim to

alter the volume and composition of money and credit without any such constraint. In

the case of public debt, the management part would mainly comprise changing its maturity

composition so as to affect its yield structure and liquidity content. But it must be reiterated

that monetary policy and public debt are closely linked.

In a big country with a multi-layer government, effort must be made to ensure of

inter-government coordination. Care has also to be taken to ensure that their borrowing

programmes and terms and conditions of loans to be raised do not come in conflict with

each other. Normally, the national government is able to borrow at lower rates than a

sub-national government. Therefore, the rates of interest offered on central and state

governments loans should vary to accommodate this fact. Again different governments

should avoid entering the market at the same time or in quick succession, particularly if

the availability of funds in the market is limited compared with combined requirements

of the governments. In India, the task of coordination in all these aspects is entrusted to
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the Reserve Bank of India. It advises them regarding the timings, terms, and the amounts

of loans that can be raised in the market without undue difficulty.

4.6 SUMMING UP

� Depending upon the purpose and data availability, definition of public debt may

include some or all financial obligations of the government. The definition has also

to include unambiguous decisions regarding inter-governmental financial liabilities

and indebtedness to the central bank of the country.

� Financial obligations of the government, including its currency obligations, admit

of alternative classifications on the criteria of maturity, yield, marketability, source,

and the like. Such classifications include ‘external and internal’, marketable and

non-marketable’, interest-bearing and interest free’, ‘fixed and variable coupon’,

presence or absence of pre-determined maturity period, etc. Some public loans

may be perpetual.

� Public debt and private debt are similar in some respects, but their dissimilarities

are far deeper.

� Explanation of emergence and cumulative growth of public debt can be attributed

to several factors, like irresponsible fiscal behaviour of the government, its fiscal

compulsions, set of policies pursued by it, the need to provide a basis for a sound

financial system, etc.

� Budgetary deficit may or may not add to the size of the public debt.

� Borrowings by government may be subject to several voluntary and/or legal limits.

� Public debt provides the foundation for financial system of a modern economy.

� It also facilitates saving and investment (particularly having long gestation periods)

and in promoting round about processes of production which themselves add to

an economy’s productivity.

� Public debt may be used as a policy instrument for forced saving.

� Some forms of debt financing add to the aggregate flow of purchasing power and

inflationary pressures.

� Aggregate liquidity in the economy can be altered by altering the maturity

composition of public debt and its yield structure. This helps in stabilizing the

economy.

� In choosing between debt financing and tax financing, consideration must be

given to the multiple role of public debt in promoting the growth and health of the

financial system, and in achieving other objectives through its use.

� Classical and neo-classical economic thoughts failed to take cognizance of the

multifarious role of public debt. Its favoured resorting to public debt only in

emergencies and its retirement, at the earliest.

� Current thinking recognizes its multifarious role. And no serious attention is paid

to the issue of its partial or full retirement. Thinkers are worried only about its

unsustainable growth and the risk of a debt trap.

� Debt management comprises a judicious mixture of several objectives including

minimizing interest cost, inter-governmental coordination, and so on.
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� The burden of resource consumption entailed in current debt financing must be

borne by the present generation itself. It cannot consume resources which would

be available to the future generations. It can consume only those resources which

are already in existence. The burden of public debt passed on to future generations

is in the form of its spill-over ill-effects which can assume several forms.

4.7 KEY TERMS

� Coupon: It is the periodic sum of interest payable on a loan, usually expressed as

a percent p.a. of the principal amount

� Debt Trap: It is a situation in which the government has to borrow afresh, to

service its existing debt

� External Debt: It is the debt raised from outside the country

� Floating Debt: These are public debt obligations without specific maturity, such

as borrowings of provident fund deposits

� Funding: It refers to replacement of a maturing (short-term or floating) loan

with a fresh long-term loan

� Interest-bearing Loans: These are loans on which interest is payable to lenders

� Interest-free Loans: These are loans on which no interest is payable to lenders

� Inter-governmental Debt: It is debt repayable by one government (national or

sub-national) to another within the country

� Internal Debt: It is the debt raised from within the country

� Long-term Debt: It is debt, the maturity of which at the time of issue exceeds

an arbitrarily chosen time period (usually, one, three or five years)

� Market Loans/Funded Loans/Permanent Loans/Dated Loans: In India,

these are loans raised from within the country, with each loan having a specified

maturity at the time of issue

� Marketable Loans: These are loans which can be sold/transferred to others by

the original lenders

� Non-marketable Loans: These are loans which cannot be sold/transferred to

others by the original lenders

� Perpetual/Non-payable/Non-terminable Debt: This refers to public debt

obligations on which only periodic interest may be paid without a legal biding to

repay the principle

� Public Debt: These are the debt obligations of the government

� Remaining Term to Maturity: It is the time left till the date of redemption of a

loan

� Short-term Debt: It is debt, the maturity of which at the time of issue does not

exceed an arbitrarily chosen time period (usually, one, three or five years)

� Sinking Fund: It is a fund in which the government regularly puts aside some

money and uses the accumulated fund for periodic and partial retirement of debts

� Treasury Bills: These are very-short-term government obligations, usually issued

at a discount and redeemable at par on maturity
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4.8 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Like a private borrower, the government may also borrow either for consumption

or for investment purposes.

2. A government may resort to borrowing because of some fiscal compulsions, in

pursuance of a deliberate policy or for meeting an emergent need.

3. The government may use one or more of the following means to finance its

budgetary deficit:

(i) Run down its cash reserves

(ii) Sell some of its assets like properties and investments, etc.

(iii) Create additional currency and use it

(iv) Borrow from the central bank and spend

4. Financial assets may be divided into two parts, viz., ‘inside money’ and ‘outside

money’.

5. A government may try to regulate an economy’s financial system through variations

in the volume, composition and yield rates of public debt.

6. Higher interest rates  tend to push down the values of the assets (both real and

nominal).

7. The classical philosophy of laissez-faire assumed that the State was external to

the ‘real’ economy which comprised only the private sector.

8. Future generations only suffer if the current generation reduces its saving and

capital formation, thereby retarding the growth of future productive capacity of

the economy.

9. The government is likely to burden future generations with the burden of public

debt if it does not add to the capital stock and productive capacity of the country.

10. One simple way of ending the debt obligations is to repudiate the debt.

11. The two systematic approaches for retiring public debt are:

(i) to create a sinking fund in which the government regularly puts aside some

money and uses the accumulated fund for periodic and partial retirement

of the debt

(ii) regularly retiring a small portion of the debt every year

12. Debt management refers to the formulation and implementation of a debt policy

designed to achieve certain objectives.

4.9 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Define the concept of public debt and alternative meanings that may be assigned

to it.

2. Briefly describe and comment on each of the following, namely, (i) floating debt;

(ii) perpetual debt; (iii) market borrowings; (iv) inter-governmental borrowings;

(v) currency as a component of public debt; (vi) external loans.

3. Why do governments raise public debt?
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4. Do you think that a modern government should view public debt as a potent policy

tool and try to perfect it?

5. Write short notes on the following.

(i) Role of public debt in accelerating economic growth

(ii) Public debt as a source of inflation

(iii) Public debt as an instrument of anti-cyclical policy

(iv) Burden of external debt

(v) Public debt as a determinant of interest rate structure in the economy

6. Why do governments resort to borrowings when they can raise the needed revenue
through taxation?

7. What is debt redemption?

Long-Answer Questions

1. ‘Both public debt and private debt have several common theoretical and
behavioural underpinnings, but their dissimilarities are far more significant.’

Critically analyze and evaluate this statement.

2. There was a time when raising of public debt (except in dire emergencies) was

disapproved. Critically examine the pros and cons of this view.

3. Analytically elaborate the statement that public debt provides the foundation for a

strong and resilient financial system of a modern economy, but too much of it

becomes a drag on various counts.

4. Discuss the issue of imposing limits on public borrowings and the conceptual and
other problems associated with it.

5. Critically comment on the contradictory views that there are cogent reasons for

imposing restrictions on government borrowings as also for allowing it a free

hand. Also bring out the practical difficulties in formulating such restrictions, if

any.

6. Given that a country owes its internal public debt to itself, in what manner can it
be a burden upon it? Provide details of your argument.

7. Is it possible to transfer the burden of current public expenditure on to future

generations by financing it through public debt? Support your answer with relevant
reasoning and facts.

8. Evaluate the claim that a modern economy cannot sustain itself without public
debt but too much of it is also equally unsustainable.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

Fiscal policy can be understood as a Government’s spending policy that affects

macroeconomic circumstances. Using the fiscal policy, regulators endeavor to improve

unemployment rates, control price rises, build business cycles and influence interest

rates with the aim of managing the economy. Fiscal policy mainly focuses on the belief

of British economist John Maynard Keynes (1883–1946), who felt that governments

could transform the working of economy by altering tax rates and government expenditure.

To get clarity on how the government could try to make use of the fiscal policy to

shape the economy, take into account an economy that’s undergoing a recession. The

government may reduce tax rates in an effort to invigorate economic development. If

people are paying low in taxes, their spending and investing capacity increases. Higher

consumer spending or investment can boost economic growth. The regulators are not

keen to have a very high level of spending, as this could result in high level of inflation.

Another likelihood is that the government may choose to increase its own spending

– for instance, by constructing more roads. The idea is that extra  government spending

generates employment and reduces unemployment. There are economists, however,

who disagree with the belief that governments can generate employment, due to the fact

that the government gets all of its money from taxation – to phrase it in another way,

from the productive endeavors of the private sector.

One of the numerous issues with fiscal policy is that it is inclined to have an

unbalanced influence on certain groups. It is not a likelihood that a reduction in tax may

be applicable to taxpayers at all income levels, or for a small number of the groups the

reduction may be steeper than others. Similarly, a rise in government expenditure will

have a very strong impact on the group that is being spent on. This, for instance, in the

case of highway spending would be construction workers.

Fiscal policy and monetary policy are the two key policies that drive a country’s

economic performance. Owing to monetary policy, a nation’s flow of money is governed
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by its central bank. Regulators use both policies in their efforts to enhance a declining

economy, preserve a strong economy or simmer down a worked up economy.

5.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� List the main objectives of fiscal policy

� Explain the role of multiplier and accelerator in fiscal policy

� Discuss how taxation and public expenditure contribute to fiscal policy

� Interpret the relationship of fiscal policy with economic growth and distributive

justice

5.2 FISCAL POLICY: MEANING

Budgetary or fiscal policy comprises steps and measures which the government takes

both on the receipts and expenditure sides of its budget, including rules, regulations and

procedures relating to them. To ensure its consistency with the overall economic policy

of the government, its contents should not be selected in a piecemeal and haphazard

manner. This frequently poses some difficult problems because some components of the

policy may be contradictory to each other. The field of fiscal policy isn’t very clearly

demarcated from those of monetary policy and debt management because they all make

use of several common components but aim at different sets of goals. It is frequently

maintained that fiscal policy should mean that segment of government’s economic policy

which concerns itself “with aggregate effects of government expenditures and taxation

on income, production and employment”. According to this limitation, the micro-level

effects of various taxation and expenditure measures need not be included in fiscal

policy proper.  Mrs. Hicks says that “Fiscal policy is  concerned  with the manner in

which all the different elements of public finance, while still primarily concerned with

carrying  out their duties (as the first duty of a tax is to  raise revenue),  may collectively

be geared to forward the aims of the economic policy.” The crux  of a good and effective

fiscal policy lies in keeping its ingredients like  expenditure,  loans,  transfers, tax revenues,

income from property, debt management, and  the like in a proper balance so as to

achieve the best possible results in terms of the desired economic objectives. Discussion

of individual taxation and expenditure measures is generally left out of the field of fiscal

policy. But this is done only for the sake of simplicity of analysis. Essentially, a fiscal

policy is meaningless unless necessary details are filled in.

Usefulness

Usefulness of fiscal policy lies in its facilitating the achievement of socio-economic

objectives of the society. But it must not be forgotten that fiscal policy is only one of the

several sets of weapons in the hands of the government. It should also be emphasized

that fiscal policy tries to achieve its objectives by regulating the working of market

mechanism (while in contrast, some other weapons may by-pass it). The extent of its

success, therefore, largely depends upon the response of market forces to various policy

steps initiated by the government.
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Recognition

The fact that fiscal policy can be a potent tool in the hands of the authorities came to be

recognized only slowly. For decades, both official and academic thinking favoured laissez-

faire and balanced budgets. This policy, obviously, had its own drawbacks. As Keynes

pointed out, an attempt to balance the budget results in its imbalance and vice versa. The

rationale and usefulness of fiscal policy came to be recognized only during 1930s and

later. With the advancement of growth theory, it was also discovered that long run

stability also contributes to economic development. With the popularity of planning and

realization of the need for accelerating rate of capital accumulation, fiscal policy has

been accorded an important role in underdeveloped countries also. There, it is directed

not only to stability, but also towards promoting savings, investment and reduction in

distributive inequalities and regional disparities. At the same time, on account of severe

rigidities in socio-economic institutions and markets, the task of restructuring fiscal policy

is far more difficult in underdeveloped countries. In such countries, there is a need to

simultaneously direct it at several targets, which also poses additional problem of priority-

mix and object-rating.

Fiscal Policy and Stability

The problem of stability refers to that of recurring cyclical phases of upward and

downward cumulative movement in income, employment, output and prices, etc. in the

economy. In an underdeveloped country, such an instability is mainly caused through

pressures originating from abroad and imported through variations in imports, exports,

and external resource flows. Recognition of a close relationship between price changes

and the level of output and employment, particularly in developed market economies,

has led some economists to claim that economic stability should be interpreted to

mean a steady non-inflationary economic expansion in output and employment

coupled with a very mild rise in prices. It is argued that a very mild inflation enables

an economy to achieve a continuous expansion.

5.2.1 Main Objectives of Fiscal Policy

The key objectives of fiscal policy can be summarized as follows:

(a) Full employment

Full employment is a major objective of any fiscal policy. Unemployment brings down

production and hence it results in low economic growth. It also turns the life of the

unemployed into drudgery. No government can afford to keep its young people unemployed.

Full employment refers to a  situation in which involuntary unemployment does not exist

in the economy. To achieve this objective, the governments should:

� Raise their spending

� Cut down personal income taxes

� Bring down business taxes, or

� Bring balance in  higher government expenditure and fall in tax rates

(b) Price stability

Steep rise or steep fall in price level is not desirable in any economy. While a sharp rise

in prices will make many goods and services unaffordable for public, a sharp decline in

prices will discourage the manufacturers from producing goods and promoters from
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delivering the services. So, markets welcome price stability. Although, in general it is

accepted that reasonably stable prices are good, it is not easy to determine the exact

trends of pricing which are most satisfactory for the welfare of the society.

(c) Economic growth

It is an extremely important objective of fiscal policy as everything else depends on the

growth of economy. Higher economic growth can solve the country’s unemployment

problem. However, it may result in some problems in containing the price stability.

Developed countries such as USA, UK, and Japan focus on  the relationship between

the actual growth rate and the potential growth rate that occurs due to consumption. On

the other hand, less developed countries focus more on the rise in the potential growth

rate and the relationship between the actual and potential growth rates.

(d) Resource allocation

Resource allocation is related to assigning the available economic resources to the specific

uses from possible alternatives. It specifies what to produce and how much to produce.

It is the objective of any fiscal policy to ensure optimum resource allocation. To achieve

economic growth, the governments should ensure that resources from unproductive

sectors are diverted to productive sectors of the economy.

5.3 FACTORS THAT AFFECT FISCAL POLICY

5.3.1 Roles of Multiplier and Accelerator

The development of the concepts of ‘multiplier’ and ‘accelerator’ and the relationship

between the macro variables like investment, income, consumption, and savings enabled

the economists to visualize the mechanics of trade cycles and the role which the fiscal

policy could play in an economy. This gave rise to the principles of compensatory finance

and functional finance. It was realized that, to a great extent, fiscal policy can be effectively

used by the government to neutralize the destabilizing forces. The general theoretical

framework of this reasoning is that a depression is caused by a deficiency of effective

demand and fiscal policy can remedy it by increasing public expenditure and by

encouraging private expenditure. Similarly, during a boom period the need is to control

the demand which again can be partly done through curtailing public expenditure and

partly through curbing the private expenditure. Thus Keynesian remedial scheme is

essentially neutralizing changes in total effective demand by increasing it during a

depression and decreasing it during a boom.

During a depression, public expenditure should be increased through incurring

public investment and enhancing consumption expenditure of the government. Similarly,

subsidies (with or without tax concessions) can be used to encourage private consumption

and investment. The principle of balanced budget multiplier tells us that a net increase in

aggregate effective demand can be achieved by simply expanding the size of public

budget.

At this juncture, it is noteworthy that Keynes emphasized the role of fiscal policy

(particularly that of public expenditure) to the neglect of monetary policy in fighting

cyclical fluctuations and more so the chronic depression. In the process, however, he

ignored the risk of government narrowing its ‘fiscal space’ (that is scope for budgetary

manoeuvrability) on account of mounting public debt.

Check Your Progress

1. What does

budgetary or fiscal

policy comprise?

2. What should be
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of stability in fiscal

policy?
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These days it is recognized that deficit financing is a very potent tool in the hands

of the government for increasing effective demand. This is more so if the deficit is

financed through creation of additional currency or borrowings from the central bank of

the country. Even when the government borrows from the market and spends the

borrowed sums, the aggregate expenditure is most likely to increase because during

depression the investment opportunities in the market are not much and savings of the

market get spent through the government. However, the government’s expenditure policy

is more effective when the extra purchasing power goes into the hands of those people

who have a high marginal propensity to consume. Various social security measures like

unemployment relief, old age pensions, and so on are, therefore, very helpful in raising

the total demand in the market. Productive activity picks up faster and the existing

unutilized capacity is put to use if the government expenditure is directed primarily towards

consumption and welfare type disbursements without creating additional productive

capacity. In that case, the economy would be able to recover from the depression through

the multiplier process.

5.3.2 Roles of Taxation and Public Expenditure

Taxation is considered an effective tool in encouraging expenditure in the private sector.

Ordinarily, a general reduction in tax rates or abolition of certain taxes is recommended.

This pushes up profits and reduces cost of production and prices. Lower prices are

expected to increase demand, production and employment, which in turn add to effective

demand, and so on. A similar action can be taken in the field of customs duties also.

Raising import duties diverts the domestic demand from imports to home produced goods;

and reducing or abolishing export duties or giving export subsidies increases the demand

for exports and contributes towards recovery from depression. It is obvious that a detailed

tax policy should be more effective than a general one. Thus, it would be more helpful to

lower tax rates on those goods which have a higher elastic demand. Similarly, demand

would receive a greater stimulus if persons with a higher marginal propensity to consume

are given a relief in direct taxation. In the same manner, investment may be encouraged

by specific tax concessions like tax holidays, greater depreciation allowance and the

like.

It is found that authorities are generally less successful in countering inflationary

pressures and curtailing effective demand. The most common reason for their failure is

their inability to check the growth in their own expenditure.  Generally, there are several

ways of reducing unnecessary and wasteful public consumption expenditure, but the

authorities fail to do so for several non-economic considerations. For example, surplus

government employees are not retrenched on political and humanitarian grounds. Similarly,

several decisions are taken to incur public expenditure under pressure from vested

interests. Rising prices themselves also frequently force the government to raise salaries,

pensions, and the scale of welfare expenditure. Even the normal expenditure of the

government tends to increase on account of higher prices. Moreover, there are many

areas of public expenditure where the government is committed to certain levels of

expenditure such as interest payments, repayment of outstanding debt obligations, and

other contractual payments. All told, it appears that the government finds it more difficult

to reduce its expenditure during inflationary periods than to increase it during a depression.

To what extent can taxes be used to counteract inflationary pressures? In this

connection we would consider two questions. The first relates to taxes as built in stabilizers

and the second relates to the common belief that taxes can be used to curb prices and

demand.
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Taxes as Built-in Stabilizers

Given the level of government expenditure, the tax system itself tends to create a

budgetary surplus during a boom and a deficit during a depression. (A budgetary surplus

would curb expenditure and demand while a budgetary deficit would have the opposite

effect and thus an anti cyclical pressure is generated). This happens because revenue

from indirect and direct taxes is dependent upon the level of economic activities. Moreover,

direct taxes are usually progressive. With increasing money incomes, the direct taxes bill

rises more than proportionately, and during a depression, there is a more than proportionate

reduction in it. Therefore, yield from these taxes also moves in line with the level of

economic activities. The result is that during a depression, tax revenue falls, and with

given government expenditure, there is a budgetary deficit, which in turn has an

expansionary effect. On the other hand, during a boom, a larger revenue causes a

budgetary surplus which has a contractionary effect. However, we should note that it is

not enough to rely upon only this built in stabilizing effect of the tax system. Economic

stability requires an all-frontal effort in which variation in tax revenue is only one element

During a boom, for example, the market may develop expectations that prices would

rise still further. If that is so, tax measures are not likely to succeed in curbing speculative

demand and prices. Similarly, unless producers expect that their investments would be

commercially profitable, they would not invest during a depression even when tax rates

are lowered. It should be noted that market imperfections are on the increase even in

developed market economies which has adversely affected their adjustability and

responsiveness to tax measures. Such limitations of tax devices become more glaring in

underdeveloped countries. These economies are riddled with extra rigidities and they

have a limited scope for the use of direct taxes. Accordingly, in these countries, the

authorities have to rely to a larger extent on non taxation measures like import quotas

and price controls. Even within the tax system, reliance has to be had on indirect taxes

on a selective basis.

It is noteworthy that in last few decades, developments in the financial system

have eroded the effectiveness fiscal measures. These developments have enabled the

corporate sector to attain a measure of financial independence in the sense that it is now

able to draw upon its own sources of funds and is in a position to manipulate the working

of the economy and influence the choice of the consumers.

All told, it is found that the fiscal policy has far more chances of success during a

depression, but much less in an inflationary situation. In either case, it will be better if the

fiscal policy is helped with appropriate monetary and other measures.

In underdeveloped countries, however, the aggregative role of fiscal policy is

rather limited since such economies lack adequate flexibility and tend to develop pockets

of inflationary pressures. Therefore, the government has to devise more specific measures

of taxation and expenditure, coupled with additional selective credit controls, etc., to help

the economy. In the field of foreign trade also, its exports and imports are likely to suffer

from low elasticities and, therefore, the use of customs duties and subsidies has to be

supplemented with that of physical quotas, licences, and so on.

It should be remembered that fiscal policy aims at bringing about stability in the

economy by counteracting ‘market failures’. It, however, is likely to have only a limited

success in this endeavour because of innumerable rigidities, technical specificities and

institutional and other imperfections from which a modern market suffers. Therefore,
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the response of the market to measures taken by the authorities is bound to be incomplete

and slow. In addition, formulation and implementation of fiscal policy itself suffers from

various ‘government failures’. These manifest themselves in non-merit subsidies and

tax concessions, favouring vested interests and so on.

Performance in India

In India, fiscal policy cannot be said to be a success in regard to ensuring economic

stability. It has succeeded in keeping trade cycles under control, but has not been able to

ensure price stability. Amongst various factors contributing to inflationary price rise, we

may count government’s persistent deficit financing and therefore, a rapid increase in

the supply of currency and credit. Inefficient working of public undertakings with price

hikes to cover their deficits has also added to inflationary forces. Our dependence on

crucial imports and world wide inflation (particularly of oil prices) has also added to our

cost of production and prices. The fact that public sector controls commanding heights

of the economy, coupled with frequent price hikes of basic goods and services, has

added to cost and prices all round. This in turn increases the budgetary expenditure of

the government itself and forces it to rely all the more on indirect taxes on the one hand

and deficit financing on the other. It may be noted that increasing reliance on indirect

taxes as indicated by a rapid increase in revenue from  excise duties and sales tax, has

fed the cost  and price cascading process. In terms of price stability, therefore, our fiscal

policy cannot be termed a success.

5.4 FISCAL POLICY—ECONOMIC GROWTH AND

DISTRIBUTION JUSTICE

5.4.1 Fiscal Policy and Economic Growth

Budgetary flows form an important portion of the flow of funds of an economy and,

therefore, have a profound role in directing its working. Even a developed country cannot

afford to stagnate or decay. For it also, a steady increase in national income and

employment is very desirable. Stability of the economy helps it in achieving this objective

because investment decisions are affected more favourably under conditions of stability

(an investor is interested in not only the rate of return but also in safety and stability of

investment). With stability the consumption expenditure does not fall below a certain

minimum level and forms a cushion against economic contraction.

Though essentially stability encourages growth, it need not necessarily be so.

This is because, to a large extent, long run growth rate depends upon the rates of capital

accumulation and development of the capital goods sector. For example, a high level of

stable employment may be achieved and sustained through encouragement of

unproductive investment and expenditure on the part of the government. Such stability

at a high level of employment, however, may eat into economic growth because of a

long run reduction in economy’s capital stock.

The conflict between stability and growth becomes clearer in the case of

underdeveloped countries. Here, there is an express need to accelerate the process of

capital accumulation for which, therefore, it is the capital goods sector and the social

overheads which are to be given priority. Furthermore, capital goods industries are

generally capital intensive and generate proportionately lower employment. On the other

hand, if labour intensive industries are encouraged so as to create more employment,

Check Your Progress
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there will be an increase in consumption demand without a corresponding increase in

capital formation and the result would be a deceleration of the growth rate.

Market mechanism of an underdeveloped economy is not likely to be able to

generate adequate savings and investment needed for a rapid economic growth.

Consequently, the government has to assume a leading role in effecting savings in the

economy. Whether or not foreign capital can play a significant role in supplementing

budgetary savings of an underdeveloped country, depends upon the specific attending

circumstances of the situation. But in general, foreign capital can be relied upon only up

to a limited extent. Budgets have a more direct role to play in capital accumulation and

economic growth in an underdeveloped country than in a developed one. As it is, saving

potential in an underdeveloped economy is very limited partly because of the shortage of

several specific resources, partly due to lack of adequate demand (especially for capital

goods), and partly because of high cost of production. This vicious circle can be broken

by the government with the help of investment-oriented budgets. Such budgets should

also be designed so as to yield a surplus in the hands of the authorities which may then

be directed towards the creation of social overheads and basic and key industries, and

so on.

It should be noted that the government need not confine its efforts at economic

growth only to the public sector. So long as market mechanism and private enterprise

are allowed to exist, they can also be induced to contribute their share to the development

process. More specifically, the authorities should have a definite policy of encouraging

the growth of particular industries and in particular areas (so as to reduce regional

imbalances). For this purpose, specific tax concessions and subsidies such as tax holidays,

higher depreciation allowances, etc. can be designed and incorporated in the budgetary

policy.

Recently, a new line of thinking is gaining popularity in recognition of the constraints

from which government administration suffers. It is admitted that a developing country

needs a rapid addition to its infrastructure which is also run efficiently. Availability of

adequate and efficient infrastructure adds to the total factor productivity (TFP) of the

economy. However, due to the financial, managerial and other limitations from which

public sector suffers, it is now advocated that the government should go in for projects

jointly with the private sector. This reasoning is referred to as Public Private Partnership

(PPP) in which both sectors pool their resources and expertise etc. In other words, the

scope of fiscal policy has been broadened under this new form of thinking and philosophy.

It is claimed that the presence of private sector ensures higher productive and managerial

efficiency and capacity utilization of a project while the participation of the public sector

prevents its undue commercial exploitation.

It is essential to note that the development of capital goods sector adds to the

inflationary pressures. This is because while investment in capital goods simultaneously

adds to aggregate demand through generation of additional money incomes, additions to

supply flows are delayed on account of long gestation periods of capital goods industries.

This problem is further aggravated when there is deficit financing. Therefore, additional

measures are needed to contain inflationary forces. Since direct saving capacity of the

people is limited, therefore, the authorities find it easier to resort to deficit financing for

purpose of financing the growth of public sector. There are two forms of deficit financing

here and both may be resorted to in combination.

Firstly, the government may borrow from the market. This procedure is equivalent

to transferring the resources straight from the private hands into those of the government.
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Normally, the scope for pure market borrowings is somewhat limited in an underdeveloped

country. People do not have enough to spare for investing in government loans. The

market borrowings, therefore, generally amount to loans from various institutions and

this generally means a diversion of investable funds from the private sector to the public

sector. In other words, the market borrowings are not likely to add to the total investment

in the country. However, a shift in investment would be there if the government investment

plans are different from those of the private ones (and this is most likely to be so).

Secondly, the deficit financing, namely, resorting to the printing press, amounts to

taking away a portion of the private sector’s resources and leaving it with extra money.

This technique can be used for re allocating of the economy’s resources and thus

accelerating the pace of economic growth.

However, market borrowings and currency creation by themselves do not guarantee

that capital accumulation process will be strengthened or that inflation will be avoided.

Actually, if government uses the market borrowings or currency creation for financing

welfare and other consumption-oriented expenditure programmes, the result can be a

retardation of the growth process. Growth oriented programmes may be divided into

two portions. Some of them will be those which yield quick results such as minor irrigation

schemes, reclamation of land and the like. There will be others like training and education

of the working classes and development of capital goods sector. Investment in latter

types of programmes adds to inflationary forces in the short run and it is necessary that

a proper corrective policy be adopted to counteract that. In brief, we may emphasize

that the budgetary investment policies have both a multiplier effect which influence the

aggregate demand and the capacity effect (which add to the production stream) in

varying forms and with varying lags. It is, therefore, essential that the budgetary policy

directed towards growth must incorporate elements of fiscal policy adjustments to avoid

inflation or deflation. Thus, the investment programmes of the government designed to

ensure growth would imply additional measures to bring about necessary adjustments

between demand and supply of important goods and keeping the balance of payments

on an even keel. This highlights the basic usefulness as also the limitations of fiscal

policy for economic development. The effective range of choice for policy makers in the

form of fiscal instruments may be much narrower than we might believe in the first

instance. Furthermore, the budgetary measures designed for growth come up against

problems of implementation, especially if there are various authorities participating in the

task such as the ministry of finance, the planning commission and the local authorities.

The conflicts and difficulties are further heightened when we think of the fact that a

policy of economic growth is usually accompanied by additional objectives of social

development and egalitarian ends.

5.4.2 Fiscal Policy and Distributive Justice

It is generally claimed that the objective of distributive justice comes into conflict with

that of economic growth. It diverts purchasing power from richer to poorer sections of

the community, encourages consumption and diverts resources from investment and

feeds inflation. This claim is true to some extent. Pursued relentlessly, an equitable

distribution destroys incentive for production on the one hand and sources of savings on

the other.  However, care must be taken not to neglect the objective of distributive

justice in its entirety. Such a course erodes the very basis of health and productive

capacity of the labour force and cripples the economy permanently. It also works against
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the expansion of domestic market which is so essential for sustaining demand to support

increased production. Therefore, utmost skill is needed in designing a fiscal policy to

achieve a proper balance between these objectives.

On the side of taxation, the objective of distributive justice dictates that fiscal

policy should rely more on direct and progressive taxes. To the extent indirect taxes are

needed for collecting revenue, they should avoid capital goods and intermediate goods

and should concentrate on final consumption goods mainly consumed by richer sections.

However, the use of non tax revenue poses certain problems. While the pricing of some

public utilities can be subsidized or a policy of differential pricing can be pursued, it is not

always possible for every public undertaking. Again public borrowings in due course add

to inequalities through generation of interest income. On the expenditure side, the

authorities should pursue a policy of subsidising essential goods and services and

encouraging employment oriented labour intensive industries which would serve the

cause of distributive justice.

In India, direct taxes are quite progressive, but they have a narrow base and

coupled with widespread tax evasion, have been unable to make any sizeable contribution

to reduction in inequalities. Indirect taxes, on the other hand, add to effective inequalities

by way of their regressive incidence, cost and price-cascading effects and consequently

redistribution of national income against wages. Rationalized and extended coverage of

indirect taxes is contributing to the regressiveness of our tax system. Laws governing

business expenses for consumption purposes also violate distributive justice. On the

other hand, expenditure policy of the government has a mixed effect. For example,

subsidies are concentrated upon three major items, namely, food, fertilizers and export

promotion.  Of these the former two help in reducing inequalities through cheaper food

and larger agricultural output (even though the direct benefit of fertilizer subsidies goes

mainly to bigger farmers).

In conclusion, we may say that, in India, the traditional approach of fiscal policy

towards growth and distributive justice is faulty in the sense that it does not address all

the relevant aspects that it should. It tends to confine itself to encouraging certain activities

in the private sector but does not take a long term view of the problem. Frequent changes

in the policy do not allow the private sector to adopt a constructive response to the policy

measures. Similarly, our fiscal policy is neglecting certain important growth factors which

include the development of human capital and what is termed TFP (in association with

infrastructural facilities). Thus, our fiscal policy is in need of a more comprehensive and

long term approach which should specifically aim at:

� Counteracting ill effects of frequent changes in tax provisions by adopting a long

term policy;

� Generation of productive employment opportunities,

� Removal of over-regulation of economic activities;

� Improving governance and tackling corruption;

� Containing government expenditure and reforming its audit-oriented characteristic;

� Removing the distinction between plan and non-plan expenditure and paying greater

attention to the maintenance and operation of the existing projects, assets and

schemes.

Check Your Progress

7. ‘Although stability

encourages growth,

it is not the only

factor that does it.’

What do you

understand by this

statement?

8. Why does the

government have to

assume a leading

role in effecting

savings, in the

economy?

9. Why is it not

needed for the

government to

confine its efforts at

economic growth

only to the public

sector?
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5.5 SUMMING UP

� A public budget is termed a balanced one if revenue receipts of the government

equal its expenditure.

� Alternatively there is no net change in net indebtedness of the government.

� The most popular time interval of a public budget is one year.

� Suggestions for a longer time period are impractical.

� There are some controversial components in budgetary receipts, namely, creation

of legal tender, drawing down of cash balances, and sale of assets.

� On the expenditure side, implicit subsidies and some investments need a closer

examination.

� In India, the terms fiscal deficit and budgetary deficit have been accorded different

meanings. BD is equated with only sum total of borrowings from the RBI through

91-day ad hoc treasury bills and drawing down of cash balances.

� Official justification for this narrow definition does not satisfy accounting standards

and economic reasoning.

� Various arguments are advanced in favour of balanced budgets including a check

against extravagance by public authorities, self-feeding deficits; inflation neutrality;

avoiding ill effects of deficit budgets; balanced budget multiplier, etc.

� There are several cogent arguments against balanced budgets, including possible

reflationary impact and growth stimulus of a deficit budget.

� Deficit financing can be used for accelerating investment and growth rates.

� Balanced budget multiplier refers to multiplier impact of a variation in the size of

the budget while maintaining its balance. Its numerical value is unity under certain

assumptions. Factually, its value can deviate from unity on account of various

factors. Introduction of foreign trade lowers the value of balanced budget multiplier.

� Fiscal policy is a comprehensive term covering all policy, procedural and other

dimensions of the budgetary operations of the government. Its contents need to

be chosen judiciously so as to avoid their contradictory pulls and for consistency

with policy goals. There is no universally acceptable format of fiscal policy; it

varies from country to country and from time to time.

� Fiscal policy may be specifically designed to ensure economic stability, accelerate

economic growth and improve distributive justice.

� The rationale of instruments of fiscal policy flows from the need to counteract

market failures. In itself, it is next to impossible task. In addition, fiscal policy

itself suffers from all forms of government failures.

� Recent developments in fiscal policy specifically recognize (i) limitations of the

use of public debt leading to the problem of ‘fiscal space’, (ii) role of TFP and the

fruitful contribution which fiscal policy can make in this context, (iii) justification

for PPP, (iv) incomplete solution of the problem of market failures, and (v) inevitable

reality of market failures.

� In India, fiscal policy has recorded a mixed performance.
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5.6 KEY TERMS

� Balanced Budget: The equality between budgetary receipts and disbursements

when considered for the entire budgetary over a given period of time

� Balanced Budget Multiplier: It is an increase in government expenditure

financed by equivalent increase in tax receipts, resulting in an equivalent increase

in national income

� Capacity Effect: These are the public investment policies which add to the

production capacity and output in the economy in varying forms and with varying

lags

� Compensatory Finance/Functional Finance: The adjustment of budgetary

surplus or deficit for counteracting cyclical fluctuations

� Fiscal Policy: It list the objectives of budgetary proposals and related measures

� Multiplier Effect: It is the multiple income generation effect of an increase in

public investment and/or consumption expenditure

5.7 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Budgetary or fiscal policy comprises steps and measures which the government

takes both on the receipts and expenditure sides of its budget, including rules,

regulations and procedures relating to them.

2. To ensure its consistency with the overall economic policy of the government, its

contents should not be selected in a piecemeal and haphazard manner.

3. The problem of stability refers to that of recurring cyclical phases of upward and

downward cumulative movement in income, employment, output and prices, etc.

in the economy.

4. The development of the concepts of ‘multiplier’ and ‘accelerator’ and the

relationship between the macro variables like investment, income, consumption,

and savings enabled the economists to visualize the mechanics of trade cycles

and the role which the fiscal policy could play in an economy. This gave rise to the

principals of compensatory finance and functional finance.

5. During a depression, public expenditure can be increased through incurring public

investment and enhancing consumption expenditure of the government.

6. The principle of balanced budget multiplier tells us that a net increase in aggregate

effective demand can be achieved by simply expanding the size of public budget.

7. ‘Although stability encourages growth, it is not the only factor that does it.’ This is

because, to a large extent, long run growth rate depends upon the rates of capital

accumulation and development of the capital goods sector.

8. The government has to assume a leading role in effecting savings in the economy

because market mechanism of an underdeveloped economy is not likely to be

able to generate adequate savings and investment needed for a rapid economic

growth.

9. The government need not confine its efforts at economic growth only to the

public sector. So long as market mechanism and private enterprise are allowed to

exist, they can also be induced to contribute their share to the development process.
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5.8 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Do the receipts on account of (i) sale of public assets, (ii) borrowings from the

central bank of the country, (iii) long term borrowings, and (iv) drawing down of

cash balances reduce the budgetary deficit?

2. State one reason to support and one against the policy of a balanced budget.

3. Write short notes on the following.

(i) Distinction between the concepts of budgetary and fiscal deficits as

commonly used and as used in India.

(ii) Use of fiscal policy in India.

(iii) Fiscal policy as an instrument for accelerating economic growth.

(iv) Fiscal Policy and Regional disparities.

(v) Taxation as a built-in stabilizer.

(vi) Directions in which fiscal policy has developed recently.

4. Select the correct answer from the following options:

Considerations of aggregate social welfare demand that a good with non-

marketable externalities should be

(i) taxed

(ii) subsidized

(iii) neither taxed nor subsidized

(iv) taxed or subsidized depending upon whether its externalities are negative or

positive

5. What is Balanced Budget Multiplier?

6. Write short notes on the following:

(i) Use of taxation for reallocation of productive resources

(ii) Use of public expenditure in reallocation of productive resources

Long-Answer Questions

1. Write an explanatory and comprehensive note on the concept of a public budget,

its core contents and favoured extensions and refinements.

2. Give a detailed explanation of the concept of a balanced budget with particular

reference to its periodicity and the items of receipts and disbursements which

should be considered for this purpose.

3. ‘Budgetary balance should be solely judged on the basis of net variations in public

debt of the government.’ Examine this statement.

4. Examine the commonly held view that in developed countries role of fiscal policy

is only that of ensuring economic stability, while its role extends to several

dimensions of a developing economy.

5. Highlight some of the leading components of fiscal policy, and comment on their

expected effectiveness. Would you subscribe to the view that fiscal policy should

be multi-pronged and multi-instrumental? Give reasons for your answer.
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6. Critically evaluate the claim that recent developments in the financial system

have eroded the effectiveness of fiscal policy.

7. ‘It is claimed that fiscal policy cannot reduce income and wealth inequalities

because either (i) it scuttles growth itself or (ii) its effectiveness is more than

counterbalanced by market forces.’ Evaluate.

8. Reasoning of balanced budget multiplier is essentially in a comparative-statics

framework. Explore its working in dynamic terms. Also examine the validity of

this concept for a country like India with imperfect market mechanism and

institutional rigidities.

9. Explain the following in detail:

(i) Relative merits of a lump sum subsidy and a quantity based subsidy

(ii) Subsidizing merit goods
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UNIT 6 GOVERNMENT BUDGET

UNIT STRUCTURE

6.0 Introduction

6.1 Objectives

6.2 Capital and Revenue Budgets
6.2.1 Revenue and Capital Accounts

6.2.2 Plan and Non-plan Accounts

6.2.3 Concluding Observations

6.3 Ideas of Fiscal and Revenue Deficits

6.4 Summing Up

6.5 Key Terms

6.6 Answers to ‘Check Your Progress’

6.7 Questions and Exercises

6.8 References and Suggested Reading

6.0 INTRODUCTION

A government budget is a recorded plan of public revenue and spending. Usually, this

plan is approved by the legislature, authorized by the Chief Executive or President and

presented by the Finance Minister to the people of a country. This budget is also referred

to as the Annual Financial Statement of the nation.

This unit assesses the projected government revenues and government

expenditures for the following (current) financial year. For instance, only certain categories

of revenue may be imposed and accumulated. Property tax is often the source of municipal

and county revenues. On the other hand, state revenues depend on sales tax and/or

income tax and national revenues come from income tax and corporate tax.

6.1 OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

� Compare capital and revenue budgets

� Explain the ideas of fiscal and revenue deficits

6.2 CAPITAL AND REVENUE BUDGETS

In a nutshell, public budget is a policy statement of the government with its financial

implications. A typical modern government wants to undertake several economic and

non-economic activities and pursue a set of policies which have their financial counterparts

in the form of receipts, borrowings, and expenditures. Accordingly, the government

describes its intentions and policies which it would like to pursue during the forthcoming

period (usually a year) and draws up a financial plan corresponding to this scheme of

things. Such a financial plan contains details of estimated receipts as also proposed

expenditures and other disbursements under various heads. Therefore, a budget enables

the government to decide about each individual item of revenue and expenditure in the

overall context of its policies.
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No government can afford to take taxation, borrowings, expenditure and other

fiscal decisions at random. On account of their interdependence, all decisions and policies

must be in harmony with its overall set of objectives. The whole approach has to be quite

systematic if chaos and wastage are to be avoided.

6.2.1 Revenue and Capital Accounts

In many countries (including India), the budget is divided into revenue (current) and

capital accounts. Revenue account covers those items which are of recurring/routine

nature; while capital account covers those items which result in acquisition and disposal

of capital assets and liabilities. This division can be justified on several grounds. There is

an economic sense in distinguishing between expenditure that does not add to or subtract

from the capital assets and that which does. And this economic sense applies with equal

force to government budgeting as well. It is maintained that every economic unit must

distinguish between current expenses and those incurred for acquisition of capital assets.

Current expenses are equivalent to consumption; while acquisition of capital assets is

not. It is only when these capital assets depreciate that real expenditure takes place in

the sense of consumption. It is on this logic that private commercial units do not count

the amounts spent on the acquisition of capital assets as a part of current expenses for

the year. It is only the depreciation part that is so counted. It is argued that the government

should also follow the same practice.

Another argument in favour of the division of the budget between capital and

revenue accounts is however quite flimsy. It is maintained that through such a division

the government can follow a good working rule, namely, ensuring that all the current

expenses are met through taxation while all the capital expenses are  met through

borrowings. It must be noted that such a policy approach can be quite restrictive and

misleading. If used judiciously, taxation, borrowing and expenditure become potent policy

tools in the hands of the government. Therefore, instead of getting restricted by such

self-imposed limitations, the authorities should aim at having a well orchestrated fiscal

policy.

In India, the Constitution demands that the budget must distinguish expenditure on

Revenue Account from other expenditure. Though this Constitutional obligation applies

only to the expenditure side of the budget, factually this classification is applied to the

receipts side as well. Moreover, the Constitution does not provide any criteria for such a

classification, and no clear, objective and unambiguous criteria are available from other

sources. Factually speaking, this classification is based upon established conventions

and official discretion. Revenue Budget consists of the revenue receipts—tax revenue

and non tax revenue—and the expenditure met out of revenue receipts. The non tax

revenue receipts include revenue from currency, coinage and mint, interest receipts,

dividends, profits, revenue from general services (such as police, jails, supplies and disposal,

and public works), revenue from social and community services (such as education,

health, housing, broadcasting, and so on), and revenue from economic services (such as

agriculture and allied services, industry and mines, transport and communications).

Correspondingly, receipts on capital account receipts, include market loans, borrowings

from the Reserve Bank of India and others, through the sale of treasury bills and loans

from foreign Governments and others to the Central Government. Capital disbursements

include expenditure on acquisition of various physical assets like land, buildings, machinery

and equipment, investments in shares and debentures, and loans to State Governments

and other bodies. The capital budget also incorporates the transactions in the Public

Account.
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The division between Revenue and Capital Accounts for the State Budgets is

similar to that of the GOI budget with only some differences in terms of specific items.

For example, the States receive a share of net receipts of several taxes levied and

collected by GOI. They do not get any revenue from currency, coinage and mint. States

also get both revenue and capital grants from GOI. While GOI can borrow from abroad,

the States cannot. States borrow from GOI but do not lend to it. Their borrowings from

RBI are also nearly non-existent. In recent years, investments by National Small Savings

Fund in State Government securities and market borrowings have become prominent

components of State borrowings.

6.2.2 Plan and Non-plan Accounts

This division applies only to the expenditure side of the budge and, as of now appears

counterproductive. Plan expenditure covers only that portion of the total expenditure

which is directed to finance the projects/schemes specifically initiated under a plan or

which are the spillover of the previous plan/plans. Those projects/schemes which are

completed also require maintenance and other running expenditure in future; but such

expenditure is classified as non plan expenditure with the result that, over time, it keeps

on increasing automatically, and this is as it should be. However, the budget makers,

under various compulsions, prefer to increase allocations for plan projects/schemes at

the cost of non-plan allocations. As a result, existing projects/schemes remain under-

exploited for want of maintenance and operative allocations while new projects/schemes

are taken up.

In India, till mid 1980s, in addition to the division of the budget into Revenue and

Capital Accounts, the Plan Budget was also prepared. The Plan Budget was a document

which showed the budgetary provisions for important projects, programmes and schemes

included in the Central Plan. It gave the details of the Budgetary support for the Central

Plan by sectors of development, including the Central Plan assistance for States and

Union Territories. Furthermore, extra budgetary resources for the Central Plan were

also shown. The break up of the proposed outlays between General Services, Social and

Community Services, and Economic Services, was shown together with various physical

targets wherever possible. Currently, in pursuance of the recommendations of the Auditor

and Comptroller General of India, this practice stands modified. The Budget is first split

up into Plan and non Plan portions and each part, in turn, is divided further into Revenue

and Capital Accounts.

From several quarters, a suggestion has been made for the abolition of distinction

between plan and non-plan expenditure. However, so long as this is not done, there

should be a two-fold classification, namely, (i) Revenue and capital accounts, each sub-

classified into plan and non-plan components, and (ii) Plan and non-plan accounts, each

sub-classified into Revenue and capital components.

6.2.3 Concluding Observations

The traditional approach towards budgetary accounting is designed for an effective

legislative control over the executive, and to meet the requirements of fiscal management.

It is an excellent aid to government auditors and an effective check against

misappropriation of funds and other fraudulent practices. To this end, therefore, accounts

are classified into categories corresponding to individual ministries, departments and

sections; and within each, there are further divisions and sub-divisions. But there is a

lack of correspondence between the purpose and the account head. This approach does

not provide information required for the formulation of fiscal policies. It does not provide
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a basis for assessing the effect of alternative budgetary policies and operations and for

devising improvements therein. To that end a system of economic and functional

classification of the budget on the one hand and the introduction of programme and

performance budgeting on the other (to be discussed in a later section) are very essential.

It is noteworthy that, in India, the accounting format of the budget broadly corresponded

to functional categories. But with the passage of time, the extent of this correspondence

weakened and could no longer meet the requirements of a proper functional classification.

and with the expansion of government activities, the older classification lost a good deal

of its earlier functional relevance. For example, instead of adding new heads for them,

several important items were put under the head ‘miscellaneous’.

6.3 IDEAS OF FISCAL AND REVENUE DEFICITS

There are various ways to represent and interpret a government’s deficit. The simplest

is the revenue deficit which is just the difference between revenue receipts and revenue

expenditures.

Revenue Deficit = Revenue Expenditure –Revenue Receipts (that is Tax + Non – tax

Revenue)

A more comprehensive indicator of the government’s deficit is the fiscal deficit.

This is the sum of revenue and capital expenditure less all revenue and capital receipts

other than loans taken. This gives a more holistic view of the government’s funding

situation since it gives the difference between all receipts and expenditures other than

loans taken to meet such expenditures.

Fiscal Deficit = Total Expenditure (that is Revenue Expenditure + Capital Expenditure)

– (Revenue Receipts + Recoveries of Loans + Other Capital Receipts (that is all Revenue

and Capital Receipts other than loans taken)

The gross fiscal deficit (GFD) of government is the excess of its total expenditure,

current and capital, including loans net of recovery, over revenue receipts (including

external grants) and non-debt capital receipts. The net fiscal deficit is the gross fiscal

deficit reduced by net lending by government (Dasgupta and De, 2011). The gross

primary deficit is the GFD less interest payments while the primary revenue deficit is the

revenue deficit less interest payments.

There are no clear pointers that indicate if a budget deficit is constructive or

detrimental since it is based on several factors.

1. The time of occurrence of the deficit

Basic Keynesian analysis indicates that any increase in the budget deficit at the time of

a recession is positive. In a recession, the expenditure of private sector reduces and

savings increase; giving rise to unused resources. Borrowing is an approach used by the

Government to make use of these unused savings and getting the economy to roll again.

The deficit spending can help support further development, which will facilitate increased

tax revenues and bring down the deficit over a period of time. If one tries to stabilize the

budget in a recession, it can cause the recession to deepen. 

If the period of the occurrence of the deficit is of strong economic growth, then

the government deficit will be overflowing through the private sector. Government

borrowing will bring down private sector investment and spending and it can be contended

Check Your Progress

1. What is public

budget?

2. What does a budget

enable the

government to

decide?
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that the government spending is more inept than the private sector. One instance, is

India. In 2012, the Indian economy was experiencing rapid growth, however, the budget

deficit was 5.5% of GDP. Under these economic conditions, it would be advisable for

India to reduce the budget deficit.

2. Reason for borrowing

If the government borrowed to invest in making the infrastructure better, it might be able

to conquer market letdown and enhance the productive capability of the economy. The

return from public sector investment may be better than the expenditure incurred in

borrowing and so in the long-term the economic benefits from government borrowing

and investment (like a firm borrowing to invest in a new factory). On the other hand, if

the government borrows and wrongly spends the money or spends it on transfer payment,

there may be some degree of increase in productive capacity.

3. Cost of borrowing

Under specific conditions, the cost of government borrowing is reduced. In a

recession/liquidity trap, the private sector usually wants to purchase government bonds

because they prefer the ‘security’ of purchasing safe government assets. This affects a

drop in bond yields and reduces the cost of borrowing. This serves as a more favourable

time to borrow money, because it is cheaper and indicates that there is increased demand

for buying government debt. In 2012, countries with large budget deficits – UK, US and

Japan – also had very small bond yields, suggestive of the market having strong demand

for buying bonds (low bond yields were also helped by policy of quantitative easing) The

reduction of government bond yields also is an indication that the private sector does not

want to invest in private sector projects and thus without private sector investment and

spending, the government needs to fill in the gap.

In the case of the Eurozone, borrowing has been much more difficult. Bond yields

have increased, in spite of lower budget deficits. This is because it is not easy to borrow

within the framework of a single currency. There is no Central Bank to act as lender of

last resort and there were liquidity apprehensions over the PIIGS countries. This caused

bond yields to go up fast. Due to the nature of the Eurozone, budget deficits have

become more challenging. Eurozone economies are under pressure to keep low budget

deficits, or else they are more liable to see growing bond yields. If they weren’t in the

Euro, and had an independent Central Bank, the deficit would have had less problems.

4. Future prospects for economic growth

A substantial matter for the importance of a budget deficit is the economic forecast. If

one economy is envisaged to be stagnant, debt to GDP is probable to continue to increase.

If another economy is forecast to have strong growth – 2 or 3%, this will naturally raise

tax revenues and bring down government spending on unemployment benefits. Markets

will be more concerned about a budget deficit, if they believe that the economy is heading

towards stagnation and feeble growth. Poor growth probability is one of the major

concerns of several Eurozone economies.

Conclusion: Does the budget deficit make a difference?

Definitely, the budget deficit makes a big difference. However, the answer to this is

more comprehensive and complex. It seens rational to recommend that over the course

of the economic succession, governments should try to come together to balance the
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structural deficit. Nonetheless, there can be better grounds to float a deficit – as a

minimum in the short term. For instance, if the government desires to finance public

investment that has an adequate rate of return in the offering. Also in a recession, a

budget deficit can prove to be crucial for the management of cumulative demand. In a

recession, the conventional fears of a budget deficit – price rise, interest rates, crowding

out – usually do not take place. Nevertheless, government spending financed by borrowing

from the private sector can return the economy to full employment rapidly.

6.4 SUMMING UP

� Government budget is a financial statement of estimated receipts and

disbursements together with their breakup for a given period (say, a year) plus

explicit and implicit policies associated with the proposals relating to these receipts

and disbursements.

� Accounting and/or conceptual foundations also provide a basis for classifying

Indian budgets at all government levels into revenue and capital ones as also into
plan and non-plan ones.

6.5 KEY TERMS

� Non-Plan Account: That part of the expenditure budget which is meant to maintain

completed projects or fully operative schemes

� Plan Account: That part of the expenditure budget which is meant to finance the

projects and schemes specifically initiated under a plan or which are spill-over

from the previous plan/plans

6.6 ANSWERS TO ‘CHECK YOUR PROGRESS’

1. Public budget is a policy statement of the government with its financial implications.

2. A budget enables the government to decide about each individual item of revenue

and expenditure in the overall context of its policies.

3. There are various ways to represent and interpret a government’s deficit. The

simplest is the revenue deficit which is just the difference between revenue receipts

and revenue expenditures.

4. A more comprehensive indicator of the government’s deficit is the fiscal deficit.

5. The gross fiscal deficit (GFD) of government is the excess of its total expenditure,

current and capital, including loans net of recovery, over revenue receipts (including

external grants) and non- debt capital receipts.

6.7 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Define the capital revenue budgets.

2. What is the formula for calculating revenue deficit?

3. What are plan and non-plan accounts?

Check Your Progress

3. Give one way of

representing and

interpreting a

government’s

deficit.

4. Which is a more

comprehensive

indicator of the

government’s

deficit?

5. How is the gross

fiscal deficit (GFD)

of government

calculated?
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Long-Answer Questions

1. Critically examine the following:

(i) Logic of dividing a public budget into revenue and capital components and

its practice in India.

(ii) Distinction between plan and non-plan expenditure as used in India. Does

this classification serve any purpose?
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